
Title: K-2 Litter

Alaska State Cultural, Science and Math Standards

E. Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation of the 
relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 

· Students will begin to understand the ecology and geography of the area they 
live in. 

· Determine how ideas and concepts from one knowledge system relate to those 
derived from other knowledge systems.

· Recognize how and why cultures change over time.

Science Standards:   
B Concepts of Physical Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, 
universal principals, and facts that explain the physical world.
B5-A student who meets the content standard should employ ethical standards, including 
unbiased data collection and factual reporting of results.
B6-A student who meets the content standard should employ strict adherence to safety 
procedures in conducting scientific investigations.
D Concepts of Earth Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, processes, theories, 
models, evidence, and systems of earth and space sciences.
D3-A student who meets the content standard should recommend solutions to 
everyday problems by applying scientific knowledge and skills.
Skills and Knowledge:

· Students differentiate between what they observe with their senses and 
what they interpret about those observations.

· Students learn classroom safety procedures, identify consequences of 
unsafe behavior, and practice safe behavior in the classroom and 
laboratory.

· Students propose and discuss solutions to simple problems.

Math Standards:  

A. A student should understand mathematical facts, concepts, principles, and theories.

B.  A student should understand and be able to select and use a variety of problem- 
solving strategies
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Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will estimate, measure and produce graphs
· Use common sense to help interpret results.

Assessment:  
· Questions for discussion are provided after most lessons.
· Student created displays of information.
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Lesson 1 – Overview of Litter

Activity 1-Find Litter in the Community

In this activity, students discuss what they think litter is, search for litter around school 
and in their community and discuss what they have found.

Procedure: 

1. Have the children talk about what they do with trash so that it does not become 
litter. 

2. Walk with students around the school and pick out what is available for collecting 
trash.

3. When students leave for the day, have them look around on the roads, in and 
around their homes, the laundry mat, community hall, etc. to see if they can spot 
litter. 

4. When students return the next day, discuss with them what they found. 
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Lesson 2 – Hunting for Litter

Activity 1-Picking Up Trash

In this activity, the children go hunting for litter, collect trash and estimate how much 
trash they have found.

Before the snow falls, take the children and go hunting for litter. Discuss the importance 
of not touching trash on the ground with bare hands because bacteria that could make 
them sick

Materials: 
· Outdoor clothing
· Safety gloves
· Trash bags 

Procedure:
      1. Have the children guess what kind of trash they will find as they are hunting for 
          litter.

2. While collecting the trash, talk about how the land looks before and after the trash 
is picked up. 

3. Discuss what kind of trash they found and compare the results with the list of 
guesses. Have them estimate trash found the most of.
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Lesson 3 – Categorize Litter

Activity 1-Sorting Trash

In this activity, students sort trash into containers, count the pieces of trash in each 
container and plot them on a simple graph.

Materials: 
· Safety gloves
· 6 cardboard boxes or containers for trash collection and separation.

Procedure: 

1. Take the bags of trash collected the day before, along with the boxes or 
containers, and go outside.

 
2. Dump all the collected trash in a pile and sort it into separate containers according 

to its type. Typical categories include: 
· Paper, cardboard
· Plastic
· Glass
· Metal
· Wood
· Cans

3. Once you are finished, have the children look into each container and decide 
which has the most. Does that compare with what they guessed before the trash 
hunt and the estimate after the trash hunt?

4. Count the pieces of trash in each container and plot them on a simple graph.
· Which one has the most trash?
· Which one has the least?
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Lesson 4 – Means of Dealing with Litter

Activity 1-History of Trash Disposal

In this activity, students will speak with Elders, parents and people from the community 
to learn about the history of trash disposal in the community and the changes in the types 
of trash in their community. 

Materials:
· Drawing paper or poster board
· Pencils, crayons, or colored markers

Procedure:

1. Invite Elders to come and share with class about what was trash during earlier 
times and how they dealt with it.  

2. Help students prepare questions prior to the Elders visit. For example:
· How has the meaning of trash changed over the years?
· Did our Elders have the same kind of trash that we have now?
· How did the Elders dispose of their trash in the early days?
· Was trash disposal less of a problem then or more of a problem?

3. Ask students to talk to their parents about what they consider trash and what they 
do with it (both now and in their childhood days) and report what they learned 
the next day,

4. Discuss the differences they learned from the Elders about trash in the early days 
and what they found out from their parents,

5. Invite the Environmental Director (if you have one) and the Landfill Operator to 
come share with the class about their jobs with waste disposal (or arrange for 
field trip to visit them on the job),

6. Help students prepare questions in advance for Environmental Director and the 
Landfill Operator. For example:

· What does the village Environmental Director do with waste disposal? 
· Does the Environmental Director think we have a problem with trash?
· Does the Landfill Operator think we have too much trash?
· What happens to the trash at the landfill?
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7. Have students draw three pictures about what they learned:
· The early days of the Elders
· Their parents days
· Current village trash disposal

8.  Make a classroom display for the three areas.
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Lesson 5 – What Can We Do Better?

Activity 1- Help Keep the Community Clean

In this activity, students will make a list of ideas on the blackboard or the whiteboard on 
how the school's trash can be reduced or handled better. They will make posters on 
"School Trash", "Village Trash" and "How I can Help" and display them in the 
classroom.

Materials:
· Blackboard with chalk or White board with dry erase marker
· Chart paper or poster board
· Crayons or colored markers

Procedure:

1. Discuss what the class has learned about the school’s trash and ways that the 
school’s trash could be reduced or handled better.  Make a list of ideas on 
blackboard or whiteboard under ‘School Trash’. For example:

· In-school recycling projects
· Improve trash collection
· Litter patrol

2. Discuss what the class has learned about the village trash and ways that the 
village’s trash could be handled better.  Make a list of ideas on blackboard or 
whiteboard under ‘Village Trash’.  For example:

· Add trash barrels in areas where lots of litter was found
· Additional recycling or reuse community projects
· Improved trash pickup or disposal sites

3. Discuss what each student can do to help reduce trash and how trash is handled.  
Make a list of ideas on blackboard or whiteboard under ‘How I can Help’.  For 
example:

· What can they do to reduce the amount of trash they make? 
· If there is a recycling system, how can they help with that?
· Think of ways they can reuse things instead of throwing them away.

4. Divide students into three groups.  Have each group make a poster about one of 
the three areas containing the ideas with drawings.

· Poster on School Trash
· Poster on Village Trash
· Poster on How I can help

5. Display Posters in Classroom or School Display.
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Lesson 6 – Spring Trash Hunt 

Activity 1-Go on a Spring Trash Hunt

In this activity, students will go on a spring trash hunt to the same places they went in the 
fall. They will sort the trash into separate containers, count the pieces of trash in each 
container and plot them on a simple graph. They will compare the graphs to see how 
much trash fell to the ground over the winter.

Materials: 
· Outdoor clothes
· Safety gloves
· Trash bags
· Trash containers

Once breakup is almost over, or is over, take the children out again to the same places 
you went last fall to collect trash, and collect trash again!

Procedure: 

1. Tell students: ‘We are going on another trash hunt to same the places we went in 
the fall.’ Have them estimate the amount of trash they find today as compared to 
the trash they found on their fall hunt.Make a list of their answers.

2. Make sure the children have gloves on their hands. Remind them of the 
importance of not touching trash with bare hands.

3. Take a walk through the village around the school, playground, the roads of the 
village, down by the shore, airstrip, store, etc. Let students pick up trash and put it 
in trash bags. (Caution: Do not allow the children to pick up trash that is 
dangerous such as alcohol containers, batteries, etc.) 

4. Dump all the collected trash in a pile and sort it into separate containers according 
to its type. Typical categories include: 

· Paper, cardboard
· Plastic
· Glass
· Metal
· Wood
· Cans

5. Count the pieces of trash in each container and plot them on a simple graph.
· Which one has the most trash?
· Which one has the least?
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6. Compare the answers with the list of guesses and the graph in the fall.
· How much litter fell to the ground over the winter? Is that a lot?
· Do any of the children remember dropping any of the trash?
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Title: K-2 Reduce, Reuse and Recycle

Alaska State Cultural, Science and Math Standards

Cultural Standards: 

A. Culturally knowledgeable students are well grounded in the cultural heritage and 
traditions of their community.

E.  Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation 
of the relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world 
around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 

· Students will begin to learn individual responsibility for well being of their 
community by learning about the effects of trash on their community, and how to 
do something about it. 

·
· Students will learn about the ecology and geography of the area they live in. 

They will learn how recycling can positively effect the ecology of their area.

Science Standards:
B Concepts of Physical Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, 
universal principals, and facts that explain the physical world.B6-A student who meets 
the content standard should employ strict adherence to safety procedures in conducting 
scientific investigations.
B6-A student who meets the content standard should employ strict adherence to safety 
procedures in conducting scientific investigations.
D Concepts of Earth Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, processes, theories, 
models, evidence, and systems of earth and space sciences.

D2-A student who meets the content standard should understand that scientific 
innovations may affect our economy, safety, environment, health, and society and that 
these effects may be short-term or long-term, positive or negative, and expected or 
unexpected.

D3-A student who meets the content standard should recommend solutions to everyday 
problems by applying scientific knowledge and skills.
D4-A student who meets the content standard should evaluate the scientific and social 
merits of solutions to everyday problems.
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Skills and Knowledge:
· Students learn classroom safety procedures, identify consequences of 

unsafe behavior, and practice safe behavior in the classroom and 
laboratory.

· Students role-play and discuss the positive and negative consequences of a 
single scientific or technological event.

· Students discuss various solutions to simple problems.
· Students describe simple technology used in everyday life.

Math Standards:

A. A student should understand mathematical facts, concepts, principles, and 
theories.  

B. A student should understand and be able to select and use a variety of problem-
solving strategies.  

C. A student should be able to use logic and reason to solve mathematical problems.

Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will perform basic arithmetic functions, make reasoned estimates, and 
select and use appropriate methods or tools for computation or estimation 
including mental arithmetic, paper and pencil, a calculator, and a computer;

· Understand and use numeration
· Analyze situations; 
· Draw logical conclusions;
· Formulate mathematical problems that arise from everyday situations; 
· Develop and apply strategies to solve a variety of problems; 
· Check the results against mathematical rules; 
· Use common sense to help interpret results. 

Assessment:  
· Discussion questions
· Summary projects
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Lesson 1 - Overview and Definition of Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle

Activity 1- What Does Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle Mean?

In this activity, students will participate in a group activity that will help them explore 
whether trash goes away. They will learn how many years it takes items such as 
aluminum cans, newspaper and styrofoam cups to break down in the landfill.

Class Discussion:  
· What is trash? Definition: Anything that is thrown away and is a worthless, 

unwanted, or unusable substance or material. 
· What happens to the trash we throw away? The trash does not just go away when 

you throw it away.  For trash to go away it has to decompose.  Define decompose. 

Group Activity: Does trash go away?

Materials:
1. Newspaper
2. Pieces of different kinds of fruit
3. Plastic bag
4. Glass bottle
5. Aluminum can
6. Something made out of plastic 
7. Something made out of Styrofoam
(Note: At least one of each but enough items that each student has one.)

Procedure

1. Draw a five-foot by five-foot square on the floor with chalk or tape, or form the 
square by classroom chairs. (Note: The square should be small enough that the 
students are jammed together when all are inside.)

2. Give each student one piece of “clean” trash and ask them, one by one to step into 
the square. Once in they cannot step out. 

3. Once they are in, ask the students to place their piece of trash and step back out in 
the order they stepped in…first one in, first one out. 

4. When everyone is out of the square. Have them look at the trash that was left 
behind on the floor. The trash did not go away because they left it there.

5. Look at the samples on the floor and let the children guess how long each item 
would take to decompose.
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Information: How long does the garbage we make last in the natural environment?

The years listed are in terms of natural decomposition. Remind the children that because 
we live in Alaska, the earth is colder and it takes even longer for things to decompose 
naturally.

· Newspaper- 1-5 years
· Fruit Peelings- 2 years
· Plastic Bags- 10-20 years
· Glass Bottles- 1,000 years
· Aluminum Cans- 500 years
· Plastic and Styrofoam- Forever

Class Discussion:  What if our trash isn’t worthless, unwanted, or unusable?
How do we find that out? By learning if it can be reduced, reused or recycled.

Information

What is Reducing? To lessen the amount of trash by buying only what we need, avoiding 
products that get used once and thrown away (disposable), or only buying products that 
are not over packaged. If you don’t make garbage, you don’t have to get rid of it later!

What is Reusing? To make an object last longer by using it again, repairing it, or making 
new uses for it.

What is Recycling? Taking something that has been used, and could be thrown away, and 
making it into either another useful object or the same object again. (We will see that 
with the aluminum cans lesson.)
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Lesson 1 - Overview and Definition of Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle

Activity 2- People Trash and Animal Trash

In this activity, students will discuss the trash that is in their homes and animal homes 
such as moose, bear, deer or a beaver house.

Materials

Art Supplies
Pictures of animals

Have each student draw two pictures. One of their homes, the other of a moose, bear, 
deer, or beaver “house.”

Class Discussion

· What is trash in these homes?
· Do animals have to deal with their trash?
· Do we have to deal with the trash from our homes?
· Why do people have more trash than animals?
· How do we get rid of our trash?
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Lesson 1 - Overview and Definition of Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle

Activity 3-Trash Then and Now

In this activity, students will speak with an Elder about the kind of trash that was in 
community when they were young. They will draw pictures about trash in the Elder (s) 
time and trash in present time. 

Materials
• Art Supplies
• Paper and pen
• Word Processor (Optional)

1. Invite an Elder(s) to come and talk to class about the way of life when the 
Elder(s) were young. 

2. Prior to the Elder(s) visit have students prepare questions about trash 
when Elder was young: kind, amount, and what did they do with it.

3. When Elder(s) comes prompt students to ask the Elder(s) the prepared 
questions.

4. After the Elder(s) visit discuss the differences between the Elder’s time 
and the present day.

      5. Students draw a picture about trash in Elder(s) time and trash in present 
time. 

Information

The average person in the United States makes about 3.6 pounds of trash per day. An 
average person in Mexico makes 0.9 pounds of trash per day. The average Alaskan 
makes 6.0 pounds of trash per day!!!! (Alaska Youth Reach Out and Recycle! ALPAR 
2004)
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Lesson 2 - Reduce 

Activity 1-Reduce the Trash You Create (Class Exercise)

In this activity, students to think of ways to avoid creating trash. By reducing items you 
use, you have less trash to dispose of later.

Information
Some examples reducing the items we use: 

· Use cloth towels instead of paper towels.
· Cloth diapers instead of disposables. 
· Washable cups, glasses, and dishes instead of paper ones 
· Try to use less electricity, water and fuel. 
· Buying items with less packaging.  Individual snacks are over packaged and 

create a lot of waste; bulk snacks can be in one container and you can take out as 
needed.  

· Use cloth or crocheted tote bags for buying groceries. 
· Don’t buy aerosol cans. They cannot be recycled. 
· Buy rechargeable batteries and recharger instead of throw away batteries. 
· Use bar soap instead of liquid soap dispensers. 

Group Activity

Materials:
· Blackboard with chalk or White board with markers, OR 
· Large chart paper or paper that can be rolled out and used on wall or table with 

markers

Procedure: 

Class Discussion: It is important to learn to limit what we want, and get only what we 
need. It is also important to use less of items that do not decompose easily and are not 
renewable.

1. Have the children think about the things they use as a part of their everyday lives. 
Together make a list of these items.  

2. Taking one item at a time, talk about each item using the following criteria:

Questions to ask for each item are:
Where did item come from?

· Found in nature
· Made by People

What is item basically made of?  Plastic, wood, metal, bone, etc.
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Where did materials to make item come from?
· Materials found in nature? 
· Materials made by people? (Plastic, Styrofoam, aluminum, etc.)

Are the materials used to make item renewable or non-renewable? 
· Renewable: Something we use from nature that can be replaced by 

continuing cycles of plants that grow and animals that are born.
· Non-renewable: Something that takes a million of years to form like fuel 

oil and metals that are mined and are not continually forming.

     3.  Add information by each necessary item on the list. 

For example;

Item                Comes from?               Made of?    Materials come from? Materials Renewable?
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Lesson 2 - Reduce 

Activity 2-Reduce the Trash You Create (Individual Exercise)

In this activity, students will draw pictures of one or more items they can do without or 
they can reduce. They will hang up pictures in the classroom or on the bulletin board.

Materials:
· Drawing paper, poster board or construction paper
· Markers, crayons, or pencil

Procedure

1. Help each student find one or more items they use that they could live without or 
reduce by changing the way they use item.

2. Student draw picture of item(s).
· For items they can do without, they will draw a circle around picture and a 

slash mark through circle
· For items they can reduce, they will draw a much smaller picture of the 

item by the original item
3. To remind the students to live without or reduce use their item(s), hang up 

pictures in the classroom or on bulletin board.

(Adapted from To Live I Need… Recycle Alaska Activities Handbook, AK State Dept. of 
Education, Juneau, AK)
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Lesson 3 – Reuse

Activity 1-Finding another use for an item(s)

In this activity, students will learn how to reuse items that would be thrown away in the 
trash such as boxes, glass jars and plastic containers.

Information

In the days of our Elders and ancestors, everyone reused the materials they had and made 
something else with it. Animal skins were used for clothing, Animals innards were used 
for containers, animal and fish bones were use for sewing and tools, etc. Today we do not 
reuse everything we have and we throw much away. If we reuse objects instead of buying 
new ones, we make less trash. In this lesson we will learn ways to reuse throwaway 
items. 

Some examples of reusing are:
(Note: To enhance information have some examples for display and examination)

· Use the both sides of a printed page of paper as “scrap” paper for school art, math 
calculations, etc. Get all the use out of it before you throw it away.

· Reuse plastic and paper grocery bags as much as you can before they fall apart. 
Plastic bags can be cut into long strips and crocheted into tote bags.

· Old tires can be made into planters.
· Glass jars can be decorated with glue, tissue paper and other items and made into 

flower vases, candleholders, pencil holders, etc.
· Egg cartons and small plastic containers can be used to start seeds in the spring.

Materials:

Reuse items

· Packaging boxes
· Plastic bottles
· Plastic bags
· Glass jars
· Egg cartons
· Plastic containers

For Construction:

· Colored paper scraps 
· Other scrap paper
· Glue
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· Glitter
· Small decorative material (craft items, beads, buttons, sequins, feathers, etc)
· Paint

Procedure

1. Have the students bring in as many of the listed material items they can. Tell them 
to wash all the containers out before they bring them to class. 

2. Have each student select an item for reuse and choose a planned use like the 
examples used in information section above, or think of a new use.

3. Plan is approved by teacher and materials gathered. Students working on similar 
projects can work together.

4. Put completed project to use in classroom or at home or give as a gift.

Optional Classroom projects: Scrap Paper recycling project, sorting containers for art 
supplies and learning centers
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Lesson 3 – Reuse

Activity 2-Make a Plastic Bottle Bee Trap

In this activity, students will make a bee trap from a plastic bottle to see if they can catch 
any bees. They will use their imagination to make other items from plastic jugs, like 
birdfeeders, scoops, funnels, etc.

Spring Activity

Materials: 

· Plastic bottle, 2-liter jug or milk jug with lid
· String
· Small bone with a little bit of meat still on it
· Dish detergent
· Water

Procedure:

1. Make a trap for bees by cutting a 2 inch by 2 inch hole in the side of a 2 liter pop 
bottle, or plastic milk jug. 

2. Keep the lid of the bottle and poke a hole in the middle of it and pull a length of 
string through it. Tie it at the top and let it hang about half way down the jug. Tie 
the small bone to end of string. 

3. Put water in the bottom of the jug and one or two drops of dishwashing detergent. 
The bees will be attracted to the meat and will drop into the water and get stuck 
there by the dish soap where they will drown.

4. Put trap in a location where bees might come and see if you catch any bees.

Brainstorming: What else can you make out of these plastic jugs? 

Have the children use their imaginations to figure out how to make other items from 
plastic jugs, like birdfeeders, scoops, funnels, etc.
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Lesson 3 – Reuse

Activity 3-Make Fireplace Logs from Newspapers (winter activity). 

In this activity, students will use short a short stick and newspaper to make newspaper 
logs that they can burn in their woodstoves. They will use their imaginations to figure out 
how to make other items from newspapers, like paper-mache, wrapping paper, shelf 
liners, wrapping fish, meat, etc.

Winter Activity

Materials

· Newspapers
· 1-inch diameter stick 

Procedure

1. Take about 8 pages of folded newspaper and lay them on top of one another flat 
on the floor. 

2. Take a stick and lay it at the end of the newspaper and wrap the newspaper 
around the stick. Roll it up until there is about 8 inches left on the newspaper. 

3. You can take another stack of about 8 pages of folded newspaper and overlap it 
onto the roll paper. Continue rolling until the roll is about the thickness of a stove 
log. Tie it up with string or fine wire. 

4. Soak it overnight in a bucket of water. This will break down the paper’s short 
fibers, which keeps fly ash from forming. 

5. Take the logs out the next day and bang them against the floor with the stick still 
rolled inside them. This packs the paper tight. Pull off the stick and let dry 
thoroughly. 

6. Let the children take them home to burn them in their woodstoves. 
7. Students report how the newspaper logs burned, find out if the newspaper logs 

burned good and if they think it is a good idea to make more.

Brainstorming: What else can you do with Newspaper? 

Have the children use their imaginations to figure out how to make other items from 
newspapers, like paper-mache, wrapping paper, shelf liners, wrapping fish, meat, etc.
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Lesson 4 – Recycle

Activity 1-Research Recycling in Alaska

In this activity, students will go to the Solid Waste Alaska Network and explore 
information on what can be recycled, who recycles, and how to recycle in Alaska (2006). 

Materials: 
· Computer with Internet Access
· Printer
· Hand outs or other presentation material from information (i.e. make a computer 

display program of the information) Class Discussion, possible guest speakers.

Procedure:

1. Go to www.ccthita-swan.org  and click on the “A-Z Index.” Click on “R” and it 
will take you to a list of topics beginning with the letter “R.” Click on 
“Recycling.”

2. Through this database access information on what can be recycled, who recycles, 
and how to recycle in Alaska (2006) including all the villages that have some sort 
of recycling program in effect.

3. Prepare information material for presentation to class.

Class discussion:

· Does our village recycle anything?
· Who do we talk to about it?
· If not, is there a village nearby that recycles we could partner with? 
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Lesson 4 – Recycle

Activity 2– Community Recycling Program

In this activity, students will prepare a list of questions on recycling for the individual 
who works in the recycling center. If they do not have a recycling program, they will 
select an idea as a class recycling project, put the project into action and discuss what 
they have learned.

If you have some recycling in your community:
 

1. Obtain permission to visit recycling center or invite a guest speaker in recycling 
management to speak to class about recycling in the community and what they 
can to help recycling.

2. Have students prepare questions for visit to the recycling center or for guest 
speaker.  Such as:
· How much they collect
· Where it is collected
· What is done with it (packaging, shipping, etc) 
· Costs associated with recycling
· Present community participation in recycling

If you do not have any recycling program:

1. Based on what they have learned about recycling, ask the children to think of 
things they can recycle. Make a list of their ideas.

2. Have students decide which ideas would work as a class project and which ones 
would be too difficult.

3. Let students select one idea as a class recycling project. For example:
· Collect paper that has been printed on one side to use as scrap paper for 

other projects. 
· Collect and clean glass bottles for vases, candleholders, or pencil holders.
· Collect and clean coffee cans and other tin cans for canisters for food 

items, sewing supplies, crayons, or things like nails, nuts and bolts. 
· Collect old magazines for art projects

4. Put project into action and discuss the results and what they learned.

.
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Lesson 4 - Recycling Center

Activity 3-Plan a School or Home Recycling Project

This lesson will teach organizational skills and involve the children with planning their 
school or home recycling project.

Review information on recycling from following sources:

Solid Waste Alaska Network
www.ccthita-swan.org
Look through the A-Z index (“R” has lots of information on the how-to of recycling)

Alaska Center for the Environment
807 G. Street
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-3621
www.akcenter.org

Alaskans for Litter Prevention and Recycling (ALPAR)
907-274-3266
alpar@gci.net
www.alparalaska.com

Materials:

· Handouts or presentation of information from recycling reference sources
· Paper
· Pencils
· Ruler

Procedure:
 

1. Based on the information from recycling references, discuss with the class what 
can be recycled in your village.

2. Let student decide what they want to collect to recycle. 

3. Decide to center on your classroom, cafeteria, or student homes.

4. Have them answer these questions:

· What type, size, and number of containers will be used?
· How much will they cost?
· Where will you put the containers?
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· Who will collect the recyclables?
· How often will they be collected?
· Where will they go after they are collected in school?
· What kinds of products can they be made into?
· Does your family buy those products?

5. Have students draw a design for a recycling system for their classroom, cafeteria 
or own homes.
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Lesson 5 - Aluminum Cans

Activity 1- The Life of An Aluminum Can

In this activity, the students will learn about the life an aluminum can.They will design a 
system that will enable the aluminum can to be recycled instead of being sent to the 
landfill.

Information

Most villages are able to recycle aluminum cans. Aluminum cans can be recycled and 
made into more aluminum cans. It is actually cheaper to remake an aluminum can than it 
is to create a brand new one because it requires less energy. 75-95% less energy is 
required to process aluminum from scrap than from its source in nature, which is bauxite 
ore. 

Materials: 

· 5 rocks
· A tray of sand
· Two boxes to serve as a cannery and recycling factory
· An aluminum can
· Various items for store
· Several types of empty pop cans
· Pretend cash for a store
· Garbage can.

Procedure: 

1. Set up different stations in the classroom.
· A sandbox “mine” that contains the aluminum ore (rocks)
· A recycling factory
· A cannery
· Grocery store (filled with the different things to buy)
· Garbage can dump (landfill)

2. Have a student at each station and have one student as the shopper. 
· The shopper goes to the grocery store and asks for a can of pop. 
· The grocery store clerk turns and asks the cannery for the can of pop.
· The cannery worker asks the mine for the ore (a rock).
· The mine gives ore (a rock) to cannery worker and the one cannery worker 

makes can from the ore (rock) into can. (pretend). 
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· The cannery worker then fills the can with soda pop (pretend) and delivers the 
pop to the grocery store.

· The shopper buys the pop, drinks it (pretend) and throws it in garbage (dump).

3. Do this several more times until the rocks run out. (The point is that the shopper 
request has to go all the way back to the mine before the product can get to the 
market.)

 
4. Ask the children what the problem is here. The factory is ignored. The ore (rocks) 

ran out. A result of using a resource just once. What happened when you ran out? 
The process ended and there were no more aluminum cans of pop available.

5. Have the students put the ore (rocks) back into the mine and redesign the system 
so that the used aluminum can does not go to the garbage dump, but instead goes 
to the factory where it is recycled into a new can and sent to the cannery where it 
is refilled with pop. Run through the steps of the stations again several times 
through. 

6. Discuss what happened with the recycling design. Did the mine run out of ore? 
Did the pop run out?

Information

That means that we have found a way to continue to make aluminum cans, never run out 
of the aluminum ore that is in the ground, and never run out of pop. Aluminum is not a 
renewable resource. Therefore we want to recycle the aluminum if we want to still have 
aluminum cans. 

The 2 liter pop bottles are not recyclable. They can be reused for other purposes, but the 
purposes run out. Recycling aluminum cans of pop can always be remade into cans of 
pop. 

Question for discussion:

Is the cost of buying and then recycling aluminum cans worth it?

(Adapted from Life of an Aluminum Can, Recycle Alaska Activities Handbook, AK State 
Dept of Education, Juneau, AK 1998)
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Lesson 5 - Aluminum Cans

Activity 2- Does Crushing an Aluminum Can Make It Weigh More?

In this activity, students will crush aluminum cans to determine whether they weigh more 
when they are flattened. They will use this information to determine if it would be better 
to crush the cans.

Materials:

· Enough pre-cut and pre-stapled four-page booklets for each student. 
· Aluminum Cans
· Can crusher 
· Scale (like a fish scale)

Procedure:

1. Give one to each a booklet student and ask them to draw their favorite brand of 
pop on the front page.

2. Discuss with the children the importance of weight and bulk when it comes to 
shipping. Define weight and bulk and their effect on transport  (the bigger the size 
and the heavier the weight…the more it costs)

3. Give each child an empty aluminum pop can. Have them weigh their can before it 
is crushed. Have the student draw their uncrushed aluminum can on the second 
page and write down its weight.

4. Have each student take his or her can to an adult or high school level helper who 
can supervise and help crush the aluminum can (whether you have a can crusher, 
or a good foot stomp that can effectively crush a can!) 

5. Have the students weigh each can after it has been crushed. Have them draw and 
record it on the third page of their booklets.

6. On the fourth page of their booklets have them write their conclusions.
· How much did the can weigh before it was crushed?
· How much did it weigh after it was crushed?
· Was there a difference?

Question for Discussion:

Why would it be better to crush the cans? (Takes up less room, there fore it will be 
cheaper to ship).
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(Adapted from Does an Aluminum can Weigh More When You Crush It? Ideas and 
Activities for Recycling Education for Grades K-12, EPA sponsored program entitled 
“Plastics Recycling Mini-Course: A Learning Experience for Science Teachers.” 
Tennessee Technological University, Cookville, Tennessee 1997)
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Title: K-2 Landfills

Alaska State Cultural, Science and Math Standards

Cultural Standards:

A. Culturally knowledgeable students are able to build on the knowledge and skills 
of the local cultural community as a foundation from which to achieve personal 
and academic success throughout life.

E. Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation 
of the relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world 
around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 

· Students will understand the importance of making appropriate choices by 
regarding the long-term consequences of their actions.

· Students will identify appropriate forms of technology and anticipate the 
consequences of their use for improving the quality of life in the 
community.

· Students will understand the ecology and geography of the area they 
inhabit.

Science Standards:
A Science as Inquiry and Process

A student should understand and be able to apply the processes and applications of 
scientific inquiry.

A8a- A student who meets the content standard should understand the scientific 
principles and models that describe the nature and physical, chemical, and nuclear 
reactions. (Energy Transformations)

A14c-A student who meets the content standard should understand that a small change in 
a portion of an environment may affect the entire environment. (Interdependence)
A15- A student who meets the content standard should use science to understand and 
describe the local environment (Local Knowledge).
C Concepts of Life Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, facts, 
evidence, systems, and processes of life science.

C5-A student who meets the content standard should understand that sharing scientific 
discoveries is important to influencing individuals and society and in advancing scientific 
knowledge.
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Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will observe and describe the way matter changes.
· Students will identify those things that can hinder plant and animal health.
· Students will identify local landforms and resources.
· Students will work together to explore and share scientific discoveries about 

their environment.

Math Standards:

B.  A student should understand and be able to select and use a variety of problem-
solving strategies.  

Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will use computational methods and appropriate technology as 
problem-solving tools to investigate and understand mathematical content, 
and then formulate mathematical problems that arise from everyday 
situations.

Assessment: 

·  Discussion questions 
·  Project Completion.
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Lesson 1- Our Water Supply

Activity 1- How the Water Cycle Works

In this activity, students create a mini-terrarium to observe how the water cycle works.

Information

Everything we do affects the land we live on and the water we need for survival. The 
caribou, the moose and the deer eat the plants from our land. We pick the berries and the 
roots and other plants for many reasons. Everything requires water to live. 

The amount of water on the earth never changes. It just changes place and form. It is 
really important to understand how our water supply cycles and to know if we are doing 
anything to affect our water supply.

Activity 1: Water Cycle

This activity will show students how the water cycle works.

Materials:
· Dirt
· 2 liter plastic bottle
· 1 or 2 plants
· Pebbles or other small stones
· Water
· Knife or scissors

Procedure:

1. Cut the bottle in two pieces at the top of the harder plastic base of the bottle. Be 
sure to make it tall enough to put 3 or 4 inches of dirt in the base. Save the rest of 
the bottle.

2. Put a layer of pebbles or small stones on the bottom of the base and put 3 to 4 
inches of dirt on top.

3. Plant the plant/s in the dirt. Be sure the students gently pat the dirt around the 
roots.

4. If the dirt is moist, add one tablespoon of water to it. If it is very dry, add two 
tablespoons of water to it.
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5. Take the top portion of the bottle and slide it down over the base, or slide it into 
the base, which ever is easier, and secure it to the base. Be sure to leave the screw 
cap on the bottle.

6. Place the bottle the sunniest location you can find. Watch and wait.

7. The water should begin to condensate and form droplets over the inside of the 
bottle. When it gets thick enough, it will “rain” on the plants and water them.

Questions for Discussion:

· Ask students to describe what they observed.
· How does what you observed show you about the water cycle? Where does 

the rain come from?
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Lesson 1- Our Water Supply

Activity 2- Absorption in Celery Stalk or Other White Flower

In this activity, students work with a celery stalk or other white flower to learn how 
plants and animals can pick up pollutants from the water supply.

Information

Rain waters the plants of the earth. When the water condensates and forms clouds, it can 
also pick up things from the earth or the air that are bad for our plants, animals and our 
water supply. These are called “pollutants.” The pollutants can be in the rain when it 
falls. This can hurt the growth of our plants and hurt the fish and mammals in the sea or 
the rivers. This can also hurt us.

This activity demonstrates how plants absorb pollutants through water.

Materials: 
· Glass of water
· Food coloring
· Stalk of celery or a cut white flowers 

Procedure: 

1. Fill a glass up with water. Put a couple of drops of food coloring in the water.

2. Explain to the students that the food coloring represents pollutants that have 
gotten into the water supply.

3. Cut the bottom of the celery stalk or white flower stem off and place the celery or 
flower in the water.

4. Watch what happens over the day and see how the plants suck up the pollutants in 
the water.

Questions for Discussion:

· How can plants that absorb pollutants through the water cycle affects us?
· What are other things in the environment that are affected by water 

pollutants?
· What are other ways pollutants in the water can affect us?

(Note: eating the plants or berries that grow on the land, or eating the 
animals or fish that live in or drink from the water, is unhealthy for man and 
beast alike.)
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Information

These pollutants that get into our water supply can come from rain falling on our trash 
and then running off into rivers, lakes, or the ocean. It is very important that we handle 
our trash correctly so that no bad pollutants can come off our trash and hurt our water, 
plants or animals.
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Lesson 2 - Decomposing Toilet Paper

Activity 1-How Long Does it Take for Toilet Paper to Decompose?

In this activity, students experiment with different types of thin paper items to see how 
long they take to decompose in jars of water. 

Information

Much of our trash has been buried over the years. Alaskan soil is cold and trash does not 
break down and decompose (turn into dirt itself) very fast. Very thin paper items, such as 
toilet paper, are probably one of the most common and thinnest trash we all share. Even 
different types of toilet paper decompose at different rates.

Materials:
· As many different types of toilet paper as you can find. Facial tissue or paper 

towels can be used also.
· Wide mouth jars of the same size and width, with lids. One for each type of toilet 

paper, etc. you have collected.

Procedure:

1. Tear off two pieces from each type of toilet paper, facial tissue or paper towels. 
They should each be about the same size.

2. Fill each jar half way with water.
 

3. Place one piece of toilet paper in each jar and tape its other half to the outside of 
the jar so you know which jar has which type of toilet paper.

4. Put lids on and shake the jar twenty times in the same direction.

· How has the paper inside the jar changed from the paper taped to the outside 
of the jar?

5. Put the jars in a safe place so that they will not be touched for a week.

6. After a week, shake the jars twenty times in the exact same manner as before.

· Why is the size of the jar, the size of the paper, the amount of water, and 
the number of shakes kept the same?

· Which brand of paper disappeared the most?
· Which brand disappeared the least?
· Which one contributes the most to pollution? Why?
· What does “biodegradable” mean?
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Lesson 3 - Hazardous Waste

Activity 1-Reduce the Amount of Hazardous Waste We Produce

In this activity, students learn how to identify household hazardous waste items and what 
"poison", "danger", "warning" and "caution" mean on a label. They learn about 
alternatives to throwing hazardous waste in the landfills and how to make safer 
alternatives for hazardous household products.

Information

There are some items of trash that are dangerous to our health if they are not thrown 
away correctly, or thrown away too close to our homes. These are called household 
hazardous waste. 

Some items we throw away may be burned and the smoke may cause health problems. 
Some if the items may break apart and leak out nasty chemicals that seep into the ground 
and pollute our water, kill plants, and make the animals sick. Sometimes mixing one type 
of trash with another can cause a reaction that is bad for our health even if we just breathe 
the air around our community.

The bad news is that most of our landfills, dumps, and sewage/honeybucket lagoons can 
leak into the ground, flood and spread contaminants around during breakup, or are too 
close to our homes and waters.

Identifying Hazardous Waste 

How do we know what these items are?

Some reactions identify them:

· If they can burn or flame up easily.
· If they can corrode-they eat or wear away gradually by a chemical reaction (like a 

battery)
· If they irritate your skin or burn your eyes.
· If they create heat or explode.
· If they are poisonous to people and animals.

Items that we buy that contain hazardous substances will be labeled with one of four 
“signal” words: 1) POISON; 2) DANGER; 3) WARNING; 4) CAUTION

· POISON - The highest hazard level. It means it can cause injury or death if you 
eat it, get it on your skin, or maybe even breathe it. It is very serious!

· DANGER - This product will highly toxic, or flammable, or corrosive.
· WARNING or CAUTION - This product will be toxic, corrosive, reactive or 

flammable, but not as strong as the DANGER label.
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Hazardous Waste Disposal and Handling 

We have to be very careful of how we get rid of hazardous waste. We must control what 
goes into our landfills, dumps, etc.

Alternatives to throwing hazardous wastes in our landfills:
1. Follow directions on Warning Labels for items use, handling and disposal.
2. Separate hazardous waste from other garbage and don’t landfill or burn.
3. Store the hazardous wastes off the ground for community re-use or shipment.

Materials: 
As many of the items as possible, or a representation of the item

· Nail polish remover
· Batteries
· Paint
· Paint thinners
· Drain openers
· Antifreeze
· Detergents
· Bleach
· Fluorescent light bulbs
· Window cleaner
· Gasoline
· Motor oil
· Clean Honey bucket

Procedure:

1. None of the above items should go into a landfill.

2. Have the students decide what they can do without in order to reduce the trash.

3. Go to the following websites with the students (or to find presentation materials 
for students) on safe alternatives for hazardous household products. 

www.ccthita-swan.org - Has an excellent handout with safe alternatives and how 
to make them.

· Click on A-Z
· Click on “H”
· Click on House hold Hazardous Wastes.

www.metrokc.gov/dnr/kidsweb
· Click on Household Hazardous Waste
· Click on Learn Safer Alternatives for Hazardous Products
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www.purdue.edu/dp/envirosoft/housewaste/src/recipes.htm
· Click on the topic of your choice!

4. From information gathered make a display for the classroom of safe alternatives 
to hazardous products and information that they can take home to their families 
and implement in their own lives.
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Lesson 4 - Where Should Our Trash Go?

Activity 1-Do the Right Thing with Trash

In this activity, students decide which items should be reduced, composted, incinerated or 
put in the landfill. 

Information

We want to do the right thing with our trash so that we cause the least amount of 
pollutants to get into the water supply. Since our trash is made up of so many different 
things, we will look at it and decide what is the best thing to do with it. No single method 
of dealing with trash will take care of all our trash. 

Materials:
· 5 containers to separate garbage (See step one below for the exact number of 

containers)
· Markers
· A bag of clean garbage filled with items that can either be reduced (or avoided), 

recycled, composted, incinerated, or put into the landfill. Suggested items include:
1. Glass bottle 
2. Sheet Paper
3. Newspaper
4. Cardboard
5. Metal food can
6. Aluminum
7. Clothing
8. Food (fruit)
9. Old shoe
10. Old battery
11. Candy wrapper
12. Bag of fireplace ash
13. Plastic child’s toy
14. Empty paint can with lid

Procedure:

1. Place the containers in the room and have the students label them as “Reduce,” 
“Recycle,” “Compost,” “Incinerate,” and “Landfill,” if you have all these options 
in your community. Provide container for as many options that you have 
available.

2. Put out items from the bag of clean garbage onto the floor.
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3. Have the students sort the garbage by taking one item at a time and putting it into 
the container they think is the best process for that piece of garbage.

4. Class Discussion: When they are done, go through each container and ask the 
class why each item was placed where it was. The answers will depend on what is 
available in your community. Some of the items may be able to fit into more than 
one category. 

5. Can anything be recycled? 
(Items made from several different materials cannot be recycled)

· Can anything be burned? 
(If you have a burn barrel or other such incinerator)

· Can anything be composted? (Buried and decompose) 
(If this is happening in your community)

· If you have a way to incinerate, do you still need a landfill? 
(Yes, ash from the incinerator, old batteries, paint cans, etc.)

· Does anything have to go to the landfill? Why? 
(Because nothing else can be done with it safely) 
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Lesson 5 - Create a Mini-Landfill

Activity 1- Build a Mini-Landfill

In this activity, students create a mini-landfill and bury items in the dirt to see which ones 
are biodegradable and which ones are non-biodegradable.

Materials:
· Large jar or aquarium
· Garbage to bury (left over food, bones, metal, cardboard, paper, plastic)
· Soil from the earth
· Water
· Plastic wrap

Procedure:

1. Fill the jar or aquarium half way with dirt
2. Bury 4 or 5 of the items in the dirt. Make a list of what you have buried.
3. Wet the dirt lightly with water and cover with the plastic wrap.
4. Put the jar or aquarium in a warm place for 10-15 days.
5. After that time, pour the contents of jar or aquarium onto a sheet of newspaper.
6. Examine each piece of garbage and record any changes on the list of items.
7. Rebury the garbage and repeat the process 3 or 4 times.
8. Questions for Discussion

· What are the changes you observed for each item?
· Which items didn’t change at all?
· Which items did change?
· Which items changed the most?
· Which items will eventually decompose?
· Which items will probably not decompose?
· What else can you do with the items that will not decompose?
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Lesson 6 - Field Trip to a Landfill or Open Dump

Activity 1-Identify Items That Should Not be in the Landfill

In this activity, students will identify items that should not be in the landfill such as 
reusable wood and paper, recyclable aluminum cans, hazardous waste and compostable 
food scraps. 

(Note: The students will not be allowed to touch anything at the landfill. This is just to 
look and see if can identify any non-appropriate objects)

Materials:
1. Pencils
2. Paper

Procedure:

1. Have the students look around the landfill to see if they can spot things that 
should not be there. Items that are reusable, recyclable, compostable, or 
hazardous should not be in the landfill.

2. Consider the following points to help see more items:
· Any aluminum?
· Any wood and paper?
· Any hazardous waste?
· Any food scraps?

3. Make a list of the things the students see that shouldn’t be in the landfill.

Question for Discussion:

What else could be done with the items on the list?

(Adapted from Field Trip to a Village Landfill, Alaska Youth for Environmental Action, 
National Wildlife Federation, November 2004 reprint by ALPAR)
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Title: 3-6 Litter

Cultural Standards:*  

E. Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation of the 
relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 
· Students gain greater understanding of the ecology and geography of the 

bioregion they inhabit.
· Determine how ideas and concepts from one knowledge system relate to those 

derived from other knowledge systems.
· Recognize how and why cultures change over time.

Science Standards:**

B Concepts of Physical Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, 
universal principals, and facts that explain the physical world.
 B5-A student who meets the content standard should employ ethical standards, including 
unbiased data collection and factual reporting of results.
D Concepts of Earth Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, processes, theories, 
models, evidence, and systems of earth and space sciences.
D3-A student who meets the content standard should recommend solutions to 
everyday problems by applying scientific knowledge and skills.
D4-A student who meets the content standard should evaluate the scientific and social 
merits of solutions to everyday problems.

Skills and Knowledge:
· Students practice factual reporting of data and identify techniques that 

ensure the fair collection and comparison of evidence.
· Students identify a community problem or issue and describe the 

information needed to develop a scientific solution.
· Students evaluate multiple solutions to the same problem.

Math Standards: 

A.  Students should understand mathematical facts, concepts, principles, and theories.  

B.  Student will be able to select and use a variety of problem-solving strategies.  
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Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will count, estimate, classify, and graph information.
· Students will develop and apply strategies to solve a variety of problems, use 

common sense to help interpret results and apply what was learned to new 
situations.

Assessment:  

· Discussion questions are provided at the end of most lessons.
· Individual, group and class projects that summarize information learned.

*Cultural Standards taken from Alaska Standards for Culturally Responsive Schools 
adopted by the Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, Anchorage, Alaska, February 3, 
1998.

**Science and Mathematics Science Standards taken from Alaska Content Standards, 
Department of Education and Early Development, Alaska State Website.
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Lesson 1 – Introduction to Litter – Man-made vs. Natural

Activity 1-Man Made vs. Natural Litter 

In this lesson, students will learn how to tell the difference between man made litter and 
natural litter.

In this activity, students will collect trash from a place in their community, separate the 
litter into man-made trash and natural trash, and plot the number of articles they have on 
a graph. They will compare the man-made and the natural trash and discuss how the 
different types of trash affect the land and natural surroundings.

Materials: 
· Outdoor clothing
· Safety Gloves
· Litter Collection Bags

Procedure: 

1. Take your class to a specific place in your community such as: the school 
playground, outdoor basketball area, airstrip, boat dock, a length of road, 
washeteria etc. and pick up all the types of loose waste that is there. This will 
include twigs, leaves, plastic, paper, metal, fish or animal bones, food scraps, etc.

2. Return with the bags of trash and find an appropriate place to dump out the bags 
and separate the litter into man-made trash and natural trash. Which pile is 
bigger?

3. Separate the man-made trash into categories such as: 
· Glass
· Plastic
· Metal
· Paper
· Food scraps
· Cans
· Wood

4. Count the number of articles in each pile, including the natural trash pile, and plot 
them on a graph.
· Which pile has the most? 
· Which is second, third, etc?
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5. Compare the man-made and natural trash.
· What is the difference between the man-made trash and the natural trash?
· How do you think the different types of trash affect the land and natural 

surroundings?
· Do some blend in?
· Do some stick out?
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Lesson 2 – What Happens to Each Type of Trash?

Activity 1-What Happens to the Trash in the Landfill

This lesson will help students to understand what happens to trash in a landfill. This 
experiment can take as long as you like, from 5 weeks to the whole school year.

In this activity, students will learn what happens to different types of trash that they bury 
in the dirt. They will note which items decompose in the dirt and how fast it takes them to
break down. They will do an overall comparison items to see why some items are 
breaking down and not others, and which items should not be left on the ground

Materials: 
· Small buckets or containers enough for each type of man-made trash collected
· Dirt
· Water
· Clipboard
· Paper
· Pencil

Procedure:
 

1. Fill each small bucket or container with dirt. Take one sample from each type of 
trash collected from Lesson 1. Bury one item in each bucket or container label 
and set them somewhere safe in the classroom.

 
2. Keep the dirt moist throughout the experiment time period. 

3. Make a log sheet with each item listed and put on clipboard. Check the status of 
the item of trash buried after 5 weeks. Date and write observations by each item 
on the log sheet. Observations should include:

· Change or no change for each item
· Describe each change: noting signs of breakdown or decomposition or 

changes in the dirt
· Any overall comparison of items: why some items are breaking down and 

not others, which items should not be left on the ground

4. Rebury the items and check them again and again throughout the school year. 
Keeping a record of any changes on the log sheet. Keep these results for Lesson 6 
to be done in the spring. 
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Lesson 3 - How Much Trash are We Responsible for?

Activity 1-How Much Trash are We Throwing Away

In this activity, students write down everything they throw away and where they throw 
away items during school hours and at home for at least one day. They multiply their 
daily trash figure by 7 to find out how much trash they make each  week. Have students 
mulitply by four to see how much trash they generate each month. 

Materials: 
Paper and Pencil

Procedure: 

1. Have children write down everything they throw away and where they throw away 
items during school hours and at home for at least one day. This should include: any 
food, paper, glass, cans, metal, diapers, plastic, paper, cardboard, pens, pencils, etc. Help 
them to really pay attention to what they throw away and where they throw it.

· What did you throw away at school?
· Where did you throw it away?
· What did you throw away at home?
· Where did you throw it away?
· Where do you make the most trash?
· Who made the most trash and why?
· Who made the least trash and why?

2.  Have each child take their daily figure and multiply it by 7 to find out how much trash 
each one makes in a week. Multiply that by 4 to find out how much trash each one makes 
in a month.

· Does that seem like a lot of trash?
· Where does this trash go?
· Can we cut down on the amount of trash we make? 
·     How?
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Lesson 4 – Means of Dealing with Litter

Activity 1-Traditional vs. Modern Day Trash Disposal

In this lesson, the class will learn about type of trash and trash disposal in earlier times 
from Elders and parents, and present day village trash disposal. We will compare 
traditional uses vs. modern day uses. The students will learn how the meaning of trash 
has changed over the years.

In this activity, students will speak with Elders to learn about earlier days and difference 
in trash in the traditional native lifestyle and will write a one page report on what they 
learned. They will talk with their parents to see which items they consider to be trash and 
and discuss the differences between traditional trash and modern day trash disposal.

Resource People: Elders, Parents, Environmental Director, Landfill Operator, Health 
Aide

Materials:
· Chart paper, blackboard or whiteboard
· Pencils
· Paper
· Construction paper
· Crayons or colored markers
· Stapler

Procedure: 

1. Invite Elders to come and share with class about earlier days and difference in 
trash in the traditional native lifestyle.

2. Help students prepare questions prior to the Elders visit. For example:
· How has the meaning of trash changed over the years?
· Did our Elders have the same kind of trash that we have now?
· How did the Elders dispose of their trash in the early days?
· Was trash disposal less of a problem then or more of a problem?

3. Make list with the class on chart paper, blackboard or whiteboard about the 
things they learned from the Elders visit. Using the information from the list have 
students write a one page report on what they learned including personal 
impressions.

4. Ask students to talk to their parents about what they consider trash and what they 
do with it (both now and in their childhood days) and report what they found out 
the next day.
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5. Discuss the difference in the Elders sharing about trash in the early days and 
what they found out from their parents.

6. Have students write a one page report on the things that they learned about trash 
from their parents.  Have them include a sentence or two about the difference 
from the Elders time.

7. Invite the Environmental Director (if they have one) and the Landfill Operator to 
come share with the class about their jobs with waste disposal (or arrange for 
field trip to visit them on the job),

8. Help students prepare questions in advance for Environmental Director and the 
Landfill Operator. For example:
· What does the village Environmental Director do with waste disposal? 
· Does the Environmental Director think we have a problem with trash?
· Does the Landfill Operator think we have too much trash?
· What happens to the trash at the landfill?

9. Make a list with the class on chart paper, blackboard or whiteboard about the 
things they learned about current waste disposal in the village and those who are 
responsible for waste disposal.

10. Have the students write another one page report on what they learned about 
waste disposal in the village and those responsible for it. Ask the students to 
include ideas about what could be changed to make less trash or trash disposal 
better.

11. Invite the village Health Aide to speak to the class about the special trash 
disposal needs of the clinic.

12. Have the students write a one page report on why the clinic’s trash is different 
and has to have special requirements for disposal.

13. Have students make a construction paper cover for their reports and staple 
together. They can make their own title for the cover and decorate the cover with 
crayon or marker designs or drawings.

Questions for Discussion:

· How has the meaning of trash changed over the years?

· How was trash different in the traditional time of the Elders, our parents’ time,
and the type of trash we have now?
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· Why do we have more trash? (Think about mass production of cheap items 
that are made to throw away instead of fixing or reusing, example disposable 
diapers vs. cloth diapers vs. traditional materials used for babies, etc.)

· What can we do better with our trash?
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Lesson 5 – Where Does Our Trash Come From? 

(Taken from “The Story of the…” Recycle Alaska Activities Handbook, 
Alaska State Dept of Education, Juneau 1998)

Activity 1-Trash and Natural Resources

This lesson will teach the students that all man-made trash is made from some natural 
resource.

In this activity, students will research how such items such as aluminum cans, tin cans 
and glass bottles are made from natural resources.

Materials: 
· Aluminum can
· Small plastic container
· Cardboard box
· Tin can
· Glass bottle
· Internet
· Research books
· Poster board
· Markers or crayons

Procedure:

1. Divide the class into five groups. Give one item to each group and have them 
research the following areas:

A. The item 
· What does it look like?
· Why does it have a label?
· What is it used for?

B. What is it made of 
· What are the raw materials used to make it?

C. The raw materials
· Where do the raw materials come from?
· Are these raw materials rare or common?
· How long will the raw materials probably last?
· When companies take these raw materials from the earth, do they 

cause land, air or water pollution in the process?
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· How are the raw materials changed to make the item?
· Does the changing of the raw materials cause land, air or water 

pollution? If so then how?

D. Item disposal after use:  Possible ways of disposal and effects
Who is responsible for safely disposing the item?

Burning
· Are chemicals released when the item is burned?
· Are the released chemicals harmful to the environment? 
· Can they be filtered and disposed of properly?
· Can it be safely burned to produce energy from the heat, like in the 

woodstove?
·
Landfill
· Does it break down in the earth if buried? If so, then how?
· Does it disintegrate if thrown into the water? If so, then how?

Reuse
· Can it be reused? 
· If it can be used, what are some ways to reuse it?

Recycle
· Can it be recycled? 
· Has it been recycled? 
· Where can it be recycled?
· What happens to it when it is recycled? 

2. Have each group create a poster about their item containing the information they 
found.  .

3. Have each group present the information about the item before the class.

4. After all presentations, have the class vote each item’s use as a container.
· Which is the best container? Why?
· Which is the worst container? Why
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Lesson 6 – Spring Trash Hunt (1-5 days)

Activity 1-Pick Up Litter

Once breakup is almost over, or is over, take the children out again to the same places 
you went last fall to collect trash, and collect trash again. Students will also tally and 
compare the results from lesson 2 landfill experiment. 

Materials: 
· Outdoor clothes
· Safety gloves
· Trash bags
· Trash containers

Procedure: 

1. Take your class back to the specific place in your community that you went for 
fall trash hunt and pick up all the types of loose waste that is there. This will 
include twigs, leaves, plastic, paper, metal, fish or animal bones, food scraps, etc.

2. Return with the bags of trash and find an appropriate place to dump out the bags 
and separate the litter into man-made trash and natural trash. Which pile is 
bigger?

3. Separate the man-made trash into categories such as:
· Glass
· Plastic
· Metal
· Paper
· Food scraps
· Cans
· Wood

4. Count the number of articles in each pile, including the natural trash pile, and plot 
them on a graph.
· Which pile has the most? 
· Which is second, third, etc?

5. Compare the spring results with the graph that was made in the fall.
· How much litter fell to the ground over the winter?
· Does that seem like a lot?
· Do any of the children remember dropping any of the trash?
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6. If you have continued the experiment of Lesson 2, tally up the comparative results 
and present their findings. 
· Which items decomposed or started decomposing?
· Which items changed but did not decompose?
· Which items did not change at all?
· Which items affect the dirt by releasing something potentially harmful?
· What items are the best for landfills and what items are the worst?

Questions for Discussion:

· How can thinking about trash in the ways we learned in this unit help? 
· How could our land, communities and water be much cleaner? 
· How important it is to take care of our environment so that our children, and our 

children’s children, even down to the seventh generation’s children will have full 
use of the natural resources of our area?
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Title:    3-6 Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

Cultural Standards:*

A. Culturally knowledgeable students are well grounded in the cultural heritage and 
traditions of their community.

E.  Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation 
of the relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world 
around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 

· Students will assume more responsibility for their role in relation to the well-
being of the cultural community and their life-long obligations as a community 
member by learning about the effects of trash on their community, and how to do 
something about it.

· Students will better understand the ecology of the area they inhabit. They will 
learn about recycling and how reducing, reusing and recycling trash can 
positively affect the ecology of their area.

Science Standards:**
B Concepts of Physical Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, 
universal principals, and facts that explain the physical world.
B6-A student who meets the content standard should employ strict adherence to safety 
procedures in conducting scientific investigations.
D Concepts of Earth Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, processes, theories, 
models, evidence, and systems of earth and space sciences.
D2-A student who meets the content standard should understand that scientific 
innovations may affect our economy, safety, environment, health, and society and that 
these effects may be short-term or long-term, positive or negative, and expected or 
unexpected.
D3-A student who meets the content standard should recommend solutions to 
everyday problems by applying scientific knowledge and skills.
D4-A student who meets the content standard should evaluate the scientific and social 
merits of solutions to everyday problems.
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Skills and Knowledge:

· Students examine laboratory and community safety procedures, identify how an 
individual affects the safety of the group, and practice safe behavior in the 
classroom and laboratory

· Students describe the various effects of an innovation on the safety, health 
and environment of the local community.

· Students identify a community problem or issue and describe the 
information needed to develop a scientific solution.

· Students evaluate multiple solutions to the same problem.

Math Standards:

A. A student should understand mathematical facts, concepts, principles, and 
theories.  

B. A student should understand and be able to select and use a variety of problem-
solving strategies.  

D. A student should be able to use logic and reason to solve mathematical problems.

Lesson Outline: This unit will teach children to look at trash in a new way. Maybe there 
is a way to make better use of materials, or not use as many materials as they once did. It 
is to raise an awareness of what goes into the making of a product, the recycling of a 
product and the positive effects of recycling. The idea is to spark their imaginations to 
recognize any excesses in their lives and, if necessary, encourage a lifestyle change for 
the better.

Assessment:  Discussion questions are used in every lesson.

*Cultural Standards taken from Alaska Standards for Culturally Responsive Schools 
adopted by the Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, Anchorage, Alaska, February 3, 
1998.

**Science and Mathematics Science Standards taken from Alaska Content Standards, 
Department of Education and Early Development, Alaska State Website.
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Lesson 1-Traditional Use and Historical Overview

Activity 1-Talk with the Elders About Trash

In this activity, students talk with Elders to learn why the traditional use of natural 
resources did not make the types of trash we see today.

Materials: Class Discussion, Elders, parents, older children

Procedure: 
The traditional use of our natural resources did not make the types of trash we see today. 
Talk to Elders about the way of life when they were young. 

· How did they store foods?
· How did they make clothes?
· How did they pass information from one generation to the next?
· How did they build homes?
· How did they travel?
· What did they use to hunt?
· How did they stay physically fit?
· Did their activities make a lot of trash? 
· What kind of trash did they have?
· What did they do with it?

Today’s world is very different. We store and cook new types of food in refrigerators, 
freezers, stoves, and microwaves. Much of our food comes in packaging and is stored in 
containers such as; cans, plastics, cardboard boxes, etc. We buy our clothes that have 
been shipped to us from all over the world. We travel by boat, plane, ATV, snow 
machine, cars, trucks…all made by materials that have been mined and manufactured 
from places all over the world.
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Lesson 1-Traditional Use and Historical Overview

Activity 2-How have Humans Affected the Area We Live in?

Go on a walk in your community with Elders, parents and other older children and ask 
questions (interview) about what our land looked like when they were children. (Also ask 
for oral history knowledge from 100-150 years ago).

· Was there a community here?
· Was it a camp?
· Were there permanent homes?
· If so, then what kind of homes?
· Were there any vehicles? Machines?

Have the children write about what they learned, and what was different compared to 
now. See if anyone has any old photographs from the area that can be used to compare 
the site today.

The average person in the United States makes about 3.6 pounds of trash per day. An 
average person in Mexico makes 0.9 pounds of trash per day. The average Alaskan 
makes 6.0 pounds of trash per day!!!! (Alaska Youth Reach Out and Recycle! ALPAR 
2004)

The more we live our subsistence lifestyle, the less trash we make.
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Lesson 2- Overview and Definitions of Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle

Activity 1-Does Trash Go Away?

In this activity, students participate in various experiments that will teach them whether 
trash really goes away or whether it just decomposes in the natural environment.

Materials: Apple and pot of soil, 3 Steel cans and a can opener, water, powered 
lemonade (or some other drink), glass, spoon and scale.

Procedure:
What is a definition of trash? 
Anything that is thrown away and is a worthless, unwanted, or unusable substance or 
material. Did you know that there is no place on earth called “away?” The trash does not 
just go away. It is also impossible to make something disappear completely, it can change 
form, but it does not go away.

1. Fill a pot with soil and weigh it. Cut an apple in half and weigh the half. Bury the 
half an apple in the soil and weigh them together. 

· Did the apple really go away? (No, it just can’t be seen)

2. Empty the steel cans of any product and weigh them. Use the can opener and cut 
off the tops and bottoms of the cans. Flatten the cans and weigh them again.

· Did the cans go away? (No)
· Did they lose weight? (No, they just changed form)

3. Pour water in a pitcher and weigh it. Measure out enough powered lemonade mix 
to make a pitcher. Pour the powder into the liquid and mix until it dissolves 
completely. Weigh the pitcher of lemonade. Compare it to the weight of the 
pitcher of water.

· Did the lemonade powder go away? (No, it just changed form as can 
be seen by the increased weight of the lemonade pitcher)

4. Now weigh some children on the scale. Have them drink equal glasses of 
lemonade, and then weigh them again. You can do this with just one child if that 
is easier.

· Did the student’s weight change? (Yes)
· Did the lemonade go away? (No)

5. Take a piece of paper and weigh it. Using tongs, burn the paper over an empty 
metal container in a well-ventilated place (outside). Drop the burning paper into 
the container until it finishes burning. Be sure to catch all the ash. Collect all the 
ash and weigh it.
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· Did the paper go away? (Yes, and no. It changed form, some of it went 
up in the smoke and some of it remained as ash.

· Did the weight change?
· Why did the weight change? (It decreased because we can’t measure 

the smoke)

As you can see, things never really go away. Here are some examples of how long it can 
take for things to decompose in the natural environment, like when we put it in our 
landfill or dump. Because we live in Alaska, where our ground is colder than most places 
in the world, some things might actually take longer to decompose.

· Newspaper- 1-5 years
· Fruit Peelings- 2 years
· Plastic Bags- 10-20 years
· Glass Bottles- 1,000 years
· Aluminum Cans- 500 years
· Plastic and Styrofoam- Forever

Therefore it is important for us to think about ways we can reduce the amount of stuff we 
use, reuse things that we can, and recycle everything we can.

What is Reducing? To make something smaller or use less, resulting in a smaller amount 
of waste. To lessen the amount of trash we need to buy only what we need, avoiding 
products that get used once and thrown away (disposable), and buying products that are 
not over packaged. If you don’t make garbage, you don’t have to get rid of it later!

What is Reusing? To make an object last longer by using it again, repairing it, or making 
new uses for it.

What is Recycling? Taking something that has been used, and could be thrown away, and 
making it into either another useful object, or the same object again. (We will see that 
with the aluminum cans lesson.

(Activity adapted from “Can We Make It Go Away?” Trash Goes to School, Cornell 
waste Management Institute, 1991)
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Lesson 3-Reduce

Activity 1-Measuring School Food Waste

In this activity, students measure the amount of school food that is thrown away each 
week. They use this information to help them figure out how to reduce the amount of 
waste that goes to the dump or the landfill each week.

Materials: Plastic disposable gloves, 2 trash containers, several ½ gallon or gallon-sized 
milk jugs, scale, tape recorder, camera, video recorder.

Procedure: The point of this lesson is to find the total amount of milk and food thrown 
away from lunch.

Have your students collect the trays, or bags that will be thrown away after lunch for one 
week. Pour the left over milk into the ½ gallon or gallon milk jugs. Record the 
information.

Weigh each trash container while they are empty. Separate the actual food scraps into 
one trash container, and put the other trash in the other trash container. Weigh the food 
container. From the food menu, chart the foods served that day and estimate the amount 
of each food thrown away. Make extra spaces to record the contents of bagged lunches 
brought from home.

Food Thrown Away (Make a chart and record your findings.)

School Lunch 
Food

Whole Servings More than ½ 
Serving

½ Serving or Less

Bagged Lunch Food Thrown Away (Make a list and record estimations.)

Interview students to find out why they threw away the foods they did. Record the 
interviews. Use the interview recordings to make a future presentation to the cafeteria 
and school officials. 

Answer these questions daily, add them up for the week, and then figure out the daily 
averages.

School Food Waste Data

Total Pounds of Milk Thrown Away:
Number of ½ gallon containers filled with milk=_____1/2 gallons
OR
Number of gallon containers filled with milk=_____gallons
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Total Pounds of Food Thrown Away:
Weight of food trash container after lunch_________pounds
Weigh of food trash container before lunch_________pounds
Total weigh of food thrown away=_______pounds

Daily Averages
Take your total weights and divide them by five, (5 days in a school week) to get your 
daily averages.
Milk Daily Average__________
Food Daily Average__________

· How many pounds of food were thrown away at lunch?___________
· How many kilograms of food were thrown away at lunch?___________

(1 kilogram = 2.2 pounds)
· How many ½ gallons of milk were thrown away at lunch?__________
· How many gallons of milk were thrown away at lunch?__________
· How many half-pints of milk were thrown away at lunch?_________

(1 gallon = 2 quarts = 4 pints = 8 half-pints)
· Take your daily average for milk and multiply it by 180 days in a school year. 

How much milk is thrown away in a school year?___________
· Take your daily average for food and multiply it by 180 days in a school year.

How much food was thrown away in a school year?__________

Now that we have hard evidence of the waste of food, discuss ways of reducing the 
waste. Put your evidence to work by showing your results to the cafeteria workers, school 
officials, etc. Ask then to help you try to figure out a way to reduce waste. It could save 
the school money and reduce the trash that goes to your landfill or dump, or gets burned.

Precycling- Reducing waste before you purchase it. Stay away from things that are 
disposable and over-packaged, and use less than you normally use. Select products that 
do not have to be added to the landfill, dump or waste stream. Utilize our subsistence 
traditions!!!
1. Purchase products that are packaged in recyclable materials. Items that are flashy and 

pleasing to the eye are usually over-packaged and a bad choice for reducing waste.
2. Avoid things that are meant to be used once, and then thrown away. 
3. Buy things that are in concentrated form, not diluted (Juice is an example of this).
4. Repair things when they break instead of buying new.
5. Reduce the amount of “junk mail” you receive by calling the toll-free numbers and 

asking them to stop sending their mail to you.
6. Buy in bulk. The items are not usually divided up into separate containers.
7. Hunt, Trap, Fish, Gather, and Grow your own food!!!
8. Start a composting system (Instructions to do this are included in another set of 

lessons dedicated only to composting, see web page.)
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· Facilitate a discussion about what children have learned. Can the children identify 
anything in their lives that they can reduce? Really help them to find at least one 
thing they can change in their lives to reduce trash.

(Activities adapted from “School Food Waste” and “Classroom Conservation” Trash 
Goes to School, Cornell waste Management Institute, 1991)
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Lesson 3-Reduce

Activity 2-Classroom Conservation Project

In this activity, students learn various ways to conserve resources such as paper, grocery 
bags and boxes in the classroom.

Materials:
· Waste paper leftover from classroom activities
· As many of the following you can provide:

o Grocery bag
o Magazine
o Cards
o Box
o Lunch bag
o Newspaper
o Milk carton
o Wrapping paper
o Sandwich bag

Procedure:

Save all waste paper leftover from classroom activities for one week. Divide paper into 
two stacks, one stack is for paper that has been completely used (both sides), and one for 
paper that can be used again.

After one week, compare the two stacks and facilitate a class discussion about whether 
the class, as a whole, is wasting paper, or not.

Divide the children up into groups and give each some of the reusable paper, pencils, 
crayons and one of the above listed items. Ask each group to make a list on the paper all 
the ways they can think of reusing the articles you provided. Or have them think of items 
they could use instead of those articles that could be reused over and over again. 

Have each group share their ideas with the rest of the class. Encourage the children to 
implement their ideas in the classroom and in their homes.

(Activities adapted from “School Food Waste” and “Classroom Conservation” Trash 
Goes to School, Cornell waste Management Institute, 1991)
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Lesson 4-Reuse

Activity 1-Make Fireplace Logs from Newspapers. 

In this activity, students learn about various items that can be reused and how to make 
newspaper logs for their woodstove.

Class Discussion: What does reuse mean? Reusing an item means that you repair it when 
it is broken, you give it to charity or pass it on to other members of your community 
when you are done with it, or sell it so that it doesn’t go to the landfill or dump.

Here are some examples of reusing items:

· Reuse plastic and paper bags as many times as possible 
· Crochet plastic bags into other items like tote bags, hair clips, etc.
· Use old newspaper or cardboard to make “logs” to burn in woodstoves
· Pass used clothes on to other members of your community
· Donate used clothes to your local thrift store if you have one
· Give old reading glasses to other community members that need them
· Shred paper for mulch or compost
· Use chipped or cracked coffee mugs as small windowsill planters or a pen and 

pencil holder
· Clean out used squeeze plastic bottle to water plants, put water into a steam iron, 

or spot clean a floor
· Reuse packing cardboard or styrofoam that comes with many new products to 

protect items you are mailing or shipping to some one else
· Use old oil for dog pot fires
· Burn used oil in oil burners for heat

Can you think of other items that could be reused?
Make a list of ideas on the board and try some of them out!

Materials

· Newspapers
· 1-inch diameter stick 
·

Procedure

1. Take about 8 pages of folded newspaper and lay them on top of one another flat 
on the floor. 

2. Take a stick and lay it at the end of the newspaper and wrap the newspaper 
around the stick. Roll it up until there is about 8 inches left on the newspaper. 
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3. You can take another stack of about 8 pages of folded newspaper and overlap it 
onto the roll paper. Continue rolling until the roll is about the thickness of a stove 
log. Tie it up with string or fine wire. 

4. Soak it overnight in a bucket of water. This will break down the paper’s short 
fibers, which keeps fly ash from forming. Take the logs out the next day and bang 
them against the floor with the stick still rolled inside them. This packs the paper 
tight. Pull off the stick and let dry thoroughly. 

5. Let the children take them home to burn them in their woodstoves. 
6. Students report how newspaper log burned find out if the newspaper logs burn 

good and if they think it is a good idea to make more

Brainstorming: What else can you do with Newspaper? 

Have the children use their imaginations to figure out how to make other items from 
newspapers, like paper-mache, wrapping paper, shelf liners, wrapping fish, meat, etc.

(Activity adapted from “Fireplace Logs From Newspapers” Recycle Alaska Activities 
Handbook, Alaska Dept. of Education, Juneau, AK 1998)
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Lesson 4-Reuse

Activity 2-What Can You Do with Glass Jars?

In this activity, students collect glass jars that they can use for storing cookies, to make 
bookends or lamps as canisters for bulk foods, such as cereals, dried herbs, salmon jerky, 
etc.

Object: The children are going to fill the glass containers with different items to either 
give as gifts, or to make useful items for their home.

Materials:
· Glass jars of all shapes and sizes
· Candles
· Sand and shells
· Small pieces of felt or rubber
· Packaged candy, bake cookies, make jam
· Materials to decorate the glass jars

Procedure:

Have your students spend a couple of weeks collecting all the glass containers they can 
find. Have the children wash the containers out thoroughly using rubber gloves. 

As a class project, make cookies to pack inside the glass containers, or make jam to put 
inside canning jars, or put packaged candy into a jar, decorate the jars and give them as 
gifts.

Make bookends or lamps by filling two matched jars with colored water (add a few drop 
of food coloring to each jar), or fill with layers of sand and shells, or make layers of 
colored sand by mixing food coloring with sand. Glue pieces of felt or cut pieces of the 
used rubber gloves to the bottom of the jar to prevent them from slipping. Do this before 
you fill the jars!

Use large jars as canisters or a storage system by filling with bulk foods, cereals, dried 
herbs, salmon jerky, etc.

Make as many of these items in the classroom as possible and put them on display for the 
school to see how your class reused glass jars. Great exhibit to include for a school 
recycling fair.
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Lesson 5- Recycle

Activity 1-Starting a Recycling Center 

In this activity, students gather the information they need to start a recycling center in 
their community.

 
Class Discussion: Recycling happens when you collect reusable items and send them to 
places where they can be remade into the same product (aluminum cans remade into 
aluminum cans) or to be made into new products (plastic pop bottles can be melted down 
and made into other plastic products.) We must look at our trash as a resource instead of 
something to throw away. Did you know that recycling saves space in our landfills or 
dumps? It also conserves energy so that it doesn’t take so much to make something new. 
It decreases pollution, which makes our environment dirtier as a result of waste. 
Recycling also conserves our natural resources so we don’t use them up as fast.

Procedure: 

1. The first step is to assess the status of recycling in your community.
· Is there any recycling program currently in your community?
· If so, then what is being recycled?
· If not, is there any interest in recycling in your community?

2. Check to see if you have anything going on in your school. Talk to community 
members to see how the people feel about recycling.
· What resources are available in your community for recycling?

3. Learn what you can about previous efforts and try to learn from any mistakes or 
shortfalls of the effort.
· Has it ever been tried before?
· If so, then why is it no longer happening?

4. Next, figure out what you have in the community that can be readily recycled. A 
good item to start with is with aluminum cans.
· What can we recycle?
· How will we collect it?

5. You will then need to find out where it can go and how it will get there.
· Where is the recycling center we send it after it is collected?
· How will we ship it there?
· What programs in Alaska are available to us?
· Will it cost us to send it there?
· Will we get paid for recycling the items?
· Can you combine efforts with another nearby village?

6. Research the following organizations to gain the information relevant to your 
school or community recycling efforts.
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Recycling Assistance Organizations in Alaska:

Alaska Youth for Environmental Action (AYEA) 
Division of the National Wildlife Federation
Alaska Youth Reach out and Recycle! (Excellent handbook)
907-339-3907
ayea@nwf.org

Solid Waste Alaska Network
www.ccthita-swan.org
Look through the A-Z index (“R” has lots of information on the how-to’s of recycling)
Contains great listings of everything that can be recycled and how to do it.

Alaska Center for the Environment
807 G. Street
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-3621
www.akcenter.org

Alaskans for Litter Prevention and Recycling (ALPAR)
907-274-3266
alpar@gci.net
www.alparalaska.com
Email or call ALPAR to get free yellow garbage bags for community cleanups. They also 
fly aluminum cans to Anchorage for recycling. Go to their website and look at their 
programs and see what fits your community!

Green Star
www.greenstarinc.org
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Lesson 5- Recycle

Activity 2-Earn Money by Recycling

In this activity, students learn how to make money from recycling glass, aluminum and 
paper etc. They will package the items, send them to a recycling center and use the 
money they earn from the recyclables for a class party or project. 

Class Discussion: It is possible to earn money by recycling! From the previous lesson we 
learned about what we can recycle and where we can send it. Now we need to discover if 
we can actually earn money by recycling.

Materials: Large containers to collect recyclables, scales.

Procedure: 

1.  Set up containers in classroom. Label them for glass, aluminum, paper, etc. Whatever 
     is relevant for you area.
2.  Use the scale and set up a weigh station in your classroom.
3.  Have each student collect any of the items and bring them to class.
4.  Have each student separate and weigh their items and put them in the appropriate         
     container.
5.  Have each student write down the weights of each item they put into the containers 
      each day. 
6.  Total up each day’s contributions from all the class and then help each student figure  
     out the percentage of their daily contribution compared to the class total.
7.  When enough of the items are gathered, have the class help package it and take it to     
      the carrier who will transport the items to a recycling center.
8.  At the end of the predetermined collection period, have each student figure out the 
     total percentage of their contribution to the class.
9. Use the money earned from the recyclables for a class party or project. This will 

encourage more recycling in the future.
10. Expand the project if possible.
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Title: 3-6 Landfills

Cultural Standards:*

A. Culturally knowledgeable students are able to build on the knowledge and skills 
of the local cultural community as a foundation from which to achieve personal 
and academic success throughout life.

E. Culturally knowledgeable students demonstrate an awareness and appreciation 
of the relationships and processes of interaction of all elements in the world 
around them.

Skills and Knowledge: 

· Students will understand the importance of making appropriate choices by 
regarding the long-term consequences of their actions.

· Students will identify appropriate forms of technology and anticipate the 
consequences of their use for improving the quality of life in the 
community.

· Students will understand the ecology and geography of the area they 
inhabit.

Science Standards:**

A. Science as Inquiry and Process
A student should understand and be able to apply the processes and applications of 
scientific inquiry.
A8a- A student who meets the content standard should understand the scientific 
principles and models that describe the nature and physical, chemical, and nuclear 
reactions (Energy Transformations)
A14c-A student who meets the content standard should understand that a small change in 
a portion of an environment may affect the entire environment (Interdependence)
A15- A student who meets the content standard should use science to understand and 
describe the local environment (Local Knowledge).
C. Concepts of Life Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, facts, 
evidence, systems, and processes of life science
C5-A student who meets the content standard should understand that sharing scientific 
discoveries is important to influencing individuals and society and in advancing scientific 
knowledge.
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Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will observe and describe the way matter changes.
· Students will identify those things that can hinder plant and animal health.
· Students will identify local landforms and resources.
· Students will work together to explore and share scientific discoveries about 

their environment.

Math Standards:

B.  A student should understand and be able to select and use a variety of problem-
solving strategies.  

Skills and Knowledge:

· Students will use computational methods and appropriate technology as 
problem-solving tools to investigate and understand mathematical content, 
and then formulate mathematical problems that arise from everyday 
situations.

Assessment:  

· Discussion questions
· Project completion

*Cultural Standards taken from Alaska Standards for Culturally Responsive Schools 
adopted by the Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, Anchorage, Alaska, February 3, 
1998.

**Science and Mathematics Science Standards taken from Alaska Content Standards, 
Department of Education and Early Development, Alaska State Website.
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Lesson 1- Our Water Supply

Activity 1- Water Cycle and Pollutions

In this activity, students create a mini terrrarium to demonstrate how pollutants from 
contaminated water can pollute clean water.  

Information

Everything we do affects the land we live on and the water we need for survival. The 
moose, deer and caribou eat the plants from our land. We pick berries and roots and other 
plants for many reasons. Everything requires water to live. 

The amount of water on the earth never changes. It just changes place and form. It is 
really important to understand how our water supply cycles and to know if we are doing 
anything to affect our water supply. 

Rain waters the plants of the earth. When the water condensates and forms clouds, it can 
also pick up things from the earth or the air that are bad for our plants, animals and our 
water supply. These are called “pollutants.” The pollutants can be in the rain when it 
falls. This can hurt the growth of our plants and hurt the fish and mammals in the seas. 
lakes and rivers. This can also hurt us.

Materials:
· Dirt
· Two 1 liter clear plastic bottles
· Clear plastic gallon or larger container or large clear glass or plastic container 

with lid – Container must be tall and wide enough to hold the smaller cut 
bottles (see step one below) and celery stalks (flowers) inside the container 
with its cover on top. 

· 2 Celery stalks or white flowers
· Water
· Food coloring, red or blue
· Knife or scissors

Procedure:

1. Cut the bottles in two pieces at the top of the harder plastic base of the bottle so 
bottom portion is at least three inches high. Put at least a half of cup of water in 
each bottom portion of bottle.

2. Put a couple of drops of food coloring (blue or red) in the water of only one of the 
bottle portions. This will represent polluted water.  The other bottle portion in 
clear water will represent water that is not polluted.
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3. (Note: If you are using  a clear glass or plastic container that fits the 
requirements, you can skip this step) If you have large plastic gallon plus 
container, cut top off so that cut bottles can fit inside. Keep top part and container 
cap because you will use this as a lid.

4. Fill in the bottom of the container with two inches or more of dirt (make sure that 
the dirt is not taller than the cut bottles).

5. In a cup of water add a few drops of food coloring (red or blue) so that the water 
is fully colored and add this water to the soil until it is thoroughly moist but not 
soupy.  This water will represent polluted water in the land.

6. Place cut bottles with water in the container. Set firmly down into the dirt, but do 
not let the dirt does not get in the water, especially the clear water.

7. Cut celery stalks off on the bottom (white flower stems at the bottom).  Place one 
into each cut bottle with water.

8. Put lid on container and place in a warm sunny area and observe what happens.  
(Note: for wintertime experiment, put near heat source and under a bright plant 
light.)

9. As the container becomes warm the moisture in the dirt and containers will begin 
to evaporate and the container will become cloudy (water vapor) and the 
moisture will condense on the lid and moisture will drip down (precipitation) 
from the top onto contents inside the jar.

10.  Observe and compare the celery stalks (or white flowers).  The celery stalk in the 
water with food color will begin to change color, while the celery stalk water, 
without the food coloring will not change.

11.Repeat the process for several days, taking daily observations, until you see 
changes in the celery stalk and the clear water. This demonstrates that the 
pollution of the food colored water has contaminated the clear water. 

Questions for Discussion:

· How can plants that absorb pollutants through the water cycle affect us?
· What are other things in the environment that are affected by water 

pollutants?
· How can pollutants in the water spread pollution?

(Note: eating the plants or berries that grow on the land, or eating the 
animals or fish that live in or drink from the water, are unhealthy for man and 
beast alike.)
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Lesson 2 – The Land and Landfills

Activity 1-Build Models of Landfills and Dumps

In this activity, students build  models of landfills and dumps and observe how 
contamination can spread to the nearby land. 

Information

In the last lesson, we learned the effect of water pollution in the water cycle. These 
pollutants that get into our water supply can come from rain falling on our trash and then 
running off into rivers, lakes, or the ocean. It is very important that we handle our trash 
correctly so that no bad pollutants can come off our trash and hurt our water, plants or 
animals.

Much of our trash has been buried over the years. Alaskan soil is cold and trash does not 
break down and decompose (turn into dirt itself) very fast. The bad news is most of the 
landfills, dumps, and sewage/honey bucket lagoons that are close to our homes and 
waters can leak into the ground, flood and spread contamination around during heavy 
rains and breakups.

Materials:
· 5 large disposable plastic cups or plastic containers 

(that small puncture holes can easily be made in bottom but bottom still be 
sturdy)

· Scissors or needle or small knife 
(for making small holes in bottom of cups or containers)

· 5 clean clear jars (large enough for bottom portion of cup or container to fit in but 
not be able to fit into jar)

· Fine cut or broken mixed garbage: paper scraps, small wood shavings, pieces of 
plastic, breadcrumbs and food scraps.

· Modeling clay
· Small thick plastic bag without any holes or worn places 

(bag must fit inside cup or container overlap rim so inside is completely covered)

· Rubber band or twist tie
· Small amount fine gravel
· Small amount of sand
· Dirt enough to partially fill each cup or container
· Something flat to press down dirt in cup or container
· Water
· Log sheets  
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Procedure

1. Puncture 3-4 small holes in the bottom of each of the 5 cups or containers.

2. Prepare bottom layer cups or containers:
· One with ¼ layer of fine gravel
· One with ¼ layer of sand and gravel
· One with ¼ layer of sand, gravel and dirt
· Line one with a plastic bag, overlap the rim and secure with rubber band 

or twist tie
· Line one completely with smooth modeling clay, making sure the rim is 

overlapped.

3. Label each cup by what is the bottom layer:
· Rock
· Sand mix
· Dirt mix
· Plastic
· Clay

4. Fill ¾ of each cup or container in the following manner:
· Layer of dirt pressed down
· Layer of garbage mix completely covering dirt
· Layer of dirt pressed down
· Repeat so at least two layers with garbage

5. Put each cup or container firmly in jar holder.

6. Fill the rest of each cup or container with water. Do not overflow.

7. Place in a safer place so containers cannot be knocked over but can be observed.

8. Check in one hour and add more water where there is space to add. Record 
observations on log sheet

· Jar has water or watery residue.
· Surface of cup or container dry so added water
· Surface had standing water
· Surface very moist

9. Continue experiment for 3-5 days adding water as space allows and record any 
observations on log sheet.
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10. On last day of experiment do not add water. On log sheet note any cups or 
containers with standing water on surface, damp surface or dry surface and how 
much water or watery residue is in the jar holder.

11. Remove cups or containers from jar holders. Drain any excess water off top of 
cup or container and dump contents on to separate newspapers and check what 
happened to the garbage layers. Record observations on log sheet.

· Any garbage still easily identified?
· Any garbage decomposed?
· Any garbage changed?
· Has the dirt changed or is different from other container’s dirt?

12. Discuss what you learned from this experiment about the containment of garbage 
if each cup or container represents a dumpsite or landfill and the jar represents 
area outside containment area.

Information

A dump is different from a landfill. A dump is basically digging a hole in the ground 
dumping in the trash and burying it. Many people think this is a landfill. A landfill is 
planned for containment and environmental protection, managed and monitored.

Landfills bury the trash so that it isolated from groundwater, kept dry and covered from 
contact with air. Landfills use dirt pack covering to absorb moisture and most landfills 
have built in drainage for heavy rain and snow melt to keep water from overflowing 
garbage and out of the landfill into the environment.

Most people think landfills are like a big compost pile, where the purpose is to bury trash 
in such a way that it will decompose quickly. Trash in landfills does not decompose 
much because it is compacted tightly together and kept dry and covered.

Two primary designs are used for landfill environmental isolation. Smaller sanitary 
landfill uses a clay liner to isolate the trash and the larger municipal solid waste landfill 
use a plastic synthetic liner to isolate the trash.

Questions for Discussion
· Which of the cups or containers in our experiment resembled landfill containment 

and which resembled dumpsite or composting?
· What was not like a landfill in the cups or containers in our experiment that 

resembled the landfill containment?
· What are the problems can happen with dumpsites?
 ·     Can dumpsites be made safer?
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Adapted from information at the website: 
http://www.howstuffworks.com/landfill.htm.
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Lesson 3 – Trash Compacting, Volume and Density

Activity 1-Decrease the Volume of Trash in the Landfill

In this activity, students learn how to decrease the volume of trash in a container so it will
take up less room in the landfill.

Information

One of the ways that a landfill deals with trash disposal is to decrease the volume of the 
trash and increase the density.  Landfills use equipment to crush, breakdown, shred and 
taking out squeezing out air and moisture making trash smaller so that it can be easily 
compacted into layers in the landfill.

Materials
· 2 trash containers exactly the same full exactly the same clean trash:(Contents of 

both trash containers should be duplicate)
o 6 empty food cans of same size each
o 2 empty egg cartons each
o 6 old plastic bags each
o Small toys or pieces, broken and not repairable (equal amounts)
o Small very dry tree limb (easily breakable) each
o One plastic bag each with food waste (i.e. apple core, piece of potato, 

piece of bread, etc. exactly same in each bag)
o 4 empty and cleaned yogurt plastic
o Empty cereal box each
o 2 empty clean plastic bottles each
o Equal amounts of whole sheet scrap paper

· 5 small containers for processed trash
· Small thick tarp
· Small steel sledge hammers
· Mallet or wide hammer
· Safety glasses
· Sanitary gloves
· Paper shredder (if available can increase the volume of paper trash)
· Scissors
· Extra heavy large plastic bag
· Scale

Procedure
1. Weigh both containers full of clean trash separately.  The weight should be almost 

the same if trash is close to duplicate.  Record weight.
2. Set one container aside.  Nothing will be done with it until later.
3. Separate the clean trash in other container and group into small containers.
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o Paper trash and cardboard trash for cutting and shredding.
o Empty food cans and small broken toys for crushing. 
o Plastic bags for cutting and shredding
o Plastic bottles and containers for cutting and smashing
o Food waste bag for pulverizing 

4. Assign students in groups to pulverize, shred, cut, etc. to make trash into smaller 
pieces. (Adult/ high school volunteers with to each group or do each group as a 
class)

o Paper trash: cut, tear, shred into as small as pieces as possible
o Cans & toys & tree limb: take outside with tarp and sledge hammers. 

Wear safety glasses and smash them flat with hammer, (can wrap toys in 
tarp if pieces might fly), break limb in small pieces then wrap in tarp and 
smash.

o Plastic bag: make holes and rip the cut pieces smaller and smaller
o Plastic bottles and containers: remove all lids (give to hammer group to 

smash) make scissor cuts to let out air and cut into smaller pieces then 
smash with feet.

o Food waste bag: Make sure that the bag has a small opening so that it is 
not air tight. Wrap bag in extra heavy plastic bag and pulverize with 
mallet until very flat. DO NOT TAKE OUT OF SMALL BAG.

5. Gather up all pieces of trash into containers being careful not to lose any. 
Reassemble all trash in the empty trash container in the following order:

o Shredded paper trash first
o Using gloves, remove pulverized bag of food from heavy plastic bag 

wrapping and place flat on top of paper trash
o Shredded plastic bags
o Plastic container pieces
o Wood and toy pieces and flattened cans

6. Place folded extra heavy large plastic bag over top of trash reassembled in the 
trash container. Push down with end of sledgehammer to pack together then 
remove the bag (make sure no pieces of trash stick to it).

7. Weigh the container with processed trash again.  Should weigh close to the same 
weight as before if you were careful to gather pieces.

8. Compare the volume of processed trash in the container to the volume of non-
processed trash in the container you did nothing with.
How many layers of processed garbage would it take to fill the container?
· Estimate fractional portion of the container filled by processed trash _____
· Estimate number of layers to make the can whole ______
How much would the trash container full of processed trash weigh?

· Estimated weight of full compacted trash container _____
Questions for discussion

1. How does density affect volume?
2. Explain what you learned from this experiment about landfills?
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Lesson 4 – Hazardous Waste

Activity 1-Reduce the Amount of Hazardous Waste We Produce

In this activity, students learn how to identify household hazardous waste items, and what 
"poison", "danger", "warning" and "caution" mean on a label. They explore alternatives 
to throwing hazardous waste in the landfills.

Information

There are some items of trash that are dangerous to our health if they are not thrown 
away correctly, or thrown away too close to our homes. These are called household 
hazardous waste. 

Some items we throw away may be burned and the smoke may cause health problems. 
Some if the items may break apart and leak out nasty chemicals that seep into the ground 
and pollutes our water, kills plants, and make the animals sick. Sometimes mixing one 
type of trash with another can cause a reaction that is bad for our health even if we just 
breathe the air around our community.

Identifying Hazardous Waste 
How do we know what these items are?

What makes waste hazardous?

· Burns or flames up easily creating smoke that has harmful chemicals.
· Corrosion (wearing away gradually by a chemical reaction over time like a 

battery) releases toxins.
· Contact with your skin causes irritation or burn your eyes.
· Change in temperate as heat or cold causes a harmful chemical reaction even 

explosive danger.
· Poisonous to people and animals.

Most items that we buy that contain hazardous substances are labeled with one of four 
“signal” words: 1) POISON; 2) DANGER; 3) WARNING; 4) CAUTION

· POISON - The highest hazard level. It means it can cause injury or death if you 
eat it, get it on your skin, or maybe even breathe it. It is very serious!

· DANGER - This product will highly toxic, or flammable, or corrosive.
· WARNING or CAUTION - This product will be toxic, corrosive, reactive or 

flammable, but not as strong as the DANGER label.
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Hazardous Waste Disposal and Handling 

We have to be very careful of how we get rid of hazardous waste. We must control what 
goes into our landfills, dumps, etc.
Alternatives to throwing hazardous wastes in our landfills:

1. Follow directions on Warning Labels for items use, handling and disposal.
2. Separate hazardous waste from other garbage and don’t landfill or burn.
3. Store the hazardous wastes off the ground for community re-use or shipment.

Activity:  Identifying common Hazardous Waste, Disposal and Alternatives

Materials:
· Internet
· Books, literature and materials on hazardous waste
· Paper and pencils
· Chart paper
· Markers
· Poster board 

Procedure:

1. Research Hazardous Waste and Disposal and write a short report on what you 
found out.

· How widespread is the problem
· Dangers of mishandling hazardous waste
· How Hazardous waste affects your daily life

2. Classroom Discussion:  Let students share what they found out about Hazardous 
Waste.  On chart make a list from class discussion of hazardous waste that is 
common in the village area and even in our homes and school.

3. Divide students into small groups or project partners.  Let group or partners pick a 
product from the list and prepare a report with poster on its use, why it is 
hazardous, common mishandling of disposal and proper disposal methods, and 
alternatives to using product.

Use following websites to find safe alternatives for hazardous household 
products. 

www.ccthita-swan.org - Has an excellent handout with safe alternatives and how 
to make them.

· Click on A-Z
· Click on “H”
· Click on House hold Hazardous Wastes.
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www.metrokc.gov/dnr/kidsweb
· Click on Household Hazardous Waste
· Click on Learn Safer Alternatives for Hazardous Products

www.purdue.edu/dp/envirosoft/housewaste/src/recipes.htm
· Click on the topic of your choice!

4. Have each group or set of partners give a class presentation of what they 
discovered about their product.

5. Make a display area for all the presentation posters to remind class what they 
learned.
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Lesson 5 - Field Trip to a Landfill or Open Dump

Activity 1-Identify Items That Should Not be in the Landfill

The class has learned many things about how pollutants get into the water cycle, what 
decomposes in compost, recycling, reusing, hazardous waste, and how a landfill works. 

In this lesson the class will visit the landfill (or dumpsite) to see if there is anything there 
the students can identify as shouldn’t be there.  They will also learn the history of local 
landfill (or dumpsite), how the site operates today and future plans.

(Note: The students will not be allowed to touch anything at the landfill. This is just to 
look and see if can identify any non-appropriate objects)

In this activity, students will take a field trip to the landfill. They will prepare a list of 
questions to  ask the landfill operator and environmental director and will identify items 
that should not be there.

Resource People:
· Environmental Manager
· Landfill operator
· Other waste removal workers

Materials:
1. Pencil and notebook
2. Any information handout on solid waste removal for area

Procedure:

1. Make arrangements for field trip to the village landfill or dumpsite.
· Contact Environmental Manager for a safe time to come when they or other 

workers can be interviewed and share about the landfill or dumpsite.
·  Find out safety precautions and any special clothing that might be needed.

2. Obtain any information on the history of the landfill or dumpsite, its operation 
and future plans to review prior to the visit.

3. Discuss information with class and prepare a list of questions to ask prior to visit. 
Ask for a couple of student volunteers to take notes for the class during the visit 
and give them a small pocket notebook to use.

4. At the landfill or dumpsite, make sure all students observe the rules and listen to 
the landfill operator. Have them share and ask questions of the environmental 
director and other workers while the student volunteers take notes.
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5. Have the students look around the landfill to see if they can spot things that 
should not be there. Items reusable, recyclable, compostable, or hazardous should 
not be in the landfill. Consider the following points to help see more items:

· Any aluminum?
· Any wood and paper?
· Any hazardous waste?
· Any food scraps?

6. Make a list of the things the students see that shouldn’t be in the landfill.

Question for Discussion:

· What were your impressions of the landfill (or dumpsite)?
· Do you have concerns about the village’s waste disposal based on what we’ve 

learned about waste?
· What can we do to help with waste disposal?

(Adapted from Field Trip to a Village Landfill, Alaska Youth for Environmental Action, 
National Wildlife Federation, November 2004 reprint by ALPAR)
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Title: Burning Solid Waste in the Village

Authors: Solid Waste Alaska Network, Environmental Protection Agency and
   Telida Native Village

Grade Level: 7-8

Context: Spring

AKRSI Region: All 

UNIT OBJECTIVES:

1. To know how tribes traditionally disposed of waste in the past. 

2. To study principles of beginning fire science related to open burning.

      3. To acquire a basic understanding of the processes involved with burning solid 
           waste.  

4. To be aware of health risks which are linked to open burning. 

5. To be familiar with environmental risks associated with open burning.

7. To figure out ways to reduce, reuse and recycle solid waste and compost solid 
waste to reduce the amount of it that is burned.  

8. To do a math exercise that will teach the students about the cost of replacing 
subsistence resources after a fire.

9. To do a math exercise that will teach the students how to firewise their landscape.

10. To do a math exercise that will show the students how a village can help raise 
money for a burnbox.

ALASKA STANDARDS 

This Unit addresses the following Alaska State History, Science, Government and 
Citizenship and the Alaska State Cultural Standards:

Cultural Standards              C3: Attain a healthy life style through which they are able 
to maintain their own social, emotional, physical, intellectual and spritural well-being.
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Skills and Knowledge

1. Understand risks to human health associated with 
burning trash.

2. Know risks to the environment and subsistence 
    associated with burning trash..

Science Standards A3: Develop an understanding that culture, local 
knowledge, history, and interaction with the environment 
contribute to the development of scientific knowledge, and 
local applications provide opportunities for understanding 
scientific concepts and global issues. 

C 3: Develop an understanding that all organisms are 
linked to each other and their physical environments 
through the transfer and transformation of matter and 
energy. 

Skills and Knowledge 

1. Know the process villages traditionally used to 
dispose of waste generated by subsistence practices.

2. Study the beginning principles of fire science 
related to burning solid waste.

3. Learn about dixoins in the environment and how they 
biomagnify up the food chain

4. Understand about particle pollution caused by 
burning waste and why it is hazardous to children 
and elders.

3. Learn how open burning contributes to the 
greenhouse effect by producing carbon monoxide 
and greenhouse gas. 

4. Identify the ways the greenhouse effect will impact 
subsistence resources.

5. Recognize how wildfire started by a burn barrel or 
burning brush can damage wildlife and habitat.
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6. Understand how to reduce, reuse, recycle and 
compost solid waste to reduce burning in the 
village.

Math Standards             A1: Understand and use numeration, including integers. 
Numbers, number systems, counting numbers, whole 
numbers, integers, fractions, decimals, and percents; and 
Irrational and complex numbers;                                            

A3: Perform basic arithmetic functions, make reasoned 
estimates, and select and use appropriate methods or tools 
for computation or estimation including mental arithmetic, 
paper and pencil, a calculator, and a computer.

E2: Use mathematics in everyday life.

Skills and Knowledge

1. Students will be able to calculate out how much it will 
cost to replace subsistence resources after a fire.

2. Students will be able to figure out how much it will cost 
them to firewise their landscape.

Assessment:

· Discussion questions.
· Project Completion.
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Lesson 1- Overview of Burning Trash

Activity 1-Traditional Waste Disposal

Materials
• Paper and Pens
• Tape Recorder (optional)

Information

In this activity, the students will work with an Elder to learn how the tribe traditionally 
disposed of trash in the past.

Procedure 

1. Invite an Elder(s) to come and talk to class about the way of life when the 
Elder(s) were young. 

2. Prior to the Elder(s) visit have students prepare questions about trash 
when Elder was young: kind, amount, and what did they do with it.

3. When Elder(s) comes prompt students to ask the Elder(s) the prepared 
questions.

4. After the Elder(s) visit discuss the differences between the Elder’s time 
and the present day.

      5. Students write a reflection paper about the elders visit and share it with the 
            class. 
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Lesson 1- Overview of Burning Trash

Activity 2-Visit to the Village Landfill

In this activity, the students will explore burning trash in their village. They will prepare 
a list of questions to ask the landfill operator to identify what items are burned, how they 
are burned, when they are burned and where they are burned.

The students will take a trip to the landfill to meet with Village Landfill Operator who 
can answer the questions they have prepared. Afterwards, the students will prepare a map 
that illustrates the information they have researched and use this information to help them 
with future activities.

Materials
• Art Materials
• Map of Village
• Paper and pens
• Student Journals
• Word Program (Optional)

Information

Villages burn solid waste for several different reasons:

A. “Burning solid waste is an inexpensive way to reduce the amount of waste in a 
landfill. 

B. If the Village has a poorly located dump, it can prevent the dump from expanding 
into town, subsistence areas, or drinking water. 

C. For Villages that do not have heavy equipment, it is a way of managing the dump 
so that people have safe and easy access to it.” [Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste 
Alaska Network Website]

Procedure

1. Brainstorm with the students why their village burns solid waste.

2. Students record the reasons the village burns trash in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: What do you think is the most important reason that the 
village burns trash?
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Information 

Tell the class that they are going to take a field trip to the landfill so they can talk to the 
Village Landfill Operator about the trash that is burned in the village.

Procedure

1. Schedule a time for the class to visit the Village Landfill Operator at the landfill.

2. Help the students to prepare a list of questions for the Village Landfill Operator 
that will help to learn how, when, where and why trash is burned in the landfill 
and the village.

3. During field trip to the village landfill, students ask the Village Landfill Operator 
questions about burning trash and have them record the information in their 
learning logs.

4. Divide the student’s into teams. Using a map of the village as a reference, the 
students will create a map that shows the areas where solid waste is burned. 

• They will draw or cut out the solid waste items that are burned and place 
them on the map. 

• The students will draw symbols on the map to indicate what the solid 
waste is burned in. 

• The students will draw pictures on the map to indicate what seasons of the 
year solid waste is burned (i.e. a calendar and a clock on the map that 
shows the time of the day, the week and the months that it is burned.)
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Lesson 2-Beginning Fire Science

Activity 1-Safely Light the Fire

Materials 
• Dry vegetation
• Paper 
• Safety Matches
• Strike Anywhere Matches
• Student Learning Log
• Wikopedia, the Free Encylopedia Website
       [en.wiki.pedia.org/wiki/matches]

In this activity, the students will be observing the chemical changes that take place when 
a piece of dry vegetation is burned. They will record their observations in the learning 
logs.

Information

To start a fire, heat has to come in contact with the fuel. A match is the most common 
heat source used to start a fire. A match is a small stick tipped with a chemical compound 
that ignites when struck against a surface. There are two kinds of matches; strike 
anywhere matches and safety matches. The chemicals on a strike anywhere match ignite 
when they are struck against a rough surface while the chemicals on a safety match only 
ignite when they are struck against other chemicals on the side of the matchbox or match 
cover. 
"The safety match was invented in 1844 by the Swede Gustaf Erik Pasch and improved 
by John Edvard Lundström a decade later.
Their safety is due to the separation of the combustible ingredients between the match 
head and a special striking surface, and the replacement of white phosphorus with red 
phosphorus. The striking surface is composed of powdered glass and red phosphorus, and 
the match head was composed of antimony(III) sulfide and potassium chlorate. The act of 
striking converts some of the red phosphorus to white by friction heat. The small amount 
of white phosphorus then ignites, and this starts the combustion of the match head." 
[Page Name: Match Author: Wikopedia contributors Publisher: Wikipedia, the Free 
Encyclopedia Website]

Procedure

1. Present two kinds of matches for examination.
2. Discuss the differences in the two kinds of matches.
3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two kinds of matches.
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      4.   Students look up the terms white phosphorus, red phosphorous, antimony (III) 
sulfide and potassium on Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia Website and record 
the information in their learning logs.

      5.  Instructor contacts a chemist to discuss the basic chemical reactions that occur 
when a match is lighted and discusses them with the class.

6.  Students write down the chemical reactions in their learning logs.

Information
  
"The safest way to light a fire is with natural vegetation, paper" and safety matches. 
[Steese Fire Department, Fairbanks, Alaska]

Procedure

1. The instructor shows the students the safest way to start a fire. 

2. The students observe the steps and record the information in their learning logs.

Questions for Discussion:  A person wants to start a fire in a burn barrel. 

A.  Should they use strike anywhere matches or safety matches? Why?

B.  What materials should they use to light the fire? 
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Lesson 2-Beginning Fire Science

Activity 2-The Chemical Process

Materials
• Dry Vegetation
• Safety Matches
• Student Learning Logs

Information

What happens when you light dry vegetation on fire? 

A. The fire changes the chemical composition of a substance burned into other 
substances. In this case, the dry vegetation is changed into ash and energy. The 
energy that comes from the dry vegetation burning is released as heat and light. 

B. Because heat rises, "the smoke which is made up of airborne fire gases, particles 
and liquids" comes off of the dry vegetation and goes up into the air. [What is 
Smoke? Utah Government Website Sponsored by the Department of 
Environmental Quality Fire Smoke and Health Section]  "On a calm day, the 
smoke floats in the air and the larger particles fall to the ground" and on a windy 
day, the smoke travels to other places. [Steese Fire Department, Fairbanks, 
Alaska]

Procedure.

1. The instructor asks the students to predict what the chemical process will look 
like when the dry vegetation is lit on fire. He lights the vegetation on fire.

2. The students record the following observations in their learning logs:

A. The amount of time it took for the fire to change the chemical composition of 
the dry vegetation into ash and energy.

B. What the heat and the light that came off the burning vegetation looked like.

C. What the airborne fire gases, particles and liquids that came off the vegetation 
looked like (can you see gases and evaporation of liquids?)

D. Where the smoke went when it came off the burning vegetation.

Question for Discussion: What does the chemical process look like in a burn barrel?
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Lesson 3-Health Risks and Burning

Activity 1-Dioxin and the Food Chain

Materials
•   Index Cards
•  Construction Paper and Markers

In this activity, the students will study how dioxins accumulate in the food chain and 
their health effects. They will create a drawing of village area with subsistence resource 
locations, and then draw the best placement of the burn barrel, the burnbox and the 
landfill to keep the subsistence resources safe.

Information
"Dioxins" refers to a group of chemical compounds that share certain chemical structures 
and biological characteristics. Several hundred of these compounds exist and are 
members of three closely related famlies: the chlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (CDDs), 
chlorinated dibenzofurans (CDFs) and certain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). CDDs 
and CDFs are not created intentionally, but are produced inadvertently by a number of 
human activities." [Questions and Answers about Dioxin, U.S. Food and Drug 
Administration Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition Website.] Dioxins can 
cause cancer and reproductive problems in humans and animals.

"Burning solid waste in landfills, burn barrels and burn barrels produces "dioxins".
 [ Backyard Burning Human Health, Environmental Protection Agency Website ] Dioxins
decompose very slowly in the environment and can be deposited on plants and taken up 
by animals and aquatic organisms. Dioxins may be concentrated in the food chain so that 
animals have higher concentrations than plants, water, soil, or sediments. Within animals, 
dioxins tend to accumulate in fat." [Questions and Answers about Dioxin, U.S. Food and 
Drug Administration Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition Website.]

Procedure

1. The students make up a set of cards illustrating the subsistence plants and the 
animals that live in the local area. 

2. The students arrange the cards to show the plants and the animals that would have 
the least amount of dioxin concentration to the most amount of dioxin 
concentration due to burning solid waste.

Questions for Discussion:  You shoot a bear, pick berries, and snare a rabbit that live 
by a landfill that has been burning toxic trash for years. 

A. Which one of them will have the least amount of dioxin in them? Why? 

B. Which one of them will have the most amount of dioxin in them? Why? 
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Information

Dioxins released in the air from burning trash can be carried on the wind and land on 
berry patches, medicianl plants, fish hanging racks and drinking water sources in the 
village. It is important put burn barrels, burnboxes and landfills downwind of  
subsistence resources so that dioxins are not deposited on them. [Adapted from the Solid 
Waste Alaska Network Burning Waste PDF on the Website]

 Procedure

1. The students draw a picture of a village that relies on subsistence resources for 
food and water. They place a berry patch, medicinal plants, a fish hanging rack 
and a drinking water source in the picture.

2. The students decide which way the wind (s) blow in the village during the year.

3. The instructor tells the students that the village wants to burn trash in a burn 
barrel, a burnbox and a landfill. 

4. The students decide the best place to put the burn barrel, the burnbox and the 
landfill so that the wind does not deposit dioxins on the subsistence resources.
They draw the burn barrel, burnbox and landfill on their picture. 

5. The students share their picture with the class and discuss how they chose the 
locations for the burn barrel, the burnbox and the landfill.

Questions for Discussion: 

1 How can we reduce, reuse and recycle materials so that we create less dioxins in 
the village?
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Lesson 3-Health Risks and Burning

Activity 2-Smoke Particles and Respiratory Conditions

Materials
• How Big is Particle Pollution Image
      [ http://www.epa.gov/air/particlepollution/basic.html ]. 
• Student Learning Logs
• Word Processor (Optional)

Information
"Particulate matter," also known as particle pollution or PM, is a complex mixture of 
extremely small particles and liquid droplets. Particle pollution is made up of a number of
components, including acids (such as nitrates and sulfates), organic chemicals, metals, 
and soil or dust particles.

The size of particles is directly linked to their potential for causing health problems. EPA 
is concerned about particles that are 10 micrometers in diameter or smaller because those 
are the particles that generally pass through the throat and nose and enter the lungs. Once 
inhaled, these particles can affect the heart and lungs and cause serious health effects. 
EPA groups particle pollution into two categories:

• "Coarse particles," such as those found near roadways and dusty industries, range 
in size from 2.5 to 10 micrometers in diameter. 

• "Fine particles," such as those found in smoke and haze, have diameters smaller 
than 2.5 micrometers. These particles can be directly emitted from sources such 
as forest fires, or they can form when gases emitted from power plants, industries 
and automobiles react in the air." [Particulate Matter, EPA Website]

Procedure 
1. Goto EPA website, download and print How Big is Particle Pollution image. 

2.   Give a copy of the image to the students. 

2. Using the How Big is Particle Pollution image, students observe the size of a 2.5 
um in diameter, 10 um in diameter, and 90 um in diameter particulate matter and 
it’s relation to the size of a human hair. 

3. The students record their observations in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: Why does burning toxic trash create more dangerous 
particles than burning nontoxic trash?
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Information: 
"Smoke can irritate the eyes and airways, causing coughing, a scratchy throat, irritated 
sinuses, headaches, stinging eyes or a runny nose. Some people are more susceptible to 
smoke and particles than others:

• Older adults are more likely to be affected by smoke, possibly because they are 
more likely to have heart or lung diseases than younger people.

• People with heart disease might experience chest pain, palpitations, shortness of 
breath, or fatigue. 

• People with lung disease/respiratory problems may not be able to breathe as 
deeply or as vigorously as usual, and they may experience symptoms such as 
coughing, phlegm, chest discomfort, wheezing and shortness of breath. 

• Children are more susceptible to smoke for several reasons: their respiratory 
systems are still developing, they breathe more air (and air pollution) per pound 
of body weight than adults; and they’re more likely to be active outdoors." [How 
Smoke from Fires Can Affect Your Health, EPA Publication, AirNow Quality of 
Air Means Quality of Life Website]

Procedure

1. Students use the internet to collect data on heart and lung disease and prepare an oral 
or a written report of their findings

2. Students draw a diagram of how the air particle leaves the fire, travels on the smoke, is 
breathed in and enters a person’s lung.

Question for Discussion: How can you keep yourself healthy so you will not be 
susceptible to smoke from burning trash? 

Information: 

'These are some simple ways that you can protect your health when you are around 
smoke:

1. Plan your outdoor activities for when the smoke particles are lower.

2. If your activity involves heavy work reduce the amount of time that you spend 
outdoors or do another task.

3. Encourage Elders and children to stay inside when the smoke is heavy.' [How Smoke 
from Fires Can Affect Your Health, EPA Publication, AirNow Quality of Air Means 
Quality of Life Website]
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Question for Discussion: How could you plan your indoor and outdoor activities to 
protect yourself when there is smoke coming from the landfill? 
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 Lesson 4-Burning Trash and the Environment

Activity 1-Greenhouse Effect

In this activity, students will learn how carbon monoxide contributes to the greenhouse 
effect which is changing the earth's climate. They will research how climate change is 
affecting the subsistence resources that people depend upon for food.

Materials
•  Posterboard
•  Markers
• Fish and Wildlife Digital Image Library
• [http://images.fws.gov]
(Note for enhanced reports Optional materials for writing, illustrating and sharing 
reports: Word Processing Program/Printer, Scanner, and Projector/Screen) 

Information

"Carbon Monoxide (CO) chemically reacts with sunlight to create harmful ozone. 
Burning solid trash in a barrel or pile produces more CO than decomposition in a landfill. 
CO is a significant greenhouse gas." [Backyard Burning Environmental Effects, 
Environmental Protection Agency Website] 

Greenhouse Gas: Greenhouse gases contribute to the greenhouse effect.  The greenhouse 
effect is the rise in temperature that the Earth experiences because certain gases in the 
atmosphere trap energy from the sun.  Examples of greenhouse gases are water vapor, 
carbon dioxide, nitrous oxide and methane. Because of how they warm our world, these 
gases are referred to as greenhouse gases. If the greenhouse effect becomes stronger, it 
could make the earth warmer than usual. [Greenhouse Gas information taken from the 
Environmental Protection Agency Website] 

Because the greenhouse effect is raising the earth's temperature, the climate is changing 
and affecting the subsistence resources that people depend upon for food.

1. Divide the students into pairs. Have them research one of  the following topics on the 
internet to determine how climate change is affecting people's subsistence resources.

• Salmon and climate change.
• Polar bears, seals and climate change.
• Moose distribution and climate change.

2. Students write a research paper and share it with the class.

3. Students create a poster that shows how the greenhouse effect produces climate change 
which in turn affects subsistence resources.
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Questions for Discussion:

A. How does recycling cut down on the carbon dioxide going into the atomosphere?

B. How does burning less trash help preserve subsistence resources?
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Lesson 4 - Burning Trash and the Environment

Activity 2-Wildfires and Wildlife

In this activity, students will learn how wildlife survives a wildland fire. Students will 
make a list of the wildlife species used for subsistence by the village that can survive a 
wildfire in the area and predict where the wildlife will go during a fire.

Materials

•  Pen/Paper

Information

"How a wildfire affects wildlife depends on:

A. The speed of the fire

B. Time of year: Fires in early spring (before most young are born) or late in the summer 
(when most young become mobile and independent of parents) are much less likely to 
cause mortality than burns in late spring or early summer.

C. Animal species: Large mammals (bears, moose) can easily outrun most fires and birds 
can fly away. Smaller mammals can move to wet areas or go underground while the fire 
passes." [Fire and Wildlife, Alaska Department of Fish and Game Website]

Procedure

1. Divide students into teams. Have them make a list of:

A. Large mammals used for subsistence that can outrun most fires

B. Birds used for subsistence that can fly away

C. Small mammals used for subsistence that can move to wet areas or go 
underground while the fire passes 

      D. Students record information in their learning logs and share their answers   
with the class. 

                 Question for Discussion:

A. How would a fire near the village change your hunting, trapping and 
gathering practices?
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B. Take the class for a walk in the village and have them predict where the 
animals would go if there was a forest fire. Have them write their 
predictions in their learning logs.

C. Where do you think the small animals will find food, shelter and water 
after a fire?
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Lesson 5-Burn Less Trash

Activity 1- Reduce the Trash You Burn 

In this activity, the students will learn how to reduce the waste they burn. They will 
evaluate ideas for reducing waste in the village and decide which ones will work. They 
will make a crocheted tote bag out of reusable plastic bags.

Material

• Paper and Pens

• Student Learning Logs

• Word Processor (Optional) 
Information
"The most efficient way to reduce the waste you burn is not to create it in the first place! 
When you avoid making garbage, you don't have to worry about disposing of it later. 
Reducing waste saves resources and money and reduces pollution that is created by 
burning it. 

The key to reducing waste is changing your habits. Think about ways you can reduce 
your waste (when you shop, work etc.). Here are some ideas of ways to create less waste:

A. Share or borrow tools and other things that you use infrequently.

B. Maintain and repair things like clothing, vehicles, household machines, etc. so 
you won’t have to replace them as often.

C. Don’t buy products with a lot of packaging. Many store-bought food products 
contain a lot of wasted paper and plastic packaging. So eating our subsistence 
foods is not only good for our health, but is a great way to avoid any food 
packaging and reduce waste!

D. Avoid using disposable products such as paper towels, paper cups, and disposable 
razors. Instead use cloth towels, durable mugs, refillable razors, etc." [Reduce 
information taken from Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure 

1. Have students write down the most efficient way to reduce the trash they burn in their 
learning logs.

Question for Discussion: 

1. What season of the year do you burn the most trash? Why?
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2. Divide students up into teams and have them discuss which ideas listed above could 
help them reduce the waste they burn. Students record their answers in their learning 
logs. 

3. Have the teams create a poster called Reduce the Waste You Burn. They can draw, cut 
out items in magazines, or print pictures from computer file/internet to illustrate a poster.

4. Students bring in an item that they can reduce the use of and share how they can do 
this with the class.

Question for Discussion:

It is winter and you want to make moose soup and baked bread for your family. What 
items would you buy in bulk to reduce the amount of waste you burn?

Information

C. "You can crotchet plastic grocery bags into tote bags that you can use for 
shopping when you go to the grocery store. These tote bags will reduce the 
amount of plastic grocery bags you use for shopping and recycle the ones that you 
have already obtained from the store." [Reduce information taken from Solid 
Waste Alaska Network]

Materials

• Crocheting Plastic Bags into Totes PDF

• Plastic bags cut into strip for plastic yarn

• F-I crotchet hooks
Procedure

1. Go to the Solid Waste Alaska Network, clicks on the A-Z index and reads the 
article on Crocheting Plastic Grocery Bags into Tote Bags PDF developed by 
Solid Solutions.[ http;//www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/Crocheting-bags.pdf]  
Download the PDF and copy it for the class.

2. Divide the students into teams and gives each team a copy of the handout.

3. The teams use the directions from the Crocheting Plastic Grocery Bags into Tote 
Bags handout to crochet a tote bag that they can use for shopping. Have each 
group display their crocheted tote bag to class.

Question for Discussion:  

1. How can you cut down on the trash you burn by crotcheting tote bags?
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Lesson 5-Burn Less Trash

Activity 2-Reuse the Trash You Burn

In this activity, the students will learn how to reuse the waste they burn. They will 
evaluate ideas for reusing waste in the village and decide which ones will work. They 
will create a model store that buys reusable items; resell the items and give the profit 
back into the community.

Materials

• Paper and Pens                                       

• Student Learning Logs

• Word Processor (Optional)
Information

1. “Reuse means to re-use items by repairing them, donating them to charity/community 
groups, or selling them. Reusing, when possible, is preferable to recycling because the 
item does not need to be reprocessed before it can be used again.” [Reuse information 
taken from Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]
Procedure

1. Have students write down what re-use means in their learning logs. 

Question for Discussion: 

Name one item that you could repair to reduce the waste you burn?
Information
"There are many ways to reuse products to cut down on burning waste. Here are just a 
few examples:

• Reuse plastic and paper grocery bags as many times as possible. Plastic bags can 
be crocheted into shoulder bags, hair clips etc

• Several communities in Alaska roll newspapers or cardboard into “logs” to use in 
fireplaces. 

• Donate used clothing to a charity or organization, friends etc.

• Old tires can be used as planters for plants and flowers
Books and magazines can be donated to schools or libraries or you could start a 
community book swap!" [Reuse information taken from Solid Waste Alaska Network 
Website]
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Procedure

      1. Divide students up into teams and have them discuss which examples in the list 
could help them reduce the waste they burn. 

2. Students record the answers in their learning logs.

3. Have the teams create a poster called Reuse to Reduce Waste. They can draw, cut 
out items in magazines, or print pictures from computer file/internet to illustrate a 
poster.

4. Students bring in an item and share how it can be reused. 

Question for Discussion: 

You want to make flower planters for an Elder from old four wheeler tires. How can you 
make the flower planters look nice?
Information

"Starting up a second hand goods or thrift store in your community is a great way to 
reuse items and to cut down on the amount of waste that is burned at the landfill. The 
following example talks about the “Community Chest” which is successful community 
thrift store/salvage area started by the community of Gustavus, Alaska: 
Gustavus, a southeast Alaska community, runs a successful community thrift 
store/salvage area called the “Community Chest” which accepts reusable clothing, 
furniture, toys, books, electronics, boat parts, etc. Their facility makes over $10,000 a 
year almost all of which is donated back to community groups and projects." [Reuse 
information taken from Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure

1. Divide the students into teams and have them create a model second hand store 
that takes in items from the village and reuses them.

2. The teams decide which reusable items the store will take in and how much they 
will charge for the items.

3. The teams decide which organizations and projects they will give the money to in 
the village. 

Question for Discussion:  
Your store resells a box of plastic toys that would have been burned as waste in the 
landfill. How have you kept the children and the pregnant mothers in the community 
safe? 
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Lesson 5-Burn Less Trash

Activity 3- Recycle the Trash You Burn

In this activity, the students will learn how to recycle the waste they burn. They will 
evaluate ideas for recycling waste in the village and decide which ones could work. 

Materials

• Paper and Pens                                                                                                                 

• Student Learning Logs                                                                                                    

• Word Processor (Optional)
Information

"Recycling is using materials recovered from the solid waste stream to make new 
products. When you recycle items, you reduce the amount of waste that you burn.
Examples of items in trash and how to recycle them include: 

ALUMINUM: Aluminum containers and packaging such as food and beverage cans. 
Alaskans Litter Prevention and Recycling (ALPAR) flies aluminum cans from villages to 
a recycling center free-of-charge. A check is issued for the value of the aluminum.  

GLASS: Glass containers such as soft drink bottles, bottles and jars from food, cosmetics 
and other products. Crush for use in place of sand or gravel in concrete, road base, 
asphalt. Separate clear and colored glass, recycle. Use as landfill cover.
PAPER: Newspapers, magazines, envelopes, telephone directories, junk mail, paper bags, 
and cardboard containers. Separate clean and dry paper types and recycle. Use untreated 
paper for home fires."[Recycling information taken  from Solid Waste Alaska Network 
Website]
 Procedure 

1. Have students write down what recycle means in their learning logs and how 
recycling in rural Alaska differs from recycling in urban areas and areas with road 
transportation.

2. Divide students into teams to research recycling for their area and record 
information in their learning logs:

 • Any current recycling projects in the village and any past recycling 
projects.
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 • Different types of recycling in various communities and what would work 
or not work in the village.

                  •    Any special programs for recycling in Alaskan villages

3. Have team share about their research and present an item that could be recycled in 
their village and how.

Question for Discussion: 

1 What items in the classroom can be recycled to reduce the waste?

2 What recycling project could be successful in a village? 

Information Source for recycling

The S.W.A.N. website http://www.ccthita-swan.org has information on recycling: 
1 Look through the A-Z index under “R” for recycle)
2 Look under SWM – Educating Kids at AYEA: Alaska Youth Reach Out and 

Recycle (pdf file publication)

Other places to go on the Internet:

Alaska Center for the Environment
www.akcenter.org

Alaskans for Litter Prevention and Recycling (ALPAR)
www.alparalaska.com

Green Star
www.greenstarinc.org
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Lesson 5-Burn Less Trash

Activity 4-Compost the Trash You Burn

Materials

•   Art Materials

•   Student Learning Logs

Information

"Composting is returning wastes to the earth. It is a natural process that turns organic 
material into a dark nutrient-rich substance. In the lower-48, it is a very popular method 
now. Of course, our Native cultures were using composting a long time ago! 

Composting such items as fruit and vegetable scraps, grass clippings and leaves reduces 
the amount of waste that you burn." [Compost information taken from Solid Waste 
Alaska Network Website]

Procedure

 Have students write down what compost means in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: 

1 What organic materials did your family compost in the past?

Information

"There are two categories of organic material that you can compost, green and brown.

Green Materials

The green materials that you can compost include: 

• Kitchen waste: vegetable/fruit peelings and scraps, coffee grounds and filter tea 
bags, crushed eggshells, breads; cooked pasta and rice.

• Green leaves, grass and hay
• Manure (horse, cow, sheep and poultry)" [Compost information taken from Solid 

Waste Alaska Network Website]
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Brown Materials

"The brown materials that you can compost include: 

• Dry leaves, evergreen needles and straw.
• Bark chips, prunings and cuttings, and sawdust." [Compost information taken from 

Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure
1. Divide students up into teams and have them discuss which examples in the list 

could help them compost the waste they burn. Students record the answers in their 
learning logs. 

2. Have teams research some compost ideas and find a method that would work best 
for their needs to reduce waste.

3. Using information from their research discussion, the teams draw, cut out items in 
magazines or print pictures from internet or computer that will remind them to 
compost the waste they burn. Use them to illustrate the poster called Compost: 
Reduce the Waste.

Question for Discussion

1. Have students share what common waste item they how could compost and how they 
would start.

Information Sources for Composting

The S.W.A.N. website http://www.ccthita-swan.org has information on recycling: 
Look through the A-Z index under “C” for compost)

1) Check out the great reference websites too

Cornell Waste Institute, compost.css.cornell.edu-Composting-Homepage.html
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Lesson 6-Mathematics
 

Activity 1 – Cost of Replacing Subsistence Resources After a Fire

In this activity, students will figure out how much money it will cost a family to replace 
the subsistence resources for the year that are lost during a wildland fire started by 
burning trash. The students will do this by calculating how much the subsistence 
resources are worth for a family who owns 475 acres of land that is in various stages of 
forest succession.  

Information

Let’s figure out how much money it will cost a family in the village to replace the 
subsistence resources that are lost during a wildland fire started by burning trash.

The family owns 475 squares mile of land which they use for hunting, trapping and 
gathering activities. The land is in following stages of forest succession: 

A. 40 Acres/Herb Stage (0-5 years)
B. 240 Acres/Shrub Stage (6-25 years)
C. 110 Acres/Young Forest Stage (26-50 years)
D. 60 Acres/Mature Forest Stage (51-150 years)
E. 75 Acres/Over-Mature Forest Stage (150-300 years)

In order to figure out how much it will cost the family to replace the subsistence 
resources, you will need to figure out how much the subsistence resources are worth in 
the various stages of forest succession. 

When you are finished doing this, you can add up the totals from each stage of forest 
succession to figure out how much it will cost the family to replace the subsistence 
resources for the year.

How Much Will It Cost a Family to Replace 
the Subsistence Resources that are Lost After a Wildland Fire?

A. Subsistence Resources Trapped and Gathered in the Herb Stage of Forest Succession

"The family has 40 acres of land with grasses, seedling shrubs and trees that 
provide a rich source of food for insects, and seed eating birds and mammals. The 
family picks blueberries and raspberries in the open areas to eat during the year. 
They also trap foxes who hunt voles which live in the meadows." [Information 
taken from Facts About Fire Information Manual, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service]
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1. The family picks 40 quarts of blueberries each year. Each quart of blueberries 
is worth $5.00. 

· 40 quarts of blueberries are worth?  ___

2. The family picks 25 pints of raspberries each year. Each pint of raspberries is 
worth $1.75. 

· 25 pints of raspberries are worth?  ___

3. Because they want to have warm clothes, the family traps 6 foxes during the 
winter. Each fox pelt is worth $45. 

· 6 fox pelts are worth?  ___

Total 1: Subsistence resources on the 40 acres of land are worth?  ___

B. Subsistence Resources Hunted in the Shrub Stage of Forest Succession

"The family has 240 square miles of land with an abundant and nutritious supply 
of young hardwood trees and tall shrubs. They hunt moose and snare rabbits that 
forage in the area for food. They trap lynx that hunt the rabbits in the area." 
[Information taken from Facts About Fire Information Manual, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service]

1. Because they want to have meat during the winter, the family hunts one 
moose in the fall. They obtain a total of 350 pounds of meat from the moose. 
The moose meat is worth $2.65/pound. 

· 350 pounds of moose meat are worth?  ___

2. The family snares 20 rabbits to provide them with warm clothing for the 
winter. Each rabbit pelt is worth $17.50.

· 20 rabbit pelts are worth? ___

3. The family traps 3 lynx to provide them with warm clothing for the winter. 
Each lynx pelt is worth $150. 

· 3 lynx pelts are worth? ___

Total 2: Subsistence resources on the 240 acres of land are worth?  ___
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C. Subsistence Resources Hunted and Trapped in the Young Forest Stage of Succession

"The family has 110 acres of land with hardwood shrubs and tree seedlings that 
have grown large enough to begin shading the grasses and other small plants. 
These trees and shrubs provide food and cover for the grouse the family hunts." 
[Information taken from Facts About Fire Information Manual, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service]

1. The family hunts 120 Ruffed Grouse during the year for food and feathers to 
decorate clothing. Each grouse is worth $2.75. 

· 20 grouse are worth? ___

2. Fifty acres of the land are predominantly young birch, aspen and willow. 
These trees are used by the beavers for food and to build houses and dams. 
The family traps 8 beavers per year to use for clothing. Each beaver pelt is 
worth $50. 

· 8 beaver pelts are worth? ___

Total 3: Subsistence resources on the 110 acres of land are worth?  ___

D. Subsistence Resources Hunted and Trapped in the Mature Forest Stage of Succession

The family owns 60 acres of land that is mature spruce growth forest. They trap 
martens and hunt bears who take cover in the area. [Information taken from Facts 
About Fire Information Manual, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service]

1. Because they want to have warm clothes, the family traps 6 martens during 
the winter. Each marten pelt is worth $60. 

· 6 marten pelts are worth? ___

2. In order to have meat for the winter, the family hunts one bear in the fall. 
They obtain 150 pounds of meat from the bear. The meat is worth 
$2.25/pound. They get 20 pounds of fat from the bear to use for cooking. The 
bear fat is worth $1.75/pound. 

· 150 pounds of bear meat are worth? ___
· 20 pounds of bear fat worth? ___

Total 4: Subsistence resources on the 60 acres of land are worth?  ___
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E. Subsistence Resources Hunted in the Over-Mature Forest Stage of Succession

The family owns 75 acres of land made up of spruce forest with hardwoods, 
shrubs, herbs, mosses, and lichens growing in the openings. [Information taken 
from Facts About Fire Information Manual, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service]

1. The family hunts 10 porcupines a year for the meat and the fat. They obtain 
70 pounds of meat and fat from all the porcupines. The meat and the fat are 
worth $4.50/pound. 

· 70 pounds of porcupine meat and fat are worth? ___

2. The family hunts 75 Spruce Grouse through the year for food and feathers to 
decorate clothing. Each Spruce Grouse is worth $2.25. 

· 75 Spruce Grouse worth? ____

Total 5: Subsistence resources on the 75 acres of land are worth?  ___

E. To find total cost for the family to replace their subsistence resources for the year add:

A. Total 1 ___

B. Total 2 ___

C. Total 3: ___

D. Total 4: ___

E. Total 5: ___

Final Total: The family’s total cost to replace subsistence resources of 475 acres ___

Questions for Discussion: 

1. What has this math exercise taught you about the cost of subsistence resources 
that are lost in a fire caused by burning trash? 

2. How can the situations below create a fire that will destroy subsistence 
resources and cost families hundreds and maybe thousands of dollars to 
replace them?
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a) A person is burning trash in an old home burn barrel on the edge of an 
area that has grass, seedling trees and shrubs. It is a windy day and the 
burn barrel does not have a grate on it. 

b) A person is burning brush in an area that has shrubs and tree seedlings that 
are beginning to shade out other plants and grasses. The weather has been 
hot and sunny all week and he did not check with authorities to see if it 
was safe to burn.

c) Some hunters who are camping in a young forest with alders and willow 
burn their trash from lunch in the campfire pit. The fire appears to be out 
so they leave the area to look for moose sign and don’t put water on the 
campfire. 
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Lesson 6-Mathematics

Activity 2-What is the Cost of Creating a Firewise Landscape?

In this activity, students will learn about creating a Firewise Landscape for fire 
prevention, a safety precaution for burning trash and defense from wildfires. The students 
will figure out how much money it will cost a family to create a Firewise landscape 
around their cabin. They will do this by calculating the costs for equipment and materials 
supplies needed for the work.

Information

"Your first defense against fire is to create a Firewise Landscape around your home. You 
can do this by removing flammable vegetation and replacing it with fire-resistant plants, 
by spacing the plants in your yard, and by clearing away dead vegetation and debris 
around your home." [Information taken from Firewise Alaska Help Protect you and Your 
Community from the Threat of Wildland Fire Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group] 

Let’s figure out how much money it will cost a family in the village to create a Firewise 
landscape around their cabin. In order to this, you will need to figure how much it will 
cost the family for equipment, materials and supplies to complete the following steps: 

A. Create a 3’ nonflammable barrier around the cabin
B. Replace flammable vegetation with fire resistant plants
C. Thin the trees and the brush 
D. Prune the tree limbs 
E. Clean the leaves and the debris out of the roofs and the gutters

When you are finished doing this, you can add up the totals from each step to determine 
out how much it will cost them to create a Firewise landscape around their home.

Procedure

1. To Create a 3’ Nonflammable Barrier around the Cabin:
 

The family wants to create a three-foot nonflammable barrier around their house 
so it will not catch on fire if a spark lands next to it.

The family decides to put down three truckloads of gravel to create the 
nonflammable barrier around their house.

Gravel: $50/Truckload
Delivery: $90/Truckload

Total 1: Total cost of the nonflammable barrier? ___
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B.  To Replace Flammable Vegetation with Fire Resistant Plants

"The family wants to start with the vegetation around their home. Many of the plants that 
grow naturally on their property are highly flammable during the summer and can 
actually fuel a fire, causing it to spread through the neighborhood."  [Information for this 
section taken from Firewise Alaska Help Protect you and Your Community from the 
Threat of Wildland Fire Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group] 

The family is going to remove the flammable vegetation within 30” of their home 
and replace it with low growing, fire-resistant plants. General characteristics of 
fire-resistant plants they will purchase include:

• "Grow close to the ground
• Have a low sap or resin content
• Grow without accumulating dead branches, needles, or leaves
• Are easily maintained and pruned" 

The family purchases 100 Bearberry plants to place around the cabin. Each 
Bearberry plant costs $3.25.
 

· Total cost of the Bearberry plants?  ___

              The family purchases 27 currant plants to place near the cabin.

. Three currant plants cost $7.50.  

· Total cost of the currant plants?  ___

The family purchases 16 chocolate lily plants, 12 Iris plants and 12 yarrow plants 
to create 4 more islands of vegetation in the yard. The plants cost $4.00/apiece 

· Total cost of these plants? ____

Total 2: Total cost of the fire resistant plants? ____

C. To Thin the Trees and the Brush to Decrease the Fire Hazard 

"The family wants to remove some of the trees from heavily wooded areas within 30’ of 
their home to decrease the fire hazard and improve growing conditions. They will also 
remove dead, weak, or diseased trees, leaving a healthy mixture of older and younger 
trees. Afterwards, they will dispose of all the slash and debris left from the thinning." 
[Information taken from Firewise Alaska Help Protect you and Your Community from 
the Threat of Wildland Fire Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group]
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 The family decides to thin the trees and the brush with a chainsaw and clippers 
and to compost the slash and debris left from the thinning.

In order to be safe while cutting trees, the family purchases:

5 pairs of goggles at $14.00/apiece 
5 pairs of gloves at $6.50/pair 
5 hardhats at $14.50/hat
5 sets of steel-toed work boots at $125.00/pair. 

· Total cost of the safety equipment? ____

To thin the trees, the family purchases: 

Chainsaw - costs $170
Extra bar/chain - costs $35
Pack of files to sharpen chain -cost $7.50  

· Total cost of the chainsaw and supplies? ___

The family buys supplies for using chainsaw:
 

6 gallons of gasoline - costs $5.50/gallon 
six pack of oil to mix - costs $12.00.

· Total cost of the gasoline and the oil? ___

To cut the brush, the family buys:

1 brush axe - costs $44.99
1 pair of loppers - cost $33.35 
1 pair of hand held pruning shears - cost $6.50

· Total cost of the brush cutting equipment ___

Total 3: Total cost of equipment & supplies to thin the trees/the brush ___

D. To Prune the Tree Limbs and Remove the Ladder Fuels

"The family wants to prune the limbs of the trees to a minimum of 6-10 feet within 30’ of 
their home. In addition, they want to remove ladder fuels from tree areas. Ladder fuels 
are flammable vegetation at different heights and close enough together to allow a fire to 
climb from the ground into the crowns of trees, where it can spread rapidly." 
[Information taken from Firewise Alaska Help Protect you and Your Community from 
the Threat of Wildland Fire Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group] 
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The family purchased 2 pole saws to prune the limbs of the trees. They purchase 2 
hand held pruning shears to cut down the raspberry bushes that are ladder fuels 
underneath the trees.

2 pole saws - costs $35.45/apiece 
2 hand held pruning shears - cost $7.00/apiece  

Total 4: Total cost of equipment to prune tree limbs/remove ladder fuels? ___

E. To Clean the Leaves and the Debris Off of the Roofs and Out of the Gutters 

"The family wants to clean the leaves and the debris off of the roof and out of the gutters. 
Roofs, gutters, and other areas around the house collect leaves, needles, and other woody 
debris. These areas must be cleared several times during the spring, summer, and fall. 
Burning embers carried to these areas can easily ignite the fine, dry fuels that collect in 
them." [Information taken from Firewise Alaska Help Protect you and Your Community 
from the Threat of Wildland Fire Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group] 

The family purchases a ladder so they can reach the roofs and the gutters on the 
cabin. They purchase a box of trash bags to put the leaves and the debris in. The 
family buys two pairs of work gloves to clean off the roof and the gutters. The.

Ladder - costs $399
Box of trash bags - $7.50
2 pair work gloves - cost $3.50/apiece

Total 5: Total cost of equipment & supplies for cleaning the roofs/gutters? ___

E. To find total cost to create a Firewise landscape around family’s cabin add up:

A. Total 1 ___

B. Total 2 ___

C. Total 3: ___

D. Total 4: ___

E. Total 5: ___

Final Total cost for family’s Firewise Landscape ____
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Questions for Discussion: 

1. What are some of the ways that you can reduce the costs of creating a Firewise 
Landscape and still complete all the steps necessary?
(For example, grow plants from seeds and roots rather than purchase plants or 
transplant fire-resistant plants from forest areas, borrow or rent some of the 
equipment or maybe already have some of equipment, etc.)

2. What have you learned about the benefit of a Firewise Landscape? Why is it 
important to complete all the steps?

3. How could the village work together to make the entire village have a Firewise 
Landscape?

Mathematics Answers for
What is the Cost of Creating a Firewise Landscape?

(Please go to the next page)
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Mathematics Answers for
What is the Cost of Creating a Firewise Landscape?

Nonflammable Barrier

$50/truckload x 3 loads= $150
$90/truckload x 3 loads =$270

Total 1: Total cost of the nonflammable barrier: $420

Fire Resistant Plants

$3.25/Bearberry plant x 100 plants= $325
$7.50/Three Currant plants x 27 plants. 27 plants/3=9 groups of currant plants. $7.50 x 9
= 67.50
$4.00/Chocolate Lily plant x 16 plants +$4.00/Iris plants x 12 plants + $4.00 x 12 plants= 
$160
 
Total 2: Total cost of the fire resistant plants: $552.50

Equipment and Supplies to Thin Trees and Brush

Safety Equipment

$14.00/goggle x 5= $70
$ 6.50/pair gloves x 5= $32.50
$14.50/hard hat x 5= $72.50
$125.00 x 5= $625

Total cost of safety equipment = $800

Chainsaw and Supplies

$170/chainsaw x 1 + $35/extra bar/chain x 1 + $7.50/pack of files to sharpen chain x 1= 
$212.50

Total cost of the chainsaw and supplies= $212.50

Gasoline and the oil

$5.50/6 gallons/gasoline x 1 + $12.00/six pack of oil x 1= $45

Total cost of the gasoline and the oil= $45
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Brush cutting equipment

$44.99/brush axe x 1 + $33.35/pair of loppers x 1 + $650/pruning shears x 1 = $728.34

Total cost of the brush cutting equipment= $728.34

Total 3: Total cost of equipment & supplies to thin the trees/the brush: $1785.84

Equipment to Prune Tree Limbs/Remove Ladder Fuels

$34.45/pole saw x 2 = $68.90
$7.00/hand held pruning shears x 2 = $14

Total 4: Total cost of equipment to prune tree limbs/remove ladder fuels: $82.90

$399/Ladder x 1 = $399
$7.50/Box of trash bags x 1=$7.50
$3.50/pair of work gloves x 2 = $7

Total 5: Total cost of equipment & supplies for cleaning the roofs/gutters: $413.50

Final Total cost for family’s Firewise Landscape: $2,197.24
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ALASKA STANDARDS 

This Unit addresses the following Alaska State cultural, science and math standards.

Cultural Standards* C4: Make constructive contributions to the governance of their 
community and the well being of their family.

B3: Identify appropriate forms of technology and anticipate the consequences of their use
for improving the quality of life in the community.

Skills and Knowledge

• Know how to build an approved burn barrel for the village.

• Be able to decide whether the village should purchase a burnbox. 

• Understand the processes involved with how to change the smoke connections 
                  in the village to keep the Elders and children safe.

• Understand the processes involved with how to change the smoke connections 
                  in the village to keep subsistence resources safe.

Science Standards*

A. Science as Inquiry and Process
A student should understand and be able to apply the processes and applications of 
scientific inquiry.

A3: Develop an understanding that culture, local knowledge, history, and interaction with 
the environment contribute to the development of scientific knowledge, and local 
applications provide opportunities for understanding scientific concepts and global 

issues. 

C. Concepts of Life Science
A student should understand and be able to apply the concepts, models, theories, facts, 
evidence, systems, and processes of life science

C 3: Develop an understanding that all organisms are linked to each other and their
 physical environments through the transfer and transformation of matter and energy. 

Skills and Knowledge 

• Know how to build an approved burn barrel

• Be able to decide whether the village should purchase a burnbox.
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*Cultural Standards taken from Alaska Standards for Culturally Responsive Schools
adopted by the Assembly of Alaska Native Educators, Anchorage, Alaska, February 3,
1998.
**Science and Mathematics Science Standards taken from Alaska Content Standards,
Department of Education and Early Development, Alaska State Website.

• Know the principles of advanced fire science related to burning trash.

• Understand health risks and burning: carbon monoxide, heavy metals and 
                  and  the physical effects burning trash can have on people.
          

• Know how burning trash can impact the environment and subsistence
                  practices.

• Understand the village smoke connections connected with breathing, 
      skin absorption, eating and drinking and how to make healthy changes.

• Know how exospsure pathways of inhalation, ingestion, direct contact, and 
      absorption will allow hazardous byproducts from burning trash enter the 

                  body.

• Understand how safety equipment can stop hazardous substances from going 
       into the body.

• Know how to safely burn trash.  
      
• Know how to check if an area is closed to burning or if there are special 
      burning requirements.

• Understand that the person who starts the fire is responsible for the fire.

Math Standards             

A1: Understand and use numeration, including integers. Numbers, number systems, 
counting numbers, whole numbers, integers, fractions, decimals, and percents; 
and irrational and complex numbers;                                                   

A3: Perform basic arithmetic functions, make reasoned estimates, and select and use 
appropriate methods or tools for computation or estimation including mental arithmetic, 
paper and pencil, a calculator, and a computer.

E2: Use mathematics in everyday life.
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Skills and Knowledge

Students will be able figure out how much it will cost the village to operate a burnbox 
and whether the community can afford the operating expenses. 

Students will be able figure out how much money various groups in the community can 
raise to pay for matching funds for the burnbox grant.

Students calculate the breakdown and chemical compostion of the trash going 
into the village landfill. They figure out how much trash can be burned in a burnbox each 
week and use this calculation to project how long a burnbox will extend the life of the 
landfill. 

Assessment:

· Discussion questions.
· Project Completion.
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Lesson 1-Burning Trash Technology

Activity 1- Build an Approved Burn Barrel

In this activity, the students will learn how to build an approved burn barrel. They will 
build models of burn barrels to learn how to burn their trash safely.
Materials

• Using a Burn Barrel in Alaska PDF
• Plastic for burn barrel model
• Wire mesh and wire cutters

Information

"Many people in Alaska use burn barrels for burning their trash instead of going to a 
landfill or dump. Often a burn barrel is the only way people can dispose of their trash 
quickly and safely. 

An approved burn barrel helps people to burn their trash safely. The design gives the fire 
more air and burns the trash better. Materials and tools for an approved burn barrel 
include a clean burn barrel in good condition, 5/8” mesh, 9 vent screens, a shovel and a 
hose."  [Using a Burn  Barrel in Alaska , Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group, 
Solid Waste Alaska Network Website Burnbarrel Link]

Procedure 
 

1. Download Using a Burn Barrel in Alaska PDF from the Solid Waste Alaska 
Network. [ http://www.ccthita-swan.org/pdf/burnbarrelsDEC.pdf] This handout 
teaches the students about basic burn barrel design and how to burn solid waste 
efficiently. Print off the handout. Make copies of it for the students.

2. The students will make a 3 dimensional model of a home burn barrel that does not 
have any vents or a 5/8” mesh top out of plastic.

3. Referring to the Using a Burn Barrel in Alaska handout, the students will build a 
3 dimensional model of an approved burn barrel using plastic and 5/8” mesh. 

Note: Once the students have placed the vents holes on the plastic, the instructor 
can cut the vent holes using a blade knife.

Questions for Discussion: 

A. What is airflow like in the home burn barrel that does not have any vents? 
What happens to sparks and flying ash in the home burn barrel? 
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B. What is airflow like in the approved burn barrel with vents? What happens to 
sparks and flying ash in the approved burn barrel that has a grate on top?
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Lesson 1-Burning Trash Technology

Activity 2- Should the Village Buy a Burnbox?

In this activity, the students will decide whether the village should purchase a burnbox. 
They will consider the advantages and the disadvantages of a burnbox. They will use the 
burnbox location questionnaire to help them understand how a burnbox will affect the 
village’s subsistence resources.

Materials
•   Burn Barrel Location Questionnaire PDF
•   Pens and paper

Information

"A burnbox is a self-constructed or purchased large metal container with good draft that 
is used for burning trash. Many Villages use burnboxes. 
Advantages

1. Burnboxes are inexpensive. 

2. No animal attraction if done right. 

3. Reduces volume of burnable waste by about 70-90%. 

4. Reduces weight of wastestream by about 60%. 

5. You can reuse the ash for fill or cover for your non-burned trash. 

6. If you choose to ship ash out, it will be much cheaper than unburned trash. 

7. If run right at high temperatures and with separated garbage, the smoke toxicity is 
comparable to wood fires.  

Disadvantages 

1. The smoke can be quite unhealthy for people to breathe, so burn planning is 
essential. 

2. Need to have fairly predictable wind directions, and burnbox preferably placed at 
least a mile downwind of homes, or well over 2 miles upwind 

3. Must separate out wastes causing explosions or producing black and/or toxic 
smoke, like aerosol or paint cans, batteries, lamps, rubber and tar products, tires, 
waste oil, liquid fuels, pressurized containers, large animals, remove Styrofoam, 
and as much plastic as possible. 

4. Needs regular (dirty) maintenance. 
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5. Still need to deal with ash, scrap metal, appliances, and separated wastes that will 
not be burned in the burnbox." [Burnbox Page, Solid Waste Alaska Network 
Website]

Procedure
1. Download the Burn Barrel Location Questionnaire PDF from the Solid Waste 

Alaska Network. This questionnaire discusses burn barrel location in terms of 
people’s health, subsistence resources in the Village etc. Make copies of the PDF 
for the students.

2. Divide the students into teams whose assignment is to decide whether a burn box is 
practical for the Village. Give them copies of the Burn Barrel Location Question 
PDF. Have them read the questionnaire and answer the questions in their learning 
logs.

3. Using all the information, have the students decide whether the village should 
purchase a burnbox.

4. Have the students write a report discussing why they think the village should or 
should not purchase a burnbox and share the report with the class.
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Lesson 2-Advanced Fire Science

Activity 1: Heat Transmission

Materials
•  Clean Wood
•  Dry Vegetation
•  Paper
•  Safety Matches

Information

During a fire, heat is transmitted from a warmer place to a cooler place. For example, 
heat from a campfire can be transferred to the rocks that are surrounding it. 

Heat can be transmitted through conduction, convection and radiation. Conduction occurs 
when heat from a fire comes in contact with an object. When you put a piece of wood on 
a campfire, the fire transmits heat to the wood through conduction. This is how heat is 
generally transmitted in the early stages of a fire.

Convection occurs as the fire starts to grow and the air around it becomes hot. Smoke and 
particles begin to rise in the air. If you are standing in front of a campfire, you can feel 
the heat even though you are not touching the flames. 

Radiation happens when energy is transmitted as an electromagnetic wave that moves in 
a straight line and at the speed of light. For example, if you hold your hand a few inches 
away from a campfire you can feel the heat. As the fire grows, it radiates more and more 
heat until eventually objects that are at a distance away begin to burn. In a forest fire, a 
tree can catch on fire from burning trees that are a distance away. 

 Procedure

1. The instructor asks the students to predict during what stages of the fire 
conduction, convection and radiation will occur.

 
2. Light the campfire and allows it to burn for a few minutes.

3. The students record the following observations in their journals:

A. What materials transmitted heat through conduction? How long did it take for 
conduction to begin? 

B. As the fire started to grow, what did they see when heat was transmitted 
through convection? How long did it take for this to occur?
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C. As the fire grew bigger and bigger, what did they feel when heat was being 
transmitted through radiation? How long did it take for this to occur?

Question for Discussion: During a hot summer day, someone starts a fire in their old burn 
barrel which is sitting on the dry grass. How can conduction, convection and radiation 
work together to start the grass on fire?
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Lesson 2- Advanced Fire Science

Activity 2- Fuel for the Fire

Materials
•   Bag Full of Trash containing cellulose based and hydrocarbon based materials
•   Cardboard
•   Dry Vegetation
•   Paper

Information

Fuel is the material that is being burned in the fire. Most common fuels contain carbon 
along with combinations of hydrogen and oxygen. The fuels that we will be discussing 
can be broken down into:

Cellulose based materials: i.e. wood and paper
Hydrocarbon-based fuels: i.e. gasoline, fuel oil, and plastics

The cellulose based materials are generally safe to burn. 

The hydrocarbon-based fuels should not be burned because they are toxic and some of 
them such as gasoline can explode when they are ignited.

There are two factors that determine how well the fuel you are putting on the fire will 
burn. The first one is the physical state of the fuel. Is it a solid, liquid or a gas? The 
second is how you have distributed the fuel that you are using.

Procedure

1. The instructor brings out items in solid waste bag full of cellulose (i.e. dry 
vegetation, paper, and unwaxed cardboard) and hydrocarbon-based materials (i.e. 
Styrofoam cups and plates and plastic silverware).

2. The students identify which items can be burned and which items cannot be 
burned in the campfire. They record them in their journals

Question for Discussion: What would happen if you burned Styrofoam cups and 
plates and plastic in a burn barrel? 
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Information

To burn, fuels must normally be a gas. So, how can dry vegetation which is a solid, be 
turned into a gas that can be used to start a fire? The answer is a process called 
“pyrolysis.” 

During pyrolysis, the chemical composition of the dry vegetation is broken down due to 
the heat that is applied to it from a match. As the dry vegetation is heated up, burnable 
gases are driven from it.  If there is enough dry vegetation and enough heat, pyrolysis 
generates enough burnable gases to light a fire.

Procedure

1. The instructor places a handful of dry vegetation, paper and cardboard into the fire pit. 
He asks the students to predict how long it will take each material to completely burn.

2. The instructor ignites each of the materials. The student’s record how long each 
material takes to burn in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: Considering the pyrolisis process, why did it take one material 
longer to start a fire than the other?

Information

Warning: Do not use gasoline to start a fire because it can explode!

A. Gasoline is a highly flammable substance, which means it can catch on fire when the 
temperature is less than 100 degrees F. 

B. When you pour gasoline on the dry vegetation and the wood that you are using to start 
the fire, vapors from the gasoline collect in an invisible gas cloud above them. 

C. When you light a match the gas cloud explodes.

Question for Discussion: What can happen if someone uses gasoline to start a fire 
in a burn barrel? 
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Lesson 2-Advanced Fire Science 

Activity 3-Distribution of Fuel

Materials
• Dry vegetation
• Paper
• Safety matches
• Two dry branches of equal size

Information

How fast the fire burns, depends on the distribution of the fuel. When the fuel is in an 
upright position, the fire will spread more quickly than if it is lying down. 

Procedure

1. The instructor places two branches in the fire pit; one upright and one lying down. 
He asks the students to predict how long it will take each branch to burn.

2. The instructor starts the branches on fire. The students record how long it takes 
each branch to burn in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: If you wanted to burn trash in a burn barrel, what would be 
the best way to place the wood?
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Lesson 2-Advanced Fire Science 

Activity 4- Give the Fire Enough Air

Materials

•  Dry vegetation
•  Paper 
•  Dry wood.

Information

Fires need oxygen to burn. When oxygen is combined with fuel it supports combustion or 
fire. The air around us consists of 21% oxygen; the amount necessary to sustain a fire.

In order to keep a fire burning, air needs to be able to circulate through the fire. The 
easiest way to do this is to crumple up the materials that you are burning. 

"When you flatten materials such as paper or cardboard, the air cannot circulate, the 
flame cannot burn properly and the fire smolders producing a denser, grayer cloud of 
smoke." [Using a Burn Barrel in Alaska, Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group, 
Solid Waste Alaska Network Website Burnbarrel Link]

Procedure 

1. Instructor asks the students to predict what the campfire will look like when it has 
enough air and doesn’t have enough air circulating through it.

2. The instructor starts the fire using dry vegetation, crumpled up pieces of paper 
and dry scrap wood. The students record what the fire looks like in their journals.

 
3. The instructor takes flattened newspapers and lays them on the fire. The students 

record what the campfire looks like in their journals.

4. The students analyzes the data they collected and answers the following questions 
in their learning logs:  

A. Fire: What does the fire look like when it has enough air and it doesn’t have 
enough air.

B. Smoke: What does the smoke look like when it has enough air and it doesn’t 
have enough air.

C. Flying Ash: What does the flying ash look like when it has enough air and it 
doesn’t have enough air? 
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Questions for Discussion:  

A. Which one of the fires is better for people and the environment? Why?

B. If a person is burning a fire in a burn barrel, what do they want the fire to look 
like?
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Lesson 2-Advanced Fire Science 

Activity 5-Do Not Burn These Wastes!*

In this activity, the students will figure out ways to reuse, reduce or recycle the materials 
that should not be burned in the village.

Materials

Wastes That Should Not Be Burned Handout

Information

"The following list of materials should not be burned because they give off smoke which 
is toxic to human heath and the environment:

Wastes that give off black smoke when burned, such as:

A. Asphalt
B.   Tires
C.    Large quantities of plastic
D.    Tars
E.    Oily wastes
F. Spill absorbents and contaminated soils that 

are classified as
      hazardous waste

Other items that should not be burned include (but are not limited to):

A. Batteries
B. Fertilizers
C. Pesticides
D. Propane Cylinders
E. Paints and Glues (except those applied and dried on solid wastes)
F. Solvents (except those that are water and soap/detergent
 solutions)
G. Household cleaners
H. Linoleum flooring
I. Insulated wire
J. Plastic (PVC) piping
K. Urethane or other plastic foam insulation
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L. Aerosol cans
M. Creosote-treated wood
N. Lamps and light fixtures
O. Asbestos-containing material" [Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska Network 

Website]

Procedure

1. The instructor familiarizes himself with the Solid Waste Alaska Network 
Website. [http://www.ccthita-swan.org/main/index.cfm]

2. The instructor divides the students up into teams. 
3. He tells the teams how to go the Solid Waste Alaska Network Website, and then 

the A-Z index that lists ways that you can reduce, reuse or recycle all of these 
types of materials. 

4. The teams to work together to come up with a way to reduce, reuse or recycle 
three materials that are on the handout. 

Question for Discussion:  What are some of the methods you can use to reduce, reuse and 
recycle toxic materials instead of burning them? 

* This information is taken from the Department of Environmental Conservation's 
Website. The link is: 
http://www.state.ak.us/local/akpages/ENV.CONSERV/eh/docs/sw/Openburn-bmp.doc 
[Solid Waste Alaska Network Website] 
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Lesson 3-Health Risks and Burning

Activity 1-Carbon Monoxide from Unburned Carbon

In this activity, the students will study carbon monoxide, how it affects human health, 
how to tell if you are being exposed to it and first aid care for carbon monoxide victims.

Information

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a dangerous toxic gas because you cannot see it, smell it or 
taste it when it is in the air. Carbon monoxide is formed when carbon and carbon-
containing compounds such as newspapers or gasoline in vehicles are not completely 
burned. Each molecule of carbon monoxide is made up of one oxygen atom and one 
carbon atom. The atoms are covalently bonded together. This means that they share 
electrons which are tiny particles with a negative charge. [Information adapted from Page 
Name: Carbon Monoxide, Author: Wikipedia Contributors, Publisher: Wikipedia, The 
Free Encyclopedia Website]

Procedure

1. Take the students on a walk through the village. 
2. Have them identify situations where carbon monoxide could be released into the air 
from burning trash. 
3. Have them record the situations in their learning logs.

Question for Discussion: 

1. A person is burning paper in a burn barrel. Will there be more carbon 
monoxide in a burn barrel with vents or without vents?

Information  

There are two conditions that create high concentrations of carbon monoxide. The first is 
when a fire is smoldering. The second is during cold weather because cold temperatures 
make combustion less complete and cause inversions that trap pollutants low to the 
ground.

Procedure 

1. Students build a model of a temperature inversion during the winter to illustrate how 
pollutants such as carbon monoxide are trapped low to the ground. 
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            Question for Discussion: 

1. Why is it not a good idea to burn trash in a burn barrel during a temperature 
inversion in the winter? 

Information

"When people breathe in oxygen is it picked up in the lungs by hemoglobin which is the 
red pigment in the blood. The hemoglobin carries the oxygen to the tissues that need it, 
drops it off and returns to the lungs to pick up more oxygen.

When carbon monoxide is breathed in, it takes the place of oxygen. The carbon 
monoxide is picked up at the lungs by the hemoglobin and carried to the tissues. The 
effects are cumulative and long lasting, causing oxygen starvation throughout the body. 
Carbon monoxide is especially dangerous for people with a heart condition."  
[Information adapted from Page Name: Carbon Monoxide, Author: Wikipedia 
Contributors, Publisher: Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia Website]

Procedure 

1. Using the information above have the students create a diagram that shows what 
happens when a person breathes in oxygen and then breathes in carbon monoxide.

Question for Discussion: 

1. The fire in the landfill has been smoldering for a week. An elder who has a 
heart condition tells you they want to take their trash to the landfill. What should you do?

Information

How can you tell if you are being exposed to carbon monoxide when you are around 
burning trash? Do you feel sleepy? Do you have a headache? Are you feeling nauseous 
or vomiting? 

These are the early symptoms carbon monoxide poisoning. It is important that you leave 
the area immediately. The early warning symptoms of carbon monoxide poisoning are 
followed by unconsciousness, respiratory failure and death.

What can you do for someone who has carbon monoxide poisoning? Get the victim to 
fresh air as quickly as possible, administer artificial respiration if necessary, give them 
oxygen if available and get medical help for them as quickly as possible. [Information 
adapted from Page Name: Carbon Monoxide, Author: Wikipedia Contributors, Publisher: 
Wikipedia, The Free Encyclopedia Website]
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Procedure  

1. Have the students make a poster that shows the warning signs of carbon monoxide 
poisoning and first aid treatment. Have them share the poster with the class.

Question for Discussion: 

1. Your friend is working around burning trash and tells you that he is feeling 
sleepy and has a headache. What should you do?
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Lesson 3-Health Risks and Burning

Activity 2- Ash and Toxic Metals

Activity 4: Ash and Toxic Metals

In this activity, students will work with the Agency for Toxic Substance and Disease 
Registry website to learn about the toxic metals found in ash, write a report about their 
findings and share them with the class. They will learn why it is important to not scatter 
ashes from a burn barrel in the garden or bury them on the land.

Materials

1. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Website     

2. Paper and Pens                                       

3. Student Learning Logs

(Note for enhanced reports Optional materials for writing, illustrating and sharing 
reports: Word Processing Program/Printer, Scanner, and Projector/Screen) 

Information
"Backyard burning also produces ash residue, which can contain toxic metals such as the 
metal, arsenic, chromium, mercury and lead. These metals can be toxic when ingested. 
When a person ingests hazardous amounts of lead, for example, he may experience high 
blood pressure, cardiovascular problems, kidney damage, and brain damage." [ Backyard 
Burning Human Health, Environmental Protection Agency Website ]

"The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, a federal public health agency, 
provides answers to frequently asked questions about these metals. The information 
includes: 

A. What is the metal?
B. What happens to the metal when it enters the environment?
C. How might I be exposed to the metal?
D. How can the metal affect my health?
E. How is the metal likely to cause cancer?
F. How can the metal affect my children?
G. How can families reduce the risks of exposure to the metal?
H. Is there a medical test to determine whether I’ve been exposed to the metal?
I. Has the federal government made recommendations to protect human health?
J. References.

     K. Where can I get more information?" [Tox FAQs, Department of  Health and 
Human Services, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Website]
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Procedure 

1. Go to the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry Homepage. Find the 
Quicklinks Section. Clicks on ToxFAQs.

 
      2. Download the PDFs on arsenic, chromium, mercury and lead. Make copies for 

students.

3. Divide the students into pairs. Have the students read one of the handouts on 
arsenic, chromium, lead or mercury, and record the information in their learning 
logs.

4. Students write a report on what they have learned and share the report with the 
class. 

Question for Discussion: How can this information help the people in the village?  

Information

When emptying your burn barrel it is important not to scatter the ash in your garden or 
bury it on your land because: (spacing)

A. Garden vegetables can absorb and accumulate these metals, which can make them 
dangerous to eat.

B. Children playing in the yard or the garden can incidentally ingest soil containing 
these metals. 

C. Rain can wash the ash into the groundwater and surface water, contaminating 
drinking water and food.

Procedure

Students write down the reasons it is important not to scatter the ash in your garden or 
bury it on your land in their learning logs. 

Questions for Discussion: 

A. You are babysitting your niece and notice she is playing in the dirt near a burn barrel. 
What would you do? 

B. You find ashes from a burn barrel where people traditionally collect water. How 
would you clean them up?
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Lesson 3-Health Risks and Burning

Activity 3-Visit to the Health Clinic

In this activity, the students will learn about their local Health Clinic, the staff and how it 
is organized. They will prepare a list of questions about the health effects of burning trash 
for the staff and visit the clinic.  

Information

The Alaska Tribal Health Care System

From 1970 on, Alaskan Natives have increasingly taken over from the Federal 
government the managing of their own health care through the creation of a group of 39 
tribal health organizations linked by an agreement on common goals and objectives.  
Alaska operates the largest telemedicine system in the world.

The tribal health care delivery system is operated under a statewide compact with the 
federal government There are six rural hospitals operated by the tribes, with medical 
specialist care services provided at the Alaska Native Medical Center in Anchorage, 
which is operated by the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium representing all the 
tribes. 

The Village Health Clinic is typically the first point for Alaska Tribal Health Care 
System. Health Aides consult with Family Medicine Providers or specialists in Regional 
Hospital and either treat patients locally or make referrals for patients needing more 
comprehensive care. 
Community Health Aides provide health care service in over 200 rural communities 
across Alaska. Each small village has a local clinic staffed by Community Health Aides 
and Practitioners (CHA/P).  These are local people chosen by the village council and 
receive extensive training in acute, chronic and emergency care. The tribal health care 
system developed training standards for the CHA/P program that includes certification by 
a board of directors. 
Larger Rural Community Clinics: Mid-level clinics exist in many larger 
communities. There are over 25 health centers with at least a mid-level 
practitioner providing health care services. 

Alaska Federal Health Care Access Network (AFHCAN) provides 
AFHCAN workstations, or carts, to 235 Alaska health care sites. The carts 
are supplied with a digital otoscope to look inside ears, an EKG to 
measure heart activity, a digital camera and a scanner. For consultation, 
multiple images are sent over a network to the Alaska Native Medical 
Center, one of six regional hospitals or to other care providers in the 
partnership.
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Seven Regional Hospitals are the next level of medical care in the Alaska Tribal Health 
Care System. Each hospital is administered and operated under a tribal health 
corporation: 1) Maniilaq, Inc., operates Maniilaq Medical Health hospital in Kotzebue, 
2} the Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation operates the Yukon-Kuskokwim Regional 
Hospital in Bethel, 3) Norton Sound Health Corporation operates the Norton Sound 
Regional Hospital in Nome, 4) the Bristol Bay Area Health Corporation operates the 
Kanakanak Hospital in Dillingham, 5) the Tanana Chiefs Conference operates the Chief 
Andrew Isaac Medical Center in coordination with Fairbanks Memorial Hospital, a 
community facility, in Fairbanks, 6) the Arctic Slope Native Association operates Samuel 
Simmonds Memorial Hospital in Barrow, and 7) the Southeast Alaska Regional Health 
Consortium operates Mt Edgecumbe Hospital in Sitka.

Alaska Native Medical Center is a tribally owned and operated statewide referral and 
medical specialist facility in Anchorage. This hospital provides a full range of primary 
care, acute care and medical specialists services to Alaska Natives and American Indians 
who live in Alaska.

Alaska Public Health Department also serves rural Alaska with itinerate public health 
nurses and specialist clinics. Public Health Nursing provides a wide variety of health 
assessment, health promotion, and disease prevention services and program management. 

(Information from the State of Alaska Department of Health and Social Services on 
Tribal Health and Alaska Native Tribal Health Care Consortium)

Materials

1. Instructor prepares a handout for students of the information above on Alaska 
Native Tribal Health System.

2. Internet Access to Alaska Public Health Services and other Alaska Rural Health 
Websites (see reference websites at end of the activity)

3. Written & Oral Materials Provided by the local Health Clinic  
4. Paper and Pens
5. Student Learning Logs 
6. Student Journals      

Information

The regional Alaska Native Tribal Health Corporation in association with Alaska Native 
Tribal Health System operates local village clinics to provide community outreach and 
education on health issues for people living in the village. The Alaska Native Tribal 
Health Consortium is the state facilitator of the program. To determine the purpose and 
the direction of village clinic each Health Corporation has:

1 Mission statement: describing the purpose of the Health Clinic. For example the 
purpose of the Health Clinic is to help a person who is sick to become well.
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2 Vision Statement describing what the Health Clinic will accomplish once it is 
started. For example, a sick person who comes to the Health Clinic will become 
well.

3 Goals describe what the Health Clinic wants to accomplish. For example, the 
clinic wants to provide quality health care for a patient who comes to the clinic. 

Procedure:

1. Instructor makes arrangements for the class to visit the Health Clinic to speak to 
the staff about the effects of burning waste on human health.

 
2. Instructor acquires and reviews information on the Alaska Native Tribal Health 

System and the village health clinic including printing a handout of the 
information section of the beginning of this activity

3. Students read information on the Alaska Native Tribal Health System and local 
Health Clinic.

4. Students look for information the Health Corporation that operates the village 
clinic for vision statement, mission statement and goals. They record them in their 
learning logs.

Questions for Discussion: 

Your Auntie Ruth, a village elder, wants to see someone at the Health Clinic 
because the smoke from the landfill is making her cough: 

1 Based on the Health Corporation’s mission statement, what does the 
Health Clinic want to do for your Auntie Ruth when they see her to treat 
her cough?

2 According to the vision statement, what does the Health Clinic expect to 
happen when they see your Auntie Ruth to treat her cough?

3 Looking at the Health Corporation’s goals for village health clinics, how 
will they provide your Auntie Ruth with the best possible treatment for her 
cough? 

Information

The history of the Alaska Native Tribal Health System, the region’s Health Corporation 
and the local health clinic can teach students why your local health clinic was started and 
how it expanded into the facility that it is today. Students can study the demographics of 
the region the Health Corporation serves to learn about the number of people who live
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there, their ages and other vital statistics. Students can also see the consultant and referral 
procedures for the village health clinic and emergency transportation system that is 
utilized.

Procedure 

1. Divide students into study groups to research Alaska Native Tribal Health 
System’s history.

2. Students read/research the history of the Health Corporation from information 
available through village clinic, tribal council and internet websites. Write 
information in learning logs.
 • The Health Corporation is responsible for health care in their region
 • How the Corporation operates the local village clinic
 • Consultant and referral procedures
 • Emergency transporation

3. Students research the demographics of the region the Health Corporation and the 
local village clinic serves. They write down the number of people that are served, 
their age groups and other important vital statistics that are listed in their learning 
logs.

Questions for Discussion: 

1 What do you know personally about the history of local Health Clinic, the 
people involved and helping it to expand? 

2 Your Auntie Ruth who is going to visit the Health Clinic is 69 years old. 
What demographic age group is she in? 

Procedure

      1. The instructor arranges a visit to the health clinic for the class.

      2. Help students make a list of questions for the health center visit and include 
specific questions about the effects of burning waste on human health and history of 
actual problems in this area.

      3. Students visit the Health Clinic and ask the staff member their questions. The 
          student’s write down the answers in their learning logs.

      4. The student’s write down their thoughts about their visit to the Health Clinic in
           their journal.
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     5. The student’s write a reflection paper on their visit to the Health Clinic and what
          they have learned about the Alaska Native Tribal Health Care system share it with 
          the class.

      6. Students write a class letter to the Health Clinic thanking them for allowing them 
to 
          visit and for answering their questions.

Questions for Discussion: 

1 What was the most important part of your trip to the Health Clinic? 

2 Would you like to work at the Health Clinic someday? Why or why not?

Website referral list

Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium:
http://www.anthc.org/

Community Health Aides and Practioners information:
http://www.akchap.org/

Public Health Nursing:
http://www.hss.state.ak.us/DPH/nursing/default.htm

Very nicely set up Health Corporation site:
http://www.easternaleutiantribes.com/

Alaska Native medical Center site
http://www.anmc.org/

Seven Health Corporations with regional hospital/medical centers
http://www.bbna.com/

http://www.searhc.com/

http://www.arcticslope.org/

http://www.maniilaq.org/

http://www.nortonsoundhealth.org/

http://www.tananachiefs.org

http://www.ykhc.org/  Has the best web set up
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Lesson 4-How Does Burning Trash Affect the Environment?

Activity 1-Nitrogen Oxides and Subsistence

In this activity, students will learn about Nitrogen Oxides that are partially responsible 
for acid rain, global warming, and ozone depletion. They will research and write a report 
on acid rain, global warming or ozone depletion and share it with the class.

Materials
• Books/or Internet Access on Acid Rain, Global Warming, Ozone Depletion 

• Paper and Pens                                       

• Student Learning Logs

• Word Processing Program (Optional)

Information
"Backyard burning produces Nitrogen oxides (NOx) that are a group of nitrogen 
compounds that are partially responsible for acid rain and contribute to global warming 
and ozone depletion: 

Acid Rain: “Acid rain” is a broad term used to describe several ways that acids fall out of 
the atmosphere. When acid is deposited in the environment it has a variety of effects, 
including damage to forests and soils, fish and other living things, materials, and human 
health.

Global Warming: Rising global temperatures are expected to raise sea level, change the 
amount of rainfall and other local climatic conditions in the earth.

Ozone Depletion: Ozone is a naturally occurring gas that filters out the sun’s ultraviolet 
(UV) radiation. When the ozone layer is depleted, it allows more ultraviolet rays to reach 
the earth’s surface, increasing the incidence of skin cancer, cataracts and weakened 
immune systems."   [Information taken from Backyard Burning Environmental Effects 
and Related Links and Other Links, Environmental Protection Agency Website]

Procedure

Students work in teams to research acid rain, global warming or ozone depletion and 
write the information in their learning logs.

 
Teams write a report acid rain, global warming or ozone depletion and share the 

report with the class. 
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Questions for Discussion

1. How will acid rain affect the fish in Alaska’s lakes?

2. What is global warming doing to the glaciers and the snowfall in Alaska?

3. How will ozone depletion effect what you need to wear outside during the day?
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Lesson 4-How Does Burning Trash Affect the Environment?

Activity 2-Inuit and Climate Change

In this activity students will read and analyze part of the Executive Summary from:

Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human Face on Climate Change  -
Perspectives from Arctic Bay, Nunavut Report of the Workshop 

Held in Arctic Bay, Nunavut March 3-4 2004 (PFD format.)

Students will learn how the climate changes that are partially caused by open burning are 
altering the Inuit’s environment.

They will read and analyze the adaptations/coping strategies that the Inuit are developing 
to deal with the climate changes that are partially caused by open burning. 

Materials

• Internet Access to Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human Face on Climate Change PDF.
• Paper and Pens                                                                                                                  
• Student Learning Logs              
• Word Processor Program (Optional)

Information

The Inuit in Canada have published a report on climate change called 

Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human Face on Climate Change-
Perspectives from Arctic Bay, Nunavut Report of the Workshop 

Held in Arctic Bay, Nunavut March 3-4 2004

"The report discusses effects that climate change is having on the Inuit people’s lifestyle 
and the environment they depend upon for subsistence resources. The report discusses 
changes in:

A. The weather that the elders are observing (i.e. rain, snow and wind). 

B. The physical observations that the elders are observing (i.e. appearance of 
animals, bird migration patterns and ice formations.) 

Examples:

• As the ice is becoming thinner, it is getting more dangerous for the Inuit to 
travel and hunt on.
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• Because the bird migration patterns are changing, the birds are arriving 
and nesting earlier than usual. The Inuit are collecting eggs sooner from 
the nests. 

• As the temperatures are warming up, the amount of fat in the Polar Bears 
is decreasing. The Inuit use this fat for food." [Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami 
Website]

Procedure

1. The instructor reads Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human Face on Climate Change 
PFD on the internet.

2. The instructor shows the students how to find Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human 
Face on Climate Change PFD on the internet.

3. Students read the Executive Summary from Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human 
Face on Climate Change. 

4. They record the affects that climate change is having on the Inuit people and the 
environment in their learning logs. 

5. The students work in teams to write a report that analyzes the weather observations 
and the physical observations the Inuit are seeing because of climate change in 
their region. 

Questions for Discussion: 

1. How is climate change affecting the Inuit People’s lifestyle? 

2. How are the plants and the animals adapting to the changing climate?

3. How could recycling the trash you burn help prevent the climate changes that 
the Inuit people observed? 

Information

In the report:
Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human Face on Climate Change -

Perspectives from Arctic Bay, Nunavut Report of the Workshop 
Held in Arctic Bay, Nunavut March 3-4 2004

"The Inuit have proposed adaptations/coping strategies that could be used to deal with the 
climate changes in their communities. 
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Examples: 

• Because it is getting more difficult for the Inuit to predict what the ice conditions 
will be like, it is necessary to talk with more hunters about what’s happening with 
the ice.

• Before an Inuit hunter goes to the edge of an ice floe, it is a good idea to study a 
satellite image and utilize a GPS to tell where the ice is moving. 

• If you have hunted animals like seal and caribou and they have bad livers, do not 
eat them." [Inuit Tapiriit Kanatami Website]

Procedure: 

1. Students read 4.0 Reactions/Adaptations in the Unikkaqatigitt: Putting the Human 
Face on Climate Change PDF.

2. They record the Inuit’s reactions and adaptations to the climate changes in their 
learning logs.   

3. The students work in teams to write a report that analyzes the adaptations/coping 
strategies that the Inuit are developing to deal with the climate changes.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Which of the adaptations/coping strategies discussed in the article would 
work for the climate changes that the elders are observing in the village?

2. How can burning trash contribute to bad livers in caribou and seal? 
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Lesson 4-How Does Burning Trash Affect the Environment?

Activity 3-Wildfires and Wildlife

In this activity, students will learn about wildfires that are caused by backyard burning. A 
tribal member who is a wildland firefighter will be invited to share about wildfires caused 
by burn piles or unattended burn barrels and how to prevent them. Students will use a 
map of Alaska to determine where the fires were started and outline how many acres 
were burned.

Materials
• Map of Alaska
• Paper and Pens
• Word Processor Program (Optional)

Information

Backyard burning is frequently the cause of residential, brush and forest fires, 
particularly during drought conditions. Often, fire hazards are caused by burn piles or 
barrels left unattended, which grow too large or are not fully extinguished. 

"Human caused fires can be very destructive because they often occur near human 
inhabited areas during the hottest time of the year and have the potential to destroy life 
and property." [Fire Ecology Frequently Asked Questions, Alaska Department of Fish 
and Game]

Procedure

1. Ask a Tribal member who is a wildland firefighter in Alaska to come speak to the 
class about fires that have been started by burn piles or unattended burn barrels 
and how to prevent them.

2. Help students to prepare a list of questions for the Tribal member that will help 
them learn how and where fires were started in Alaska by burn piles or 
unattended burn barrels, and how wildfire affected life, property, wildlife and

    their habitat. 

3. Using a map of Alaska, have the students label places that burn piles or unattended 
burn barrels started fires. 

4. Have the students outline the number of acres of land that were affected by the fire. 

5. The students write down their thoughts about their visit with the Tribal member in 
their journal.
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6. The students write a reflection paper on the Tribal member’s visit and share it with 
the class. 

7. Students write a letter to the Tribal member to thank him for coming and for 
answering their questions.

Question for Discussion: 

1. What is the most important fact that you learned about backyard burning and 
     wildfires from the Tribal member’s visit? 

2. Would you like to be a wildland firefighter someday? Why or why not?
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Lesson 5-Change the Smoke Connections

Activity 1-Are You Breathing Smoke?

In this activity, students identify the smoke breathing connections in the Village. They 
discuss the methods that can be used to change the smoke breathing connections and 
decide which ones will work for the village. 

Materials
• Paper/Pen
• Student Learning Logs
• Student Journals

Information

"What is a smoke connection? 

A smoke connection occurs when people come in contact with smoke and ash through 
their nose, their hands and their mouths. We are going to start by discussing the smoke-
breathing connections in the village.

There are two different ways that people in a village can breathe in smoke. Residents can 
breathe smoke from the landfill, a burnbox outside of town, or from home burn barrels in 
the neighborhood. Both these situations mean that a connection to the smoke is being 
made.  

We are going identify the smoke-breathing connections in the village." [Burning Waste 
PDF, Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure 

1. Ask the students if they can smell smoke coming from the village landfill or 
burnbox. If they do, have them record when and where they smell the smoke in 
their learning logs.

2. Ask the students if they can smell smoke coming from burn barrels in the village. 
If they do, have them record when and where they smell the smoke in their 
learning logs.

Questions for Discussions: 

A. When are you breathing smoke in the village? Is the breathing connection 
with the smoke being made on a daily or a weekly basis? 
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B. What direction is the wind blowing when the smoke comes into and goes 
away from the Village? 

C. Is the contact with the smoke heavier during one season of the year than the 
others?

Information

"The Solid Waste Alaska Network lists several ways that people in the village can 
change the smoke-breathing connection. They are:

A. Keep the burning out of the Village.

B. Keep burn hours at the dump when the public won’t come.

C. Consider burning during low-activity hours when children are not playing 
outside, such as at night.

D. Burn downwind of the Village always.

E. Move the burnbox further away. [Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Website]

Procedure

1. Divide students up into teams and have them discuss which of the ways 
listed above will work to change the smoke-breathing connections in the 
village. Have them record their answers in their learning logs.

 
2. The teams analyze what is the most effective and the least effective way to 

change the smoke-breathing connections in the village. Have them record 
their answers in their learning logs.

3. The teams write up their conclusions and share them with the class.

Questions for Discussion:

A. How will your most effective way to change the smoke-breathing connection 
minimize the contact the children and the elders have with smoke? 

B. What do you need to do to ensure that you are always burning downwind of 
the village?
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Lesson 5-Change the Smoke Connections

Activity 2-Are You Absorbing Smoke? 

In this activity, students identify the smoke skin absorption connections in the village. 
They discuss the methods that can be used to change the smoke absorbing connections 
and decide which ones will work for the village. 

Materials
1. Paper/Pen
2. Student Learning Logs
3. Student Journals
(Note for enhanced reports Optional materials for writing, illustrating and sharing 
reports: Word Processing Program/Printer, Scanner, and Projector/Screen) 
Information              

People can absorb chemicals through their skin when they come in contact with 
smoke/ash coming from the landfill or home burn barrels. 

For example, let’s say someone puts a plastic bag in the burn barrel. Because the burn 
barrel doesn’t get hot enough to burn all the chemicals in the plastic, they become part of  
the smoke and the ash. Dioxins are one example of toxic chemicals that are released 
when the plastic bag is burned. 

The dioxins can be taken into the person's body through the eyes, nose or a scrape in the 
skin. Once they enter the body, they go into the person's blood stream and become 
deposited in the person's fatty tissues.

Note: Because dioxin's can pass through a pregnant mother's placenta to the baby and 
harm the brain cells, pregnant mothers should avoid being exposed to dioxin's from 
burning trash. 

We are going to identify the smoke-skin absorbing connections in the Village.

Procedure

1. Ask the students if their skin is coming in contact with smoke/or ash from burning 
trash. If it is, have them record when and where in their learning logs.

2. Divide the students into teams. Have them make a poster showing how the 
chemicals from smoke is absorbed through the eyes, mucous membranes and a 
scrape in the skin and are carried by the bloodstream to fatty tissues, the liver and 
the kidneys.
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Question for Discussion: 

You see your cousin who is pregnant going out to start her burn barrel with a roll of 
old plastic bags. What should you do?

Information

"The Solid Trash Alaska Network lists several ways to change the smoke-skin absorption 
connection. They are:

A. Wear long sleeves and pants if there is a chance you will be exposed to smoke. 
Wearing protective clothing when out at the dump is always a good idea anyway.

B. Use a good burnbox to quick burn. 

C. If in-town burn barrels must be used for now, help their owners to retrofit them to 
burn well.

D. Separate out hazardous trash and bulk plastics. Remember every trash separated 
make fewer chemicals to the environment.

      E. Plastic wrappings and bags are almost impossible to separate out with a lot of 
            effort. Reduce the amount you use. " [Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 

         Network Website]

Procedure

1. Divide students up into teams to discuss the ways listed above will work to change the 
    smoke-skin absorption connections that could be implemented in the Village. Have 
    them record their answers in their learning logs. 

2. The teams analyze the most effective and the least effective way to change the smoke-
    skin absorption connections in the village. Have them record their answers in their 
    learning logs.

3. The teams write up their conclusions and share them with the class.

Questions for Discussion:

A. How can wearing long sleeve shirts and pants help change the smoke-skin 
absorption connection?

B. How can you reduce the amount of plastic wrappings and bags that you use?
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Lesson 5-Change the Smoke Connections

Activity 3- Gathering Information from an Elder

In this activity, the students will gather information from an Elder about the traditional 
sites for food gathering and preparation, and collection of drinking water.  This 
information will be used to map the locations of traditional sites to use in Activity 4 and 
5.

Materials
• Paper/Pen
• Village area map
• Student Learning Logs
• Student Journals

Procedure

1. Arrange for an elder to tell the class about the traditional places that people pick 
berries, medicinal plants, put hanging racks for drying food and collect drinking 
water in the village.

2. Help the students prepare a list of questions for the Elder to identify the places the 
village uses for gathering and drying subsistence foods and collecting drinking 
water.

      3. Help the students to ask the questions they have put together for the Elder. 

 4. Have the students record the information in a learning log to use for activity 4 and 
5.

5. On village area map, mark areas that the Elder identified for gathering berries and 
plants, food preparation and collecting drinking water.

6. The students write down their thoughts about their visit with the Elder in their 
journal and have a time of sharing thoughts.

7. Students write a letter to the Elder to thank him for coming and for answering their 
questions.
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Lesson 5-Change the Smoke Connections

Activity 4-Is There Smoke on Your Food?

In this activity, students identify the smoke-eating connections in the village. They 
discuss the methods that can be used to change the smoke-eating connections and decide 
which ones will work for the village.

Materials
• Paper/Pen
• Village area map
• Student Learning Logs
• Student Journals
• Word Processor (Optional)

Information

"There are three different ways that people in a village can come in contact with smoke 
through eating. The smoke and ash settles on the food the people are drying, the plants 
and the medicinal plants that are growing, and on the dirt that children may eat. 

Using the information gathered from the Elder’s visit, we are going to identify the 
smoke-eating connections in the Village." [Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Website]

Procedure 

1. Students will analyze the areas identified by the Elder as the traditional sites for 
gathering berries and plants.  Based on the information recorded in their journals, 
have students trace the path of smoke and ash through the village and identify 
areas affected by smoke and ash.

2. Students will record in their journals areas identified as the smoke-eating 
connections in the Village. 

Question for Discussion: 

Why is it important to keep smoke and ash from settling onto berries, medicinal 
plants and the hanging racks used to dry food?
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Information

"There are several ways to break the smoke-eating connection in the village. They 
are:

A. Check in town for location of burn barrels.  Can you relocate these barrels to a 
safer place? 

B. Where are the hanging racks for foods? Can they be located for less smoke from 
the dump or town barrels?

C. Think about how ash can settle and how smoke travels. If you block the wind, ash 
will settle there. Are there racks that can be sheltered from smoke and ash with 
tarps? Will locating them on the other side of the home help?

D. Where is the dump smell less noticeable in town? That might be a good place for 
drying foods.

 
E. Can the burning be done during regular hours so people can cover their racks 

temporarily?

F. One more important action –washing hands. Children are known to often eat dirt 
purposely or accidentally – educate parents to keep little children away from areas 
where garbage smoke and ash is likely to settle." [Burning Waste PDF, Solid 
Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure

1. Divide students up into teams to discuss which of the ways listed above will work 
to break the smoke-eating connections in the village. Have them record their 
answers in their learning logs.

 
2. Have the teams analyze the most effective and the least effective way to break the 

smoke-eating connections in the village. Have them record their answers in their 
learning logs and share them with the class.

Questions for Discussion:

1. Can you think of any place that smoke and ash can settle on berries, medicinal 
plants and hanging racks used for food in the village?

2. How can you set up a tarp to protect a hanging rack for food from smoke and 
ash?
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Lesson 5-Change the Smoke Connections

Activity 5-Is There Smoke in Your Water?

In this activity, students identify the smoke-drinking connections in the village. They 
discuss the methods that can be used to change the smoke-drinking connections and 
decide which ones will work for the village. 

Materials

•  Paper/Pen
•  Village area map
•  Student Learning Logs
•  Student Journals
• Word Processor (Optional)

Information

"This is a smoke-absorbing and ash-settling problem. There can be a smoke-water 
connection when people obtain traditional water in the path of smoke." [Burning Waste 
PDF, Solid Waste Alaska Network Website] 

Using the information gathered from the Elder’s visit, we are going to see if there are 
smoke-water connections in the village.

Procedure 

1. Students will analyze the areas identified by the Elder as the traditional sites for 
collecting drinking water.  Based on information in their journals on the path of smoke 
and ash in the village, students will identify areas affected by smoke and ash.

2. Students will record in their journals areas identified as the smoke-drinking 
connections in the Village.

Question for Discussion: 

1. Why is it important to keep smoke and ash from settling on drinking water?

2. Can you taste the difference in the water when the landfill is burning?

Information

"There are several ways to change the smoke-water connection:

A. Move the burnbox.
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B. If they can taste the difference when the dump burns they must move the burnbox 
or change collection practices.

C. If they do not want to change where, can they change when they collect the 
water?

D.  If regular smoke hours are set, can they wait right before the burning? That gives 
them the most time for the smoke chemicals to settle or disperse." [Burning Waste 
PDF, Solid Waste Alaska Network Website] 

Procedure

1. Divide students up into teams and have them discuss which of the ways listed above 
will work to break the smoke-drinking connections in the Village. Have them record their 
answers in their learning logs.
 
2. Have the teams analyze the most effective and the least effective way to break the 
smoke-drinking connections in the Village. Have them record their answers in their 
learning logs and share them with the class.

Question for Discussion:  

1. Which seasons of the year do the smoke-water connections occur in the 
     village?
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Lesson 6-How to Safely Burn Trash

Activity 1 -Burning Trash Safety Gear

In this activity, students study how hazardous substances are taken into the body. They 
learn about the protective clothing and safety gear that they can wear when they are 
around burning trash to prevent this from occurring.

Materials

• Student Learning Logs
Information
"Hazardous substances can enter the body through four exposure pathways: 

A. Inhalation Exposure: This means that a person is exposed to the hazardous 
substance when they breathe it into through their nose or their mouth. An example 
would be a person breathing in carbon monoxide from burning trash.

B. Ingestion Exposure: This means that a person is exposed to the hazardous 
substance when they eat it. An example would be a person cleaning out ashes 
with lead in it from a burn barrel and then eating a sandwich without washing 
their hands.

C. Direct Contact Exposure: This means that a person is exposed to the hazardous 
substance when they touch it. An example would be a person cleaning out ashes 
with mercury in it from a burn barrel and then not washing their hands when they 
are finished.

D. Absorption Exposure: This means that a person is exposed to the hazardous 
substance when it is absorbed through their skin. An example would be chemicals 
from smoke entering the person’s body through their eyes." [Explanations taken 
from Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska Network Website]

Procedure

1. Divide the students into four teams and assign each team one of the four exposure 
pathways.  Each team will make up a poster showing how smoke/ash from 
burning trash can enter the body through assigned pathway.

A. Inhalation Exposure

B. Ingestion Exposure

C. Direct Contact Exposure

D. Absorption Exposure
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2. The teams share their poster with the class.

Questions for Discussion: 

         1 When a person is burning trash, what is the most likely way a hazardous 
substance from chemicals in the smoke/ash will enter the body?

         2 When a person is burning trash, what is the least likely way a hazardous 
substance from chemicals in the smoke/ash will enter the body?

Information 

When you use the proper protective clothing and safety gear you stop hazardous 
substances going into your body. The following safety gear is needed when burning 
trash:

A. RESPIRATOR: Wearing a respirator around burning trash to make sure that you 
don’t breathe in the smoke and that the burning ash does not go into your lungs. 
To keep yourself safe, make sure that you are using a respirator that fits and that 
you change the cartridge on a regular basis. 

B. SAFETY GLOVES:  Wearing safety gloves while you are around burning trash to 
protect your hands from chemicals in the smoke and the burning ash. To keep 
yourself safe, make sure the gloves you are wearing fit well and that you replace 
them when they become worn.

C. SAFETY GOGGLES:  Wearing wraparound safety goggles while you are around 
burning trash to protect your eyes from chemicals in the smoke and the burning 
ash. [Information Adapted from Burning Waste PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Website] [Guide to Hazardous Products Around the Home. Second 
Edition. 1989. Missouri Household Hazardous Waste Project; Purdue Research 
Foundation, 1996 West Lafayette, Indiana; EPA Region 5; 
http://www.epa.gov/grtlakes/seahome/housewaste/src/safeuse.htm]

Procedure: 

1. Divide students up into teams. Have them go to on the Solid Waste Alaska 
Network [http:/www.ccthita-swan.org/main/index.cfm] to research information 
on safety gear needed for burning trash.

2. Have the teams find the Respiratory Protection Link. Teams briefly summarize 
the information found on respirators in their learning logs:

 1  Why Respirators are needed and how they work

 2  Different types of respirators

 3  Correct fit of respirators
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 4  Replacement cartridges for respirators

 5  Cost of respirators and where they to purchase them
3. Next, have teams find the Hand Protection Link on the Solid Waste Alaska 

Network. Teams briefly summarize the information found on hand protection in 
their learning logs:

                  1   Why and how to protect their hands

                  2   Why must a glove be made from a specific material

                  3  Why gloves need to fit properly 

                  4  Cost of safety gloves and where they to purchase them

4. Next, have teams find the Eye Protection Link on the Solid Waste Alaska 
Network. Teams briefly summarize the information on eye protection in their 
learning logs:

                  1  Why wraparound safety goggles should be worn

                  2  Types of goggles

                  3  Cost of safety goggles and where they to purchase them

5. The teams share the information that they have learned with the class. 
Questions for Discussion: 

1 What type a respirator is used for burning trash at the landfill and in a burn 
barrel? Is there a difference?

2 When is a glove too worn to wear around burning trash?

3 What types of gloves are not safe for burning trash?

4 Should you wear contact lenses under wraparound safety goggles?
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Lesson 6-How to Safely Burn Trash

Activity 2-Is it a Good Day to Burn? 

In this activity, students learn when it is a good day to burn. They determine where the 
smoke will go, whether it is too windy to burn and whether it is too dry to burn.

Materials

• Student Learning Logs

Information 

There are three questions you can ask yourself to determine whether it is a good day to 
burn:
 

1. Where will the smoke go?
2. Is it too windy to burn?  
3. Is too dry to burn? 

Where will the Smoke Go?

It is important to tell which way the smoke is going to go when you start a fire. You want 
to make sure that the smoke will not drift into a yard where Elders live or children are 
playing outside.

"There are several ways you can tell which way the smoke will drift when you start a 
fire:

1 Put your finger in your mouth to get it wet, and then hold it up in the air to see 
which side dries first. The smoke will blow in the direction of the side that dries 
first.

2 Take a look at the trees or the grass around you to which way they are swaying. 
The smoke will blow in the direction the trees and grass are swaying.

3 If there is a flag nearby, see which way it is blowing. The smoke will blow in the 
direction the flag is blowing." [Steese Fire Department, Fairbanks, Alaska]

Is It Too Windy to Burn?  

If it is too windy to burn, flying ashes can start a neighbor’s cabin on fire or start a grass 
fire that can burn subsistence resources.

"There are two ways that you can tell if it is too windy to burn:
1 If you feel a breeze blowing, it is probably too windy to burn. 
3 If you can hear the leaves rustling, it is not a good idea burn." [Steese Fire 

Department, Fairbanks, Alaska]
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Is It Too Dry to Burn?

When the weather conditions are dry, flying sparks can begin a fire that can burn many 
acres of land and destroy subsistence resources.

"How can you tell if it is too dry to burn?  
3 If you step on the dirt and it creates a cloud of dust, it is probably too dry to 

burn." [Steese Fire Department, Fairbanks, Alaska]

Procedure: 

1. Students travel for a walk through the village and stop in several places:
1 Determine the wind direction factors for burning

• Which way the smoke would drift by the wind 
• What areas would be in the path of the smoke
• Is safe to burn from the path the smoke would take

2 Determine if it is too windy for burning
3 Determine if it is too dry for burning

2. Have students record in their learning logs about how they determined whether it 
was a good day to burn.

Question for Discussion: 

1 Does the wind blow in the same direction all year round? 
2 What have you observed about the plants and the animals in a burn area?
3 What subsistence animals, birds and plants a grass fire could affect?
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Lesson 6-How to Safely Burn Trash

Activity 3-Who’s Responsible for the Fire in a Burn Barrel?

In this activity, the students study who is responsible for the fire in a burn barrel. They 
analyze three scenarios to determine why someone was negligent with a fire in a burn 
barrel and how long the person is responsible for the fire.

Materials
• Student Learning Logs

Information

The Alaska Wildland Fire Coordinating Group gives the following warning in their 
“Using a Burn Barrel in Alaska PDF”:

“Remember: anyone using a burn barrel is responsible for a fire that escapes as a 
result of negligence. If you start a fire, you are responsible for it until it is 
completely out.” 

In this case, negligence means that the person who started the fire in the burn barrel was 
not following the practices that a careful person would follow to light the fire and to 
properly take care of it until it was out.

Procedure

1. Divide the students into 3 teams and give each team one of the three examples of 
fires that were started because someone was not careful with a burn barrel. (see 
examples below)

 The teams read and discuss their example to determine: 
1) 1   The reasons the person who started the fire was negligent 
2) 2   How long they are responsible for the fire
3) 3   How the fire could have been prevented

2. The teams record their observations in their learning logs and share with the 
    class:

1 Summary of their example
2 Results of their group discussion
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Examples of Fires Started by Burn Barrels  

I. Frank and the Old Growth Forest Fire

It’s a hot, dry summer day. So dry, that when you step on the dirt it creates a 
cloud of dust on the road in the village.  Frank who lives near an old growth forest 
decides to start a fire in his old, rusty, homemade burn barrel. 

Because Frank’s burn barrel doesn’t have vents, the fire often appears to be done 
burning when it is actually smoldering in the bottom of the barrel. Frank stays 
with the fire until he thinks it is out and then leaves to go set some rabbit snares.

A gust of wind comes up and starts the fire burning in the barrel again. Because 
the barrel doesn’t have a grate on top of it, a spark flies out of the top of the 
barrel. The spark begins a fire in the tops of the old spruce trees and burns 100 
acres of land that the village uses for subsistence resources. 

Questions for Discussion: 

1 Why is Frank negligent? 
2 How long is Frank responsible for the fire?
3 How could fire have been prevented?

II. Kevin and the Unattended Fire

It’s a windy day in the fall and you can hear the leaves rustling in the trees in the 
village. Kevin starts a fire to burn some trash from the summer in his approved 
burn barrel. While Kevin is taking care of the fire, his friend Jimmy calls him up 
and tells him he needs help fixing his four-wheeler. 

Kevin decides to help Jimmy. He checks to make sure the grate is set on top of 
the burn barrel, that the fire has enough oxygen so it will burn down properly and 
leaves to go help his friend.

While Kevin is gone, a moose and her calf come through the neighborhood and 
decide to browse on the willows in the yard. The moose accidentally knock the 
grate off the barrel. A spark flies out of the barrel, lands on a neighbor’s rooftop 
and starts the roof on fire. 

Questions for Discussion: 

1 Why is Kevin negligent? 
2 How long is Kevin responsible for the fire?
3 How could fire have been prevented?
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III. Mike and the Gasoline Fire

It is springtime and Mike decides to start a fire to burn the trash from the winter 
in his burn barrel in the village. He is in a hurry, so he decides to light the fire 
with dried vegetation, paper and gasoline. He pours gasoline into the burn barrel, 
stands back and throws a match into the barrel. 

The gasoline explodes when the match comes in contact with it. The flames shoot 
out of the barrel and start the branches of the trees above the barrel on fire. 
Unfortunately, the village doesn’t have a fire department and two nearby cabins 
burn down. 

Questions for Discussion: 

1 Why is Mike negligent? 
2 How long is Mike responsible for the fire?
3 How could fire have been prevented?
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Lesson 6-How to Safely Burn Trash

Activity 4-When to Put the Fire Out

Information

A fire in your burn barrel must be put out immediately if a health official or public safety 
authority asks you to. Be sure to have the appropriate tools and water on hand to be able 
to do so quickly.

Other reason to put out a fire immediately would be:
1 If it becomes to windy
2 If the wind direction shifts changing the path of the smoke in a harmful direction
3 If you have to leave the fire unattended

Procedure 

1. Students write in their learning logs when and how they have to put the fire out.

2. Students draw a picture of a burn barrel and show where they will put a shovel 
and water so they can put a fire out immediately.

Question for Discussion: 

1 What kind of shovel can you use to put a fire out in a burn barrel? 

2 What are the different sources of water that a person can use in the village to 
put the fire out in a burn barrel?

Information 

"Be aware that fire officials may close an area to burning. Check with your local 
authorities before you begin to use your burn barrel to find out if there are special 
burning requirements.

Occasionally the fire conditions become so severe that all outside burning is suspended. 
These are called “burn closures”. It is important that you know when a burn closure is in 
effect for the area that you want to burn in. Burn closures are advertised on statewide 
television and radio stations. The local fire department will also have current information 
on any burn closure that is in effect." [Using a Burn  Barrel in Alaska , Alaska Wildland 
Fire Coordinating Group, Solid Waste Alaska Network Burnbarrel Link]
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Procedure

1. Instructor contacts the tribal council to see who the local fire authorities are and 
what special requirements there are for burning in the village. 

2. Instructor contacts local fire authorities to see what severe fire conditions are for 
their area and which statewide television and radio stations advertise burn 
closures and what time they are announced.

3. Instruction writes information on the board and students write down in their 
learning logs:  
 • The names of the local fire authorities and contact information
 • The special burning requirements for the village
 • Definition of a burning closure
 • How to find out if a burning closure is in effect

 
Question for Discussion: 

1 How do special burning requirements protect people and the 
environment in the village?

2 An elder wants to start a fire in their burn barrel in the village and asks 
you to see if it is all right to burn. What will you do?
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Lesson 6- Mathematics

Activity 1- Operating Costs for the Burnbox

The Tribal Council wants to know if the village can afford to pay the operating expenses 
for a burnbox each month. The first step they take is to meet with the Tribal Bookkeeper 
to see how much it will cost to operate the burnbox. 

I. The Tribal Bookkeeper adds up the following operating expenses:

A. The tribe will hire a Burnbox Operator to operate the burnbox. The Burnbox 
Operator will be paid $12/hour x 20/hr/month. 

· How much will the tribe pay the Burnbox Operator/month? _____

B. The tribe will borrow money from the bank to buy land for burnbox location. 
Each month the tribe will pay the following money to the bank: 

1. Loan: $160
2. Interest: $15

· What is the total amount the tribe will pay for the land loan/month? ___

C. The tribe will borrow money from the bank to construct a building that the 
Burnbox Operator can use for operating the burnbox. Each month the tribe will 
pay the following money to the bank: 

1. Loan: $186
2. Interest: $20

 
· What is the total amount the tribe will pay for the building loan/month? ___

D. The building uses 20 kilowatts of electricity each month. Each kilowatt costs 
fifty cents. 

· How much money will the tribe pay for electricity each month? ___

E. It takes 15 gallons of fuel to heat the building each month. Fuel costs 
$6.00/gallon. 

· How much money will the tribe pay for fuel each month? ___

What is the Total monthly cost for Operating the Village Burnbox?  
· Add totals A – E

TOTAL 1: Operating Expenses ______ 
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II.The second step the Tribal Council takes is to meet with businesses and residents 
to see how much they can afford to pay for operating the burnbox each month. 
They come up with the following figures: 

A. The Village Store can pay $175/month.
B. The Fur Shop can pay $75/month.
C. 10 households can pay $40/month
D. 2 households can pay $20/month
E. 5 households can pay 10/month

· What is the total amount of money (revenue) the businesses and residents 
can afford to pay for operating a burnbox each month? ____

TOTAL 2: Revenue______

III. The Tribal Council asks the Tribal Bookkeeper if the village can afford to 
operate a burnbox each month. To determine this, she does the following 
calculation:

· Total Revenue - Total Operating Expenses= Amount

What is her answer to the Tribal Council? 

Does the revenue exceed the operating expenses?
Is there any profit?

Mathematics Answers 

Operating Costs for the Burnbox
(next page)
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Mathematics Answers

Operating Costs for the Burnbox

A. How much will the tribe pay the Burnbox Operator/month? $12/hour x 20/hr/month= 
$240

   B. What is the total amount the tribe will pay for the land loan/month? 
$160/loan/month + $15/interest/month = $175

   C. What is the total amount the tribe will pay for the building loan/month 
$186/loan/month + $20/interest/month = $206

   D. How much money will the tribe pay for electricity each month? .50 kilowatt/month 
x 20= $10

E. How much money will the tribe pay for fuel each month? $6.00/gallon/fuel x 15= 
$90

What is the Total monthly cost for Operating the Village Burnbox?  $240 + $175 + 
$206 + $10 + $90 = $721

TOTAL 1: Operating Expenses $721

A. The Village Store can pay $175/month = $175 month
B. The Fur Shop can pay $75/month= $75/month
C. 10 households can pay $35/month= $40/month x 10 = $400
D. 2 households can pay $20/month= $20/month x 2 = $40
E. 5 households can pay 10/month= $10/month x 5 = $50

What is the total amount of money (revenue) the businesses and residents can afford to 
pay for operating a burnbox each month? $175 + $75 + $400 + $40 + $50 = $740

TOTAL 2: Revenue $640

The Tribal Council asks the Tribal Bookkeeper if the village can afford to operate a 
burnbox each month. To determine this, she does the following calculation:

Total Revenue - Total Operating Expenses= Amount  $740-$721=

What is her answer to the Tribal Council? 

Does the revenue exceed the operating expenses? Yes
Is there any profit? $19 profit
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Lesson 6- Mathematics

Activity 2- How Can the Village Help Raise Money for a Burnbox?

To reduce risk to human health and the environment, the village wants to purchase a 
burnbox that costs $37,500. The Alaska Native Health Board Agency has a grant that the 
village can apply for to help pay for the burnbox. 

I. According to the grant, the village needs to raise 10% matching funds for the burn 
box that means it will pay for 10% of the burn box and the Alaska Native Health 
Board Agency will pay for 90% of the burn box.

Cost of Burn Box:

· How much will the village pay? ___

· How much will Alaska Native Health Board Agency pay? ___

II. Everyone in the village wants to help raise money for the matching funds for the 
burnbox.

Elementary Students

The elementary students want to raise money for the project by selling newspaper 
logs that are made from recycled paper. 

A. The students want to contribute $125 to the project
. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? ____

B. Each newspaper log sells for fifty cents ($0.50)

· How many newspaper logs will the students have to sell to make 
$125.00? ____

C. The students can make and sell 25 logs a week.
 

· How much can students earn a week? ____
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $125? ____

Middle Students

The middle school students want to raise money for the project by recycling 
aluminum cans.
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A. The students want to contribute $250 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? ___

B. The students receive five (.05) cents for each aluminum can they collect. 

· How many cans do they have to collect to make $250? ____

C. The students can collect 200 aluminum cans a week. 

· How much can students earn a week? ___
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $250? ___

High School Students

The high school students want to cut firewood to raise money for the project. 

A. The students want to contribute $500 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? ____

B. The students receive $100 for each cord of firewood. 

· How many cords of firewood must be sold to make $500? ____

C. The students can cut 1 1/4 of a cord of firewood a week. 

· What is the minimum amount students can earn a week? ___
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $500? ___

Women

The women want to raise money for the project by putting on a traditional supper 
made from subsistence harvest of plants and animals in their area.

A. The women want to contribute $625 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the women raising? ____

B. The women receive $12.50 for each meal that they make.
 

· How many meals do they have to make to raise $625? _____
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C. The women will make 25 meals for each weekly supper.

· How much will supper earn a week? ___
· How many weekly suppers do they need to put on to raise $625? _____ 

Men

The men want to raise money for the project by trapping beavers and fox that live 
in the area.

A. The men want to contribute $1000 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the men raising? ____

B. The men receive $50 for each beaver pelt. They want to raise $400 from 
beaver pelts. The men can trap 4 beavers a week

· How many beavers do they need to trap? ___
· How much will the men earn from beaver pelts in a week? ____
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $400? ___

C. The men receive $60 for each fox pelt. They want to raise $600 from fox pelts. 
The men can trap 5 fox a week.

· How many fox do they need to trap? ___
· How much can the men earn from fox pelts in a week? ____
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $600? ___

D. Total weekly earnings from the men 

· What is the total weekly amount the men can earn from both pelts? ____

Women Elders

The women who are elders want to raise money for the project by crocheting tote 
bags from recycled plastic shopping bags.

A. The women want to contribute $375 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the women raising? ____

B. The women receive $15 for each tote bag they crochet. 

· How many tote bags do they need to crotchet to make $375? ___
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C. The women can crotchet 5 tote bags a week. 

· How much can the women elders earn in a week? ____
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $375? ____

Men Elders

The men who are elders want to raise money for the project by making snowshoes 
from local wood.  

A. The men want to contribute $875 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? ____

B. The men receive $175 for each pair of snowshoes they make. 

· How many snowshoes do they need to make $875? ____

C. The men can make 2.5 pairs of snowshoes a week. 

· What is the minimum amount the men elders can earn in one week? ____
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $875? ____

III. The tribal bookkeeper sets up an account at the bank for the matching funds for 
the burn box. Each week the groups deposit the money they have earned in the burn 
box account.

1. What could the Weekly Deposit from each group be?

a) Elementary Students: ______

b) Middle Students: ______

c) High School Students: ______

d) Women: ______

e) Men: ______

f) Women Elders: ______

g) Men Elder: ______
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2. What could the total weekly deposit be for the village?

· Total weekly Deposit to Burn Box Account  =  ________

Mathematics Answers 

How Can the Village Help Raise Money for a Burnbox?
(Please see the next page)
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Mathematics Answers 

How Can the Village Help Raise Money for a Burnbox?
    
 Cost of Burn Box

· How much will the village pay? Answer: $37,500 x .10% = $3,750

· How much will Alaska Native Health Board Agency pay? Answer:  
$37,500 x .90% = $33,750

Elementary Students

The elementary students want to raise money for the project by selling newspaper 
logs that are made from recycled paper. 

A. The students want to contribute $125 to the project
. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? Answer: 
125/3750 = .033%

B. Each newspaper log sells for fifty cents ($0.50)

· How many newspaper logs will the students have to sell to make 
$125.00?  Answer: 125/.50 = 250

C. The students can make and sell 25 logs a week.
 

· How much can students earn a week? Answer:  $ 25/logs/week x .50 = 
$12.50

· How many weeks will it take them to raise $125? Answer: 125/12.50 = 
10 weeks

Middle Students

The middle school students want to raise money for the project by recycling 
aluminum cans.

A. The students want to contribute $250 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? Answer: 250/ 
3750 = .066%
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B. The students receive five (.05) cents for each aluminum can they collect. 

· How many cans do they have to collect to make $250? Answer: 250/.05 
=5000 cans

C. The students can collect 500 aluminum cans a week. 

· How much can students earn a week? Answer: 500 cans x .05 = $25/week
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $250? Answer: 250/25 = 10 

weeks

High School Students

The high school students want to cut firewood to raise money for the project. 

A. The students want to contribute $500 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? Answer: 500/ 
3750 = .133%

B. The students receive $100 for each cord of firewood. 

· How many cords of firewood must be sold to make $500? Answer: 
500/100 = 5 cords of wood

C. The students can cut 1 1/4 of a cord of firewood a week. 

· What is the minimum amount students can earn a week? Answer: 1.25 
cords wood x $100 = $125/week

· How many weeks will it take them to raise $500? Answer: 500/125 = 4 
weeks

Women

The women want to raise money for the project by putting on a traditional supper 
made from subsistence harvest of plants and animals in their area.

A. The women want to contribute $625 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the women raising? Answer:   625/ 
3750 =.166%
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B. The women receive $12.50 for each meal that they make.
 

· How many meals do they have to make to raise $625? 
            Answer: 625/12.50 = 50 meals

      C. The women will make 25 meals for each weekly supper.

· How much will supper earn a week? Answer: 25 x 12.50 = 312.50
· How many weekly suppers do they need to put on to raise $625? Answer:  

625/312.50 = 2 weekly suppers
Men

The men want to raise money for the project by trapping beavers and fox that live 
in the area.

A. The men want to contribute $1000 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the men raising? Answer: 1000/3750 
=.266% 

B. The men receive $50 for each beaver pelt. They want to raise $400 from 
beaver pelts. The men can trap 4 beavers a week

· How many beavers do they need to trap? Answer: 400/50= 8 beavers
· How much will the men earn from beaver pelts in a week? Answer: $50 x 

4 = $200/week
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $400? Answer: 400/200 = 2 

weeks

C. The men receive $60 for each fox pelt. They want to raise $600 from fox pelts. 
The men can trap 5 fox a week.

· How many fox do they need to trap? Answer: 600/60 = 10 foxes
· How much can the men earn from fox pelts in a week? Answer: $60 x 5 = 

$300
· How many weeks will it take them to raise $600? Answer: 600/300 = 2 

weeks

D. Total weekly earnings from the men 

· What is the total weekly amount the men can earn from both pelts? 
Answer: $200 + $300 = $500/week
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Women Elders

The women who are elders want to raise money for the project by crocheting tote 
bags from recycled plastic shopping bags.

A. The women want to contribute $375 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the women raising? Answer: 375/3750 
= .10%

B. The women receive $15 for each tote bag they crochet. 

· How many tote bags do they need to crotchet to make $375? Answer: 
375/15 = 25 tote bags

C. The women Elders can crotchet 5 tote bags a week. 

· How much can the women Elders earn in a week? Answer: $15 x 5 = 
$75/week

· How many weeks will it take them to 
            raise $375? Answer: 375/75 = 5 weeks

Men Elders

The men Elders want to raise money for the project by making snowshoes from 
local wood.  

A. The men Elders want to contribute $875 to the project. 

· What % of the matching funds are the students raising? Answer: 875/3750 
= .233%

B. The men Elders receive $175 for each pair of snowshoes they make. 

· How many snowshoes do they need to make $875? Answer: 875/175= 5 
pairs of snowshoes

C. The men Elders can make 2.5 pairs of snowshoes a week. 

· What is the minimum amount the men Elders can earn in one week? 
Answer: $175 x 2.5 = $437.50

· How many weeks will it take them to raise $875? Answer: 875/437.50 = 2 
weeks
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III. The tribal bookkeeper sets up an account at the bank for the matching funds for 
the burn box. Each week the groups deposit the money they have earned in the burn 
box account.

1. What much could the Weekly Deposit from each group be?

a) Elementary Students: $12.50/week

b) Middle Students: $25/week

c) High School Students: $125/week

d) Women: $312.50/week

e) Men: $500/week

f) Women Elders: $75/week

g) Men Elder: $437.50/week

2. What could the total weekly deposit be for the village?

Total Weekly Deposit to Burn Box Account  Answer = $12.50 + $25 + $125 
+ $312.50 + $500 + $75 + $437.50 = $1,487.50
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Lesson 6- Mathematics

Activity 3- Environmental Technician Burnbox Math

In this activity, students work as an Environmental Technician for a village that is 
considering purchasing a burnbox because there is a limited amount of space in the 
landfill for trash. 

The Tribal Council wants the Environmental Technician to provide them with a 
breakdown of the material and the chemical composition of the trash the village is 
generating each day so they can look at the options for reducing, reusing, recycling and 
composting the trash they are creating.

The Tribal Council also wants the Environmental Technician to figure out how much 
trash can be burned in the burnbox each week and to use this calculation to project how 
many years the burnbox will extend the current use of the landfill.

Information

In this activity, you are the Environmental Technician for a village that is considering 
purchasing a burnbox because there is a limited amount of space for trash in the Landfill.
The Tribal Council wants you to provide them with the following information so they can 
decide whether or not to purchase the burnbox:

1 How much trash the village is generating each day/week/year?
2 The material composition of the trash/number of pounds of each material 

being produced. 
3 The chemical composition of the trash/number of pounds of each chemical 

being produced.
4 How much trash is combustible/noncombustible?
5 How many years the burnbox will extend the use of the Landfill?
6 What will it cost to operate/maintain the burnbox?

A. How Much Trash is the Village Generating Each Day/Week/Year?

The Tribal Council asks you to figure out how much waste the village produces 
during the day, the week and for the year. You speak with the Landfill operator and 
learn that there are 50 people living in the community who produce 3 pounds of 
trash/day. 

1. How much trash is the community generating each day? ___

2. How much trash is the community generating each week? ____

3. How much trash is the community generating each year? ___
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B. Material Composition of the Trash: Amount of Daily Pounds Generated by Each 
Type of Material 

The Tribal Council asks you to figure out what people are throwing away in the trash 
each day and how much it weighs. You analyze the trash in the village and discover it 
is composed of:

1 38% Paper and cardboard* 
2 7% Glass 
3 7% Metals 
4 8% Plastics 
5 6% Wood 
6 7% Food wastes 
7 18% Vegetative 
8    8% Other 

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.

How many pounds of trash are:

1. Paper and Cardboard? ____ 
2. Glass?  ___ 
3. Metals? ___ 
4. Plastics? ___ 
5. Wood? ___
6. Food wastes? ___ 
7. Vegetative? ___ 
8. Other? ___   

C. Chemical Composition: Amount of Daily Pounds Generated by Each Chemical 
Type  

 
The Tribal Council asks you to provide them with a chemical analysis of the trash 
that will tell them what chemicals are in the trash and how much they weigh each 
day. You work with a chemical laboratory who tells you in a report that the trash is:

1 21% Moisture water* 
2 51% Volatile matter 
3 7% Fixed carbon 
2 21% Glass metal and ash 

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.
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How many pounds of trash are:

1. Moisture water? ____ 
2. Volatile matter?  ___ 
3. Fixed Carbon? ___ 
4. Glass, metals and ash? ___ 

D. How Much Trash is Combustible/Noncombustible?

E. The Tribal Council asks you to determine amount of weekly  pounds of trash 
generated that are combustible and can be burned in the burnbox and how many 
pounds are noncombustible and need to be placed in the Landfill.

1. You go to see the Landfill operator. He explains to you that the combustible 
materials in the trash include paper, plastic, wood and food. He tells you that 
70% of the trash generated is combustible.

 
• Amount of weekly pounds of combustible trash? ____ 

2. The Landfill operator tells you that the noncombustible materials in the trash 
include metal and glass. He tells you that 30% of the trash the community 
generates is noncombustible.

• Amount of weekly pounds of noncombustible trash? ____ 

F. How Many Years will the Burnbox Extend the Use of the Landfill?

The Tribal Council asks you to tell them how many years the burnbox will extend 
the use of the Village Landfill. You take the following steps to figure out the 
answer to the Tribal Council’s question:

Step 1: Figure out how many square feet are in the landfill. To do this:

(a) Multiply the length of the Landfill x the width of the landfill.

Example: 
The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 50’ long x 50’ wide. 
How many square feet is the Brooks Mountain Landfill?

Equation: Square feet = length x width
50’wide x 50’long = 2,500 square feet

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 12,500 square feet. 
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(b) The Village Landfill is 100" long x 50" wide. 

• How many square feet is the Village Landfill? ___ 

Step 2: Figure out how many square feet are in the landfill with the lift.
Lift is how high the trash is stacked in the landfill. 
To do this:

(a) Multiply the number of square feet in the landfill x the lift. 

Example: The lift for the Brooks Mountain Landfill is 2’. 
How many square feet in the Brooks Mountain Landfill with the lift?

Equation: Square feet with lift = Square Feet x Lift
2,500’square feet x 2 lift’ = 5,000 square feet

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 5,000 square feet with the lift.

(b) The lift for the Village Landfill is 2’. 

• How many square feet are in the Village landfill with the lift? ____

Step 3: Figure out how many cubic yards* of trash the landfill can hold. To do this:

(a) Divide the number of square feet in the landfill with the lift by 27.  
Example: The number of square feet with the lift in the Brooks Mountain landfill 

is 5,000. How many cubic yards of trash can the Brooks Mountain Landfill hold?

Equation: CubicYards = Square feet with lift/27
5000/27= 185 (rounded)

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 185 cubic yards of trash.

•  How many cubic yards of trash can the Village Landfill hold? ____

Step 4:  Figure out how many pounds of trash the Landfill will hold. To do this:

a) Multiply the number of cubic yards of trash the landfill holds by the number 
of pounds of trash in a cubic yard.

Example: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 400 pounds per cubic yard. 
How many pounds of trash can the Brooks Mountain Landfill hold?
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Equation: Capacity = Cubic Yards in Landfill x Pounds of Trash per Cubic 
Yard
187 cubic yards of trash x 400 pounds of trash per cubic yard= 74,800 lbs

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 74,800 lbs of trash

b) The Village Landfill holds 300 lbs of trash/cubic yard. 

• How many pounds of trash will the Village Landfill hold? ___

* Cubic yard is 3’ long x 3’ wide by 3” high

Step 5: Figure out how many years the landfill will last without a burnbox? To do this:

Divide the pounds the landfill holds/pounds of trash the per year. 

Example: The Brooks Mountain Community generates 18,700 pounds of trash per 
year. 
How many years will the Brooks Mountain landfill last without a burnbox?

Equation: Landfill Lifetime= Pounds of Trash the Landfill Holds    
74,800 pounds landfill holds/18,700 pounds of trash per year=4                         
            
The Brooks Mountain Landfill will last 4 years.

•    How many years will the Village landfill last? ___

Step 6: Figure how many years the burnbox will extend the life of the landfill. To do this:

a) Multiply years the landfill will last without the burnbox by the percentage of 
trash the burnbox will burn. 

Example: The Brooks Mountain burnbox burns 70% of the community’s trash 

Equation: Years Burnbox Extends Landfill Life= 
(Years landfill will last without the burnbox) x (% of trash the burnbox will burn).

4 years x 70%* = 2.8 years

Extend the life of the Brooks Mountain Landfill 2.8 years.

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.
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b) The Village Burnbox will burn 70% of the trash the community generates. 

 • Years the burnbox extends the life of the Village landfill? ___

Mathematics Answers 
 

Environmental Technician Burnbox Math
(Please see the next page)
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Mathematics Answers for 

Environmental Technician Burnbox Math

The Tribal Council asks you to figure out how much waste the village produces 
during the day, the week and for the year. You speak with the Landfill operator and 
learn that there are 50 people living in the community who produce 3 lbs of trash/day. 

1. How much trash is the community generating each day?  Answer: 3 lbs 
trash/per day x 50 = 150 lbs trash/day

2. How much trash is the community generating each week?  Answer: 150 lbs 
trash/per day x 7 = 1050 lbs trash/week

3. How much trash is the community generating each year? ___ Answer: 1050 
lbs trash/week x 52 = 54,600 lbs trash/year

B. Material Composition of the Trash: Amount of Daily Pounds Generated by Each 
Type of Material 

The Tribal Council asks you to figure out what people are throwing away in the trash 
each day and how much it weighs. You analyze the trash in the village and discover it 
is composed of:

1 38% Paper and cardboard* 
2 7% Glass 
3 8% Metals 
4 8% Plastics 
5 6% Wood 
6 7% Food wastes 
7 18% Vegetative 
8    8% Other" 

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.

How many pounds of trash are:

1. Paper and Cardboard?  Answer: 150 x .38 = 57 lbs
2. Glass?   Answer: 150 x .07= 10.50 lbs
3. Metals?  Answer: 150 x .08 = 12 lbs
4. Plastics? Answer: 150 x .08 = 12 lbs.
5. Wood? Answer: 150 x .06 = 9 lbs
6. Food wastes? Answer: 150 x .07 = 10.50 lbs
7. Vegetative? Answer: 150 x .18 = 27 lbs
8. Other?  Answer: 150 x .08 = 12 lbs
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C. Chemical Composition: Amount of Daily Pounds Generated by Each Chemical 
Type  

 
The Tribal Council asks you to provide them with a chemical analysis of the trash 
that will tell them what chemicals are in the trash and how much they weigh each 
day. You work with a chemical laboratory who tells you in a report that the trash is:

1 21% Moisture water* 
2 51% Volatile matter 
3 7% Fixed carbon 
2 21% Glass metal and ash 

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.

How many pounds of trash are:

1. Moisture water?  Answer: 150 x .21 = 31.50 lbs
2. Volatile matter?  Answer: 150 x .51 = 76.50 lbs
3. Fixed Carbon?  Answer: 150 x 7 = 10.50 
4. Glass, metals and ash?  Answer: 150 x 21 = 31.50

D. How Much Trash is Combustible/Noncombustible?

E. The Tribal Council asks you to determine amount of weekly  pounds of trash 
generated that are combustible and can be burned in the burnbox and how many 
pounds are noncombustible and need to be placed in the Landfill.

1. You go to see the Landfill operator. He explains to you that the combustible 
materials in the trash include paper, plastic, wood and food. He tells you that 
70% of the trash generated is combustible.

 
1 Amount of weekly pounds of combustible trash? ____ Answer: 150 x .70 

= 105 lbs/combustible trash

2. The Landfill operator tells you that the noncombustible materials in the trash 
include metal and glass. He tells you that 30% of the trash the community 
generates is noncombustible.

2 Amount of weekly pounds of noncombustible trash? ____ Answer: 150 x 
.30 = 45 lbs/noncombusitible trash

F. How Many Years will the Burnbox Extend the Use of the Landfill?

The Tribal Council asks you to tell them how many years the burnbox will extend 
the use of the Village Landfill. You take the following steps to figure out the 
answer to the Tribal Council’s question:
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Step 1: Figure out how many square feet are in the landfill. To do this:

(a) Multiply the length of the Landfill x the width of the landfill.

Example: 
The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 50’ long x 50’ wide. 
How many square feet is the Brooks Mountain Landfill?

Equation: Square feet = length x width
50’wide x 50’long = 2,500 square feet

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 12,500 square feet. 

(b) The Village Landfill is 100’ long x 50’ wide. 

How many square feet is the Village Landfill? 
Answer: 100’wide x 50’long = 5,000 square feet

Step 2: Figure out how many square feet are in the landfill with the lift.
Lift is how high the trash is stacked in the landfill. 
To do this:

(a) Multiply the number of square feet in the landfill x the lift. 

Example: The lift for the Brooks Mountain Landfill is 2’. 
How many square feet in the Brooks Mountain Landfill with the lift?

Equation: Square feet with lift = Square Feet x Lift
2,500’square feet x 2 lift’ = 5,000 square feet

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill is 5,000 square feet with the lift

(b) The lift for the Village Landfill is 2’. 

How many square feet are in the Village landfill with the lift? 
Answer: 5,000 square feet x 2 lift’ = 10,000 square feet

Step 3: Figure out how many cubic yards* of trash the landfill can hold. To do this:

(a) Divide the number of square feet in the landfill with the lift by 27.  
Example: The number of square feet with the lift in the Brooks Mountain landfill 

is 5,000. How many cubic yards of trash can the Brooks Mountain Landfill hold?

Equation: CubicYards = Square feet with lift/27
5000/27= 185 (rounded)

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 185 cubic yards of trash.
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•  How many cubic yards of trash can the Village Landfill hold? ____ 
• Answer: 10,000/27 = 370 (rounded ) 

Step 4:  Figure out how many pounds of trash the Landfill will hold. To do this:

a) Multiply the number of cubic yards of trash the landfill holds by the number 
of pounds of trash in a cubic yard.

Example: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 400 pounds per cubic yard. 
How many pounds of trash can the Brooks Mountain Landfill hold?

Equation: Capacity = Cubic Yards in Landfill x Pounds of Trash per Cubic 
Yard
185 cubic yards of trash x 400 pounds of trash per cubic yard= 74,000 lbs

Answer: The Brooks Mountain Landfill holds 74,000 lbs of trash

b) The Village Landfill holds 300 lbs of trash/cubic yard. 

• How many pounds of trash will the Village Landfill hold?
 Answer: 370 cubic yards of trash x 300 pounds of trash per cubic yard = 

111, 000 lbs of trash

* Cubic yard is 3’ long x 3’ wide by 3” high = 

Step 5: Figure out how many years the landfill will last without a burnbox? To do this:

Divide the pounds the landfill holds/pounds of trash the per year. 

Example: The Brooks Mountain Community generates 18,700 pounds of trash per 
year. 
How many years will the Brooks Mountain landfill last without a burnbox?

Equation: Landfill Lifetime= Pounds of Trash the Landfill Holds    
74,800 pounds landfill holds/18,700 pounds of trash per year=4                         
            
The Brooks Mountain Landfill will last 4 years.

•    How many years will the Village landfill last?  
                  Answer: 111, 000 pounds landfill holds/54,600 pounds of trash per year = 2 
years (rounded)

Step 6: Figure how many years the burnbox will extend the life of the landfill. To do this:

a) Multiply years the landfill will last without the burnbox by the percentage of 
trash the burnbox will burn. 
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Example: The Brooks Mountain burnbox burns 70% of the community’s trash 

Equation: Years Burnbox Extends Landfill Life= 
(Years landfill will last without the burnbox) x (% of trash the burnbox will burn).

4 years x 70%* = 2.8 years

Extend the life of the Brooks Mountain Landfill 2.8 years.

* Burning Garbage and Land Disposal in Rural Alaska Prepared by: State of Alaska, Alaska Energy 
Authority Alaska Department of Environmental Conservation May 2004 PDF, Solid Waste Alaska 
Network Link.

b) The Village Burnbox will burn 70% of the trash the community generates. 

 • Years the burnbox extends the life of the Village landfill? Answer: 2 
years x .70% = 1.4 years
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